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Abstract

Deterrence has successfully prevented nuclear confrontation for more than five decades. The
motive for conducting this research is to response to the problem of cyber threat growth
and find out if deterrence is able to stop state cyber adversaries from utilizing cyber threats
against its cyber space. A considerable effort of defensive cyber technologies and solutions
have been developed, although massive cyber-attacks are still occurring and growing in terms
of complexity, severity and quantity. For that, States need a new tactic to deal with cyber
threats rather than relying only on cyber defense or offense. However, there is a satisfactory
chance for cyber deterrence to work despite of challenges. Research approach is to examine
cyber deterrence theory inspired by traditional deterrence theory combined with game theory
models. This approach respond to the argument via three dimensions. First, it responds to
analyze relevance of credibility to deterrence assumptions and the reasons beyond associating
credibility of cyber threat with cyber deterrence strategy and its role either success or failure
of deterrence strategy. The developed analytical model consists of two players involved in a
cyber conflict. The selected case study assist in generating clear understanding of the pivotal
role of credibility to support optimizing deterrence strategy from real life context. Second,
cyber escalation model developed reflecting the failure of cyber threat credibility (as a threat
of punishment) in deterring state cyber adversaries. The model has attempted to explore
nature of cyber escalation ladder either it is going to be limited within cyber space or might
exceed to involve nuclear or other domains of conflicts. Third, deterrence by entanglement
model as a new approach could be the best approach for succeeding cyber deterrence strategy
compared to other traditional deterrence model. Deterrence by entanglement model analysis
has moved from general deterrence concepts to more narrowed investigation measuring
effectiveness of deterrence by entanglement in reducing conflict heat. It explores the degree
to which cyber deterrence by entanglement can assist state in deterring its cyber adversaries
within more peacefully approach. Each chapter is concluded with a section that prescribes
certain strategies which states can benefit from in real life practice. These strategies and
learned lessons will assist states to understand the essential requirements for developing its
credibility in cyber space and draw the lines for states optimizing its cyber deterrence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The cyber domain consists of globally interconnected, integrated systems. The world is
increasingly dependent on cyber technologies. Unfortunately, this domain has a weakness
where a cyber attack can be launched against linked systems from anywhere by anyone.
The past decade has seen a rapid increase in cyber threats targeting different sectors of
information and communication infrastructures [1]. These threats showed a variety of attack
types, methods, and technologies to deliver exploits to their targets.

Current growth in the Internet of Things (IoT) to support executing certain operations
or exchanging goods has added to the challenges of securing state infrastructures [2]. In
addition, the evolution of so-called smart cities where people benefit from smart social
service systems such as smart meters, smart cars, and smart appliances is increasing concern
for securing the infrastructure of these cities from cyber threats [3].

It has been widely noted that the cyber domain is not only a domain used for civil services
but also one where political and military confrontations take place. Thousands of cyber
attacks occur every day affecting the national infrastructures of different states. In the cyber
domain, states threaten the national security of other states [4]. Moreover, the worst cyber
attacks can be expected in the future despite development of better cyber defense (but also
better offensive capabilities).

Documented cyber incidents during the last decade have revealed sophisticated cyber
attacks and shown the challenge of predicting attacks, identifying the attacker, and the costs
of dealing with post-attack consequences [5]. In the political context, cyber attacks are being
used as weapons in conflicts between nations particularly to affect their critical infrastructure.
Use of so-called cyber weapons are aimed to affect the national security of enemy countries.

Researchers have shown a growing interest in the idea of “cyber deterrence” evident from
different publications trying to bridge the concept from the nuclear era to the cyber domain.
Cyber deterrence is basically taken from traditional deterrence theory which was popularised
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during the Cold War to prevent any nuclear attack and to reduce the risk of distribution of
nuclear weapons around the world [6]. The main idea of cyber deterrence is to prevent or
reduce the likelihood of cyber attacks before they happen by threatening the opponent with
retaliation in case the opponent decides to attack. The threat of retaliation is assumed to
incite fear in the opponent and change the cost-benefit considerations.

Different countries have started reviewing the effectiveness of their cyber security strate-
gies and questioning the effectiveness of these strategies in reacting against cyber threats.
Numerous discussions have argued about how preemptive cyber threats can be avoided. A
major player, the U.S. has started considering the development of cyber deterrence policy,
and President Obama submitted a cyber deterrence policy to the Congress for a vote [7]. In
Europe, Estonia suffered from massive cyber attacks, and the Estonian president asked NATO
to cover cyber deterrence under the NATO deterrence umbrella [8]. As cyber deterrence
has become a national security issue at the presidential level, it confirms the importance
of moving to cyber deterrence. This movement should focus on answering the main cyber
deterrence questions. States like Estonia, which has witnessed organised cyber attacks against
its financial sector and other related critical sectors [9], would have benefited from successful
deterrence.

This chapter explains the reasons and motivations for pursuing this research on cyber
deterrence. It will also explain the proposed approach for conducting the research project. It
will tie the research questions with aims and contribution expected by the end of this research.
Finally, this chapter will clarify how this thesis is structured and what each chapter tries to
accomplish.

1.1 Research Motivation

Cyber space has enabled the introduction of advanced threats to states, national security, and
policy makers. States benefit from and depend on new cyber services, but at the same time,
worry about threats against these cyber services.

Obviously, a great deal of cyber security defensive technologies and solutions have
been developed, although massive cyber attacks are still occurring and growing in terms of
complexity, severity and quantity. For example, the Iranian nuclear infrastructure was targeted
for the purpose of physical destruction despite precautions taken by Iran [10]. Another case
happened in the western part of Ukraine where the electricity grid was shut down for more
than six hours on the 23rd of December 2015 [11]. The cause was malware called "Black
Energy" which has a history of targeting control systems and wiping hard disks. When
people rebooted their PCs, everything was gone because the drives were totally wiped.
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Stuxnet, Black Energy, Sony attack, Lockheed Martin attack, Shamoon and Duqu are
real examples around the world that has proved destructiveness of cyber attacks [12]. Typical
consequences are financial and reputation damage. These days, attacks are capable of
damaging the critical infrastructure and directly affecting national security which is obviously
a top priority for states.

These cases indicate that cyber attacks have been used in political conflicts. Although
efforts continue to develop cyber defense technologies for the purpose of detection, response,
mitigation and recovery, it is often difficult to assure their efficacy in addition to the high costs
of implementation. It is difficult to prevent states from massive cyber attacks by technology
alone. It is necessary to look at other strategies to avoid cyber catastrophes.

Cyber threats need an effective response similar to traditional military response [13]
but the main problem is no return address for the cyber attacker. An offensive cyber attack
against a cyber attack could be a perfect retaliatory act [14]. However, retaliation could lead
to unwanted escalation of a conflict.

States are responsible for protecting their citizens from threats coming via the sea, land
and air. Cyber is another source of threats which requires sufficient protection [17]. At
present, cyber defenses are not fully capable of protecting against a wide range of cyber
attacks [15]. Kugler described cyber defenses as simply concentrating on protecting against
known cyber attack [112]. States need to expand strategic initiatives to improve cyber security
as well as prevention.

Going back to the nuclear arm race during the Cold War period, deterrence was the main
factor to prevent nuclear war. The concept of cyber deterrence aims to take lessons from
traditional deterrence and transfer them to the cyber domain [106]. The main motivation
for this research is to help states with new response options that can support national cyber
security. We next consider responses against new vulnerabilities and new threats in the cyber
domain.

1. New vulnerabilities:

Cyber vulnerability is a weakness or software bug within cyber systems or infrastruc-
ture which the attacker can utilize to exploit the attack or execute certain prohibited
actions [18]. Actually, there are many definitions for the term of vulnerability. The U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has defined vulnerability as “A
flaw or weakness in system security procedures, design, implementation, or internal
controls that could be exercised (accidentally triggered or intentionally exploited) and
result in a security breach or a violation of the system’s security policy” [23].
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The complicated challenge facing states is that the cyber domain is free and open
for everyone to participate. This means that other states can actively scan cyber
infrastructure and systems looking for vulnerabilities. Cyber attacks can be initiated
from anywhere around the world against the critical infrastructure, e.g., the malware
attack against the Ukraine electric grid [24].

Vulnerabilities within critical infrastructure are a complicated problem to manage
effectively. Vulnerability management should go through different phases from identi-
fication, to classification to remediation and mitigation [19].

2. New threats:

Cyber threat is a possible danger that might exploit a vulnerability to breach security
and thereby cause possible damage. ISO 27005 standard defines threat as “A potential
cause of an incident, that may result in harm of systems and organization” [20]. The
Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) has given a more comprehensive
definition for the cyber threat according to its way of usage and its impact on the target:
“Any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact organizational
operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets,
or individuals through an information system via unauthorized access, destruction,
disclosure, modification of information, and/or denial of service. Also, the potential
for a threat-source to successfully exploit a particular information system vulnerability”
[21].

These threats can be an intentional mission for hacking or attacking, or an accidental
result of malfunction or bugs or natural disaster (e.g., earthquake, fire). Exploitation of
vulnerabilities can result in loss of information, loss of confidentiality, loss of integrity,
or loss of availability. Some critical questions related to cyber threats include [22]:

• Severity of the threat?

• Is it possible is to replicate the same threat?

• What is the effort needed for exploiting and delivering the threat?

• What is the expected impact of the threat?

• How challenging is to find out the threat?

• What is the level of attribution for this particular cyber threat?

These questions help to build a broad perception about the nature of cyber threats and
how to deal with them.
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3. New responses:

Cyberspace is another domain for the challenges faced by states in addition to other
domains such as air, sea and land. With the development of complex and interconnected
technologies, systems and networks, many vulnerabilities have been created which
have allowed attackers to overcome cyber defense systems.

In many cases, cyber defense technologies have failed against cyber attacks [28].
Some have proposed the idea of responding by a cyber attack against the attacker.
However, this is not currently practical due to the challenges of cyber attack attribution
[141]. Initiating cyber offense against another state is not a trivial decision because it
could lead to retaliatory action. Also, it is not clear under which circumstances cyber
offensive action should be taken [80].

The dilemma of proper response to cyber attacks has prompted a search for new
preemptive strategies. Cyber deterrence is a strategy to maintain peace and availability
of critical infrastructure.

Fig. 1.1 Cyber Deterrence - Research Motivators

Figure 1.1 show the correlation between the new cyber space vulnerabilities and it
consequence to develop new threat to the state national security then the need for new
response to aligned with cyber defense as well as cyber offense. Cyber deterrence is expected
to play a significant role to balance between cyber offense and cyber defense. If deterrence
works, it would be a preventive strategy against cyber attacks. This is similar to what
happened during the Cold War. Nuclear deterrence was the cornerstone to preventing nuclear
war. Cyber deterrence has advantages that can be summarized as [31]:
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• It is a preemptive strategy which is proactive more than reactive.

• It could be easier than cyber defense or cyber offense.

• The cost could be less than cyber defense or offense.

• It is a strategy for peace via showing strength.

1.2 Problem Statement

States need a new option to deal with cyber threats rather than rely on offense or defense.
Cyber deterrence can be a better candidate if approached properly. On the other hand,
cyber deterrence has its challenges which can be summarised as the following: attribution,
retaliation, escalation and credibility [139]. However, there is a satisfactory chance of cyber
deterrence to work despite these challenges [34]. These challenges will be discussed more
in depth within the literature review chapter. The general questions reflecting this research
problem will be:

1. What are the general principles for any effective national cyber deterrence strategy
(based on game theory)?

2. How is deterrence theory different in the cyber domain from conventional (physical)
deterrence, namely nuclear deterrence?

3. Are conventional principles such as MAD (mutual assured destruction) valid in cyber
deterrence?

4. Are coalitions such as NATO effective for cyber deterrence (from a game theory
viewpoint)?

5. How does cyber attack attribution support cyber deterrence strategies?

6. How to evaluate and measure the effectiveness of a national cyber deterrence strategy?

Specifically, the main research problem is to answer the general question, "How can a
state develop a successful cyber deterrence policy?" Answering this question needs a deep
analysis of the fundamental conditions for effective cyber deterrence. States need to look at
each condition or challenge separately. This research attempts to split these challenges and
tackle each individual challenge.
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1.3 Proposed Approach

Our approach aims to develop a cyber deterrence theory inspired by traditional (nuclear)
deterrence theory combined with game theory adapting to the uniqueness of the cyber domain.
A mixed method (quantitative and qualitative) [35] has been followed due to the nature of
cyber deterrence research which consists of two parts.

First, we observe the behavior of cyber adversaries under strict controlled conditions and
context within developed models (game model), then observe how players will act. This
approach applies more of the quantitative research method.

Second, we observe cyber deterrence in real life practice and how both adversaries (states)
will behave. Real life case studies are different from controlled conditions (models). This
approach applies more of the qualitative method.

Fig. 1.2 Cyber Deterrence - Research Approach [37]

The reasoning approach followed is more of a deductive approach than inductive. De-
ductive reasoning approach reflects a hypothesis developed in cyber deterrence which is
based on traditional (nuclear) deterrence theory toward developing cyber deterrence theory.
Developing new theory from previous theory is the inductive reasoning approach, and it will
complement the deductive approach in this research [36]. The analysis steps move from
general deterrence concepts to more specific investigation to the effectiveness of specific
strategies. Deductive reasoning approach is opposite to the inductive approach which begins
with collecting data related to the research problem, then spends time on investigation and
analysis. There are certain differences between deductive and inductive research approaches.
Deductive main target is to test the theory while inductive approach aims to develop new
theory. In some cases, both approaches complement each other and the researcher may need
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to join both to achieve the research goals. Figure 1.2 outlines the steps that are involved with
a deductive research approach for optimizing cyber deterrence theory.

The approach will make assumptions about cyber deterrence followed by mathematical
and logical analysis to explore the validity of the raised hypothesis. It will focus on effective-
ness of newly developed cyber deterrence strategies and mechanisms that would lead to deter
state cyber threats.

1.4 Contributions and Novelty

While an extensive academic literature exists on cyber deterrence, the literature is almost
entirely qualitative. This research is among the first to approach the problem quantitatively
through game theory. Specific contributions include:

1. Identifying research gaps by reviewing literature published on traditional deterrence,
game theory and cyber deterrence.

2. Identifying general principles for an effective cyber deterrence strategy (based on game
theory modeling).

3. Explaining the differences of deterrence theory in the cyber environment from conven-
tional (nuclear) deterrence.

4. Explaining how conventional principles such as MAD (mutual assured destruction)
could or could not be applied to cyber deterrence.

5. Developing cyber deterrence principles inferred from traditional deterrence literature.

6. Producing a set of relevant, logical hypotheses about cyber deterrence that could make
deterrence function in the cyber domain.

7. Explaining the role of technologies to attribute cyber attacks sources and what extent
attribution is practical.

8. Explaining how effectiveness of a national cyber deterrence strategy can be evaluated
and measured.

9. Providing a mathematical model for cyber deterrence strategies based on game theory
applications. The model will simulate gain, lose and best choices for both opponents.

10. Investigating how coalitions such as NATO can support cyber deterrence (from a game
theory viewpoint).
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11. Modelling escalation within deterrence games in the cyber domain.

1.5 Thesis Structure

This PhD thesis is organised in six chapters following this introductory chapter. A brief
explanation about every chapter content is summarized below:

1. Chapter 2: Methodology

Methodology chapter provides an outline of the research methodology used to identify
the motivations, answer the research questions and problem, explaining research
sampling and analysis methodology. In addition, the chapter will explain the limitation
of the research method. It highlights the approach of research beginning by review
of traditional deterrence (nuclear deterrence) strategies and tactics. It investigates
the differences between cyber and nuclear domain for understanding the relationship
aiming for producing a precise comparison presenting either similarity or differences.
Furthermore, cyber deterrence theory section will be formed as result of joining
together traditional and cyber deterrence supported by game theory models confirming
the assumption and hypothesis raised within research. To tie this chapter, final section
will explain expected strategies to be developed as result of mathematical analysis.
Cyber deterrence strategies will be like a road-map for optimizing every state deterrence
policy.

2. Chapter 3: Literature Review

Literature review chapter provides an overview about main concepts of traditional
deterrence and many other related essential concepts related to deterrence. Then,
the chapter looks at feature selection game theory as a theory for analyzing cyber
deterrence showing how game theory models can play a vital role in understanding
how players act within cyber domain. The chapter will list cyber deterrence principles
with explanation of each principle. Then, chapter will represent the challenges of
achieving cyber deterrence followed by a section shed the light over the concern of
what make cyber deterrence successfully working and limitations if not successfully
working. Finally, the chapter will summarize and survey previous studies conducted
in the field of traditional (nuclear) deterrence, cyber deterrence and game theory to
focus how these literature will be employed in developing cyber deterrence models by
researchers. Specifically, how the knowledge gap will get filled as a result obtained at
the end of cyber deterrence research project.
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3. Chapter 4: Credibility for Cyber Deterrence

Chapter four will demonstrate the reason of associate credibility with cyber deterrence.
It will analyze the relevance of credibility to cyber deterrence and assumptions for
threat of retaliation strategies dealing with (rational and irrational) actors or state. On
further thought, game theory working based on a presumption of rationality, then
by having deep experimental analysis to a selected situation aiming for optimization
current status. From this point, the need for more deep understanding and it will
guide how to produce (rational and irrational) decision that help cyber deterrence
working successfully. Furthermore, chapter will present a case study as motivational
case study supported by mathematical model as experimental evidence supporting
assumptions analyzed within chapter. The analysis within the model will aid to develop
strategies considering certainty level as supportive factor. The chapter conclude with a
section presenting the most successful strategies and lessons that could help optimizing
cyber deterrence and helping states with ultimate strategies that lead cyber deterrence
successfully working.

4. Chapter 5: Escalation for Cyber Deterrence

This chapter discusses escalation ladder in cyber space. The approach will develop
models for simulating cyber escalation and exploring how players mix their strategies,
technology, people, regulations and treaties toward managing cyber escalation ladders
or pursuing the conflict and aligning these efforts with national security policies.
Escalation is not an easy strategy to followed after immediate calculation of state
advancements or one own side advantage. Escalation without certain calculation of
state opponent capacity and counter escalation is a total inaccurate strategy.

5. Chapter 6: Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement

Chapter six demonstrates the need for trying another approach for cyber deterrence
compared to traditional deterrence approaches. It is deterrence by entanglement. The
chapter will define the concept of entanglement and then analyze the motivators for
such like approach for the benefit of cyber deterrence. Chapter will discuss assumptions
for developing strategies that lead to achieve progress in deterring state opponent via
entanglement. On further thought, it will explore the role of entanglement between
two states in supporting cyber deterrence. Follow that, chapter presents a case study
as motivational case study followed by mathematical model supporting assumption.
The chapter conclude with a section presenting strategies that help optimizing state
approaches for the benefit of cyber deterrence and helping states with ultimate strategy
that lead cyber deterrence successfully working.
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6. Chapter 7: Conclusion

This chapter summarizes research findings and shed lights mainly over the contribution.
It focuses on present tasks accomplished during the research project aligned with the
outcomes achieved. Conclusion chapter ties research questions, that has been listed
at the beginning of the chapter with the results gained after analyses. In addition, the
chapter discusses the limitation within cyber deterrence domain. Moreover, it points to
the direction needed for future work.





Chapter 2

Methodology

This chapter provides an outline of the research methodology followed to identify the
motivations for selecting cyber deterrence, procedure followed to answer research problem
and questions, explaining research sampling methodology applied for analysis [38].

The methodology used in this research begins with reviewing traditional deterrence theory,
principles, concepts and challenges in order to promote a theory that could be implemented
in the cyber deterrence domain by analyzing research problem with the use of game theory
models. The nominated methodology in this research can be summarized into five main
prospects:

First, reviewing related nuclear deterrence literature as a main requirement to infer the
principles, tactics and strategies that made nuclear deterrence efficient in convincing opponent
to act the way it is preferred and assure sustain deterrence as best optimal strategy for the
state adversary within the same conflict.

Second, highlight the uniqueness of cyber domain in term of players, vulnerabilities,
threats and the nature of cyber attacks. This step will facilitate to compare and contrast
between nuclear and cyber deterrence. This comparison will help to identify cyber deterrence
principles, challenges and chances of success.

Third, cyber deterrence theory will be formed as outcome of previous two sections via
joining together previous nuclear deterrence theory outcomes and cyber domain uniqueness
that will leads to an initiation of cyber deterrence theory supported by game theory models
for confirming assumed hypothesis.

Fourth, this phase will shed light on the utilisation of game theory for sake of validating
cyber deterrence theory via mathematical model by analyzing cyber conflict. The developed
model will analyze how opponents interact with each other within cyber domain and how
one can strengthen his position for the purpose of deterring the other opponent.
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This interaction within models will expand our understanding about cyber deterrence and
it will clarify the tactics for maximizing cyber deterrence goals of any state aiming to deter
its cyber threats.

Fifth, this section will explain expected strategies to be developed for the benefit of cyber
deterrence resulted from mathematical analysis and these strategies will be like a road map for
optimising cyber deterrence policy and make it efficient as expected by research hypothesis.
Furthermore, methodology chapter attempts to explain the limitation of deterrence research
methodology [39] within the cyber domain and how this methodology has tried to resolve
this limitation for achieving better results.

In summary, this structured methodology is expected to be legitimate and sufficient to
benefit from traditional deterrence experiences, explain the nature of cyber deterrence as well
as it engenders cyber deterrence model from game theory point of view. Further more, it
answer questions raised within research problem. Achieving all these is actually the essential
target of the research.

2.1 Traditional Deterrence Theory

The tragic outcomes of World War II and the use of atomic bombs by the U.S. to blow
up Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 1945 has caused a dramatic change in the types of
conflicts between states [40]. Since this holocaust, there has been no nuclear attack despite
the undeniable nuclear race between U.S. and Soviet Union during the Cold War. Deterrence
strategy was considered as the predominant factor for preventing any nuclear confrontation.
As an overwhelming military trend between superpowers, a lot of noteworthy literature was
written about nuclear deterrence.

The golden age of deterrence theory was during the Cold War especially in preventing the
use of nuclear weapons. Regardless of the debate about the success or failure of traditional
deterrence, our aim is to benefit from the literature and strategies that have prevented nuclear
confrontation. From this perspective, research methodology attempt to provide an insight
about nuclear deterrence confirming its importance to avert nuclear confrontation between
superpowers [41]. Reviewing nuclear deterrence theory as part of research methodology
is to understand the use of force in cyber similar to the nuclear threat to stimulate nuclear
adversary to cooperate for the purpose of enforcing deterrence [42].

Our research methodology examines cyber deterrence theory and how it should work
to solve the problem of deterring cyber threats inspired by nuclear deterrence theory. This
methodology gives the research rigour through scientific analysis of cyber conflicts and cyber
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deterrence models. The target is to end with a focus on all related issues that are expected to
shape cyber deterrence theory.

The structural process to develop cyber deterrence theory inspired by nuclear deterrence
theory brings together different concepts related to nuclear deterrence. Moral lessons will
be extracted and inferred from traditional deterrence and utilised while developing cyber
deterrence policy for any state.

The methodology is to look at various types of nuclear deterrence strategies and investi-
gate the literature to present what was beyond the success of these strategies. After that, this
will help to facilitate modeling cyber deterrence and follow a robust analysis methodology via
development of the game models. These models will reflect cyber uniqueness. Models will
reveal the strength and weakness of each strategy either during nuclear and cyber deterrence.

Moreover, the concept of mutual assured destruction (MAD) was developed as a result
of the nuclear race during the Cold War [43]. The idea is that both states will face mutual
destruction in the case that both committed to retaliate in kind (nuclear attack). It was clear
that neither state was capable to protect itself physically from its adversary and the probability
for escalation and resulting nuclear holocaust to occur also was high. It is not an accepted end
for both states due to the consequences. It was one of the supportive concepts to validate the
effectiveness of threat between both adversaries despite the debate on whether it is working
or not. The idea here is to review the validity of MAD in cyber deterrence.

In summary, the methodology of this research is to absorb the literature on nuclear
deterrence theory with consideration of success factors and follow the same methodology.
This approach will be like a road map for developing cyber deterrence theory based on game
theory models. This approach will clarify the main principles and strategies that form the
ground for cyber deterrence theory as an effective theory to deter cyber adversary.

2.2 Cyber Domain Uniqueness

The cyber domain has become a battleground for attacking critical infrastructure. The cyber
domain is another avenue for attacks between superpowers in addition to the four traditional
domains: land, sea, air and space [44]. These domains have a similarity in terms of military
operations, and states need to have the control over each domain.

The research methodology aims to explore the uniqueness of the cyber domain benefiting
from similarities between both nuclear and cyber domains in order to understand the validity
to implement deterrence strategies in the cyber domain. Different elements include [45]:
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• First, players within the cyber domain are different compared to the nuclear domain. In
nuclear, the player was limited between state to state but cyber players can be classified
as (State - State, State - Groups, State - Individuals).

• Second, technologies or weapons utilised for targeting or delivering the attacks are
different. Moreover, cyber attacks vary and at the same time cyber vulnerabilities vary
from state to state.

• Third, cyber attacks are generally more complex, stealthier, and unpredictable than
traditional nuclear attacks.

In addition, this research methodology considers the vital role of cyber security technolo-
gies in supporting cyber deterrence to achieve its goals especially in the face of challenges
like attribution and observability. Cyber security technologies have different capacity to
support fundamental challenges of cyber deterrence and explore the correct approach to align
cyber technologies for the benefit of cyber deterrence.

2.3 Cyber Deterrence Theory

The fundamental target of this research is to establish cyber deterrence theory benefiting from
traditional deterrence and to be evaluated by game theory models. The theory is dedicated to
deterring cyber threats and producing a peaceful cyber space. Any scientific theory begins as
hypothesis that suggest certain solutions need to get approved. Accumulative evidences are
needed to support success of any scientific theory. For that, developed theory does not mean
it is the final optimal result but there is a possibility to get rejected or it can be improved in
the case new data is observed [46].

Cyber deterrence theory aims to replace cyber confrontation with more cooperation for
the sake of cyber space sustainability. Applying deterrence in cyber space is confusing
compared to nuclear. Deterrence in nuclear depended on the assumption that the first state to
attack will be destroyed by another retaliatory nuclear attack. This assumption is difficult to
work in cyber as cyber attacks are occurring continuously in the background. This is one of
the unique aspects of the cyber domain.

Differences between traditional and cyber deterrence are investigated in order to build
up a proper hypothesis for cyber deterrence. Later the assumed hypothesis is examined by
mathematical model based on game theory. The cyber conflict interactions are simulated
while deterrence strategies are available. Cyber deterrence strategies are modified for each
model to observe effectiveness of these strategies in the result of the model. This methodology
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of analysis provides a good understanding of principles of cyber deterrence, effectiveness
of various cyber deterrence strategies, success of cyber deterrence, and the difficulties of
deterrence in the cyber domain [47].

The uniqueness of this study exists in the fact that the hypotheses are mathematically
tested and modeled in harmony with the strategy of each case that simply forms the cyber
deterrence theory. The most difficulty in this part is developing a suitable model that reflects
interaction of adversaries as well as the dynamism of state decisions within cyber domain.
Cyber deterrence research methodology examine the strategies that help deter cyber threats.
This examination been conducted via two dimensions. First, looking at the previous analysis
of deterrence in cyber are generally attempting to shed the lights over possibility to benefit
from deterrence in preventing cyber threat. Second, analyze cyber conflict by developing
useful models that help to gain a deep understanding of cyber conflicts uniqueness. Following
this methodology will answer the critical question raised within the research contribution
and expected novelty to main issues that are forming cyber deterrence theory.

2.4 Game Theory and Conflicts Modeling

Game theory simply can be described as a mathematical tool that can be utilized to evaluate,
describe and analyze particular problem. It is approach that helps to understand the problem
by analyzing the interaction between two or more actors. The analysis investigate the
strategies that has formed the problem and how each player move aligned with his opponent
response [48]. International relations is interaction between specified actors for example
between state to state or between multinational corporations. Game theory has contributed in
modeling international relations issues related to the conflicts, cooperation, escalation, arm
races, deterrence and crises stability [49].

Cyber space security is very complex domain and strengthening the security within the
cyber space has become an important mission for the states and its national security team.
Game theory has played a vital role in modeling different complex security issues. It provide
a closer analysis about cyber conflicts and the interactions between attacker and defender
[50]. Another developed model aim to explore player strategic interactions for the purpose
of securing the networks [51] and these interactions are either opposing, challenging or
cooperation [52]. Moreover, models are developed for the purpose of optimizing cyber
security technologies like intrusion detection [53] and wireless network sensors [54] and its
security. Game theory also has the applicability to contribute into modeling cyber attacks like
DoS and DDoS attack [55]. Another model is based on game theory was developed for the
purpose of forecasting cyber attacks [56]. Model methodology is to explain the interaction
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between attacker and defender during the DoS as single attack and during DDoS as multiply
or distributed attacking nodes for the purpose to understand the nature of DDoS cyber attack.

The application to analyze the strategy of nuclear deterrence is not a new application but
due to the increase of cyber threat against state critical infrastructure [57], the idea of the
project is to benefit from traditional (nuclear) game theory and strategies by developing new
models that is particularly working in analyzing the interactions between (Stat- Stat) cyber
conflicts.

Methodology of this research is to utilize game theory as a tool for modeling cyber
deterrence scenarios to understand how state can actively deter another state from conducting
any cyber attack. The model is expected to provide a deeper understanding about the cyber
conflict and strategies of cooperation among adversaries. Cyber deterrence model will begin
from looking to the nuclear deterrence model that has been developed for the purpose of
deterring nuclear adversary.

Cyber deterrence is a strategical situation with different players which may not be
sufficient enough to analyze it with a simple game model compared to the nuclear deterrence
game model and it might need to get expanded to a different models. Developed model
will differentiate deterrence between different situation of cyber adversaries and their tactics
within the cyber conflict for the purpose of all dimensions analysis for the same problem.
First player should not act without considering his opponent response, and at the same time
he cannot react to the opponent action without figuring out what strategy is going to follow
for optimizing the payoff.

Strategic scholars has recommended game theory due to its capacity the analyses needed
for such kind of strategic conflict and help to prescribe strategies that lead to progress current
situation (statues quo) to a more peaceful domain. The main challenge of cyber deterrence
game models is to deter state adversaries and keep cyber domain a peaceful domain for the
benefit of all players as it is a share domain and at the same time all players need to keep it
as domain of peace and cooperation.

The model is a tool that can be utilized for describing, evaluating and testing hypothesis
for a certain selected problem and each game model consist of four main elements [58]:

1. Players: those involved in the same game whom could be human, devices, organization,
animal or any other objects. So, players will interact with each other during the process
of analysis.

2. Actions: Each move of every player within the game is considered as an action taken.
For that, game theory helps the player to estimate/anticipate opponent next possible
action.
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3. Payoff: What each player gain within game interaction could be either positive or
negative.

4. Strategies: It is the plan of players actions that he is going to take based on knowledge,
background and expected consequences.

According to these elements within the game and for modeling any strategic problem,
the game should get developed based on very strict criteria to assure problem alignment
with model structure. Games can be classified according to criteria like: number of players
within the game; players playing simultaneously or sequentially or random; players having
perfect information when about to move or imperfect information; players having complete
information or incomplete; zero-sum games or not; communication between players allowed
or not; cooperative or non-cooperative [58]. When players negotiate, are the results of the
negotiations enforced? Do they adhere to what they agreed upon or not? If not, a player can
always move differently from what was promised in the negotiation (cheap talk).

In summary, deterrence policy is a strategy for cooperation rather than confrontation.
Cooperative game is similar when the result of negotiation are to be enforced among the
members of the coalition or players within the model [59].

2.5 Cyber Deterrence Strategies

The nature of cyber space is determined by many factors such as complexity, deception,
players and threat severity. As we are investigating the methodology of optimizing cyber
deterrence inspired by traditional deterrence, we need to consider the uniqueness of cyber
space. Research approach aims to investigate the practicality of deterrence as well as
producing practical strategies for cyber deterrence that states benefit for optimizing cyber
deterrence. On the other hand, punishment like economical sanctions, military operations, or
political negotiations may not be totally applicable in the cyber deterrence due to the unique
nature of the cyber domain.

Lack of strategy in deterring cyber threats will give open invitation for foreign adversaries
and malicious cyber opponents to continue targeting the state. This happens when state fails
to develop, form, implement and declare its cyber deterrence doctrine and strategies.

The methodology of this research will help to explore cyber strategies that establish the
ground for the cyber deterrence strategy (cyber defense and offense). Cyber deterrence model
investigates practical strategies with corporation of security technologies or other strategic
tools. Another example of strategy is the utilization of current available capacity for different
deterrence mission like observability of cyber domain or threatening opponent who seek
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to send a a message regarding state credibility [60]. Developing offensive capability and
holding the permission to initiate offensive operation in cyber is not yet a mature idea as it is
leading to unwanted provocations.

Immediate and extended deterrence concepts are developed in alignment with the nature
of threats being faced. These two concepts (immediate and extended) resulted from traditional
deterrence literature and there is a need to adjust them for the benefit of cyber deterrence.
Generally, any strategy consists of short term or long term objectives to be achieved. Likewise,
the cyber deterrence domain needs to have immediate deterrence and extended deterrence
strategies [89].

Strategy for immediate cyber deterrence listed in table 2.1 is responsible to deal against
an immediate, known cyber threat whereas future (extended) cyber deterrence strategy
determines how to deal with future highly expected cyber threats. But the most critical
question here is how to develop effective cyber deterrence strategy and how to select the
best strategy to respond against an immediate known cyber threat. The strategy of response
against cyber attack hitting critical infrastructure for first time causing very limited damage is
different from another highly severe, repeated attack. For that, both immediate and extended
strategies for cyber deterrence are needed and made ready according to the conditions of the
attack and attacker.

We assume three phases of practical cyber deterrence (Observability, Attribution and
Retaliation) are relatively integrated in functionality. This assumption helps to make precise
judgment regarding the strategy of response parameter in term of (WIN/LOSE) and assist
national security staff to select the best optimal strategy. To remove the fog of the scene, the
model will align strategies with a parameter weighing out both the strategy and its expected
results according to the conditions of the conflict helps any state to evaluate current and
future situation based on (WIN and LOSE). This parameter in table 2.1 is modified from
traditional military strategies to serve the objective of cyber deterrence strategies [62]:

Immediate/Now Future/Extended Strategy
LOSE (weak deterrence/ defense) LOSE Retaliation
WIN (strong deterrence/ defense) LOSE (opponent will escalate) Retaliation
LOSE (weak deterrence/ defense) WIN (strong deterrence) NO Retaliation
WIN (strong deterrence/ defense) WIN (strong deterrence) NO Retaliation

Table 2.1 Cyber Deterrence Strategy Parameters

In conclusion, research methodology followed (represented in Fig (2.1)) will lead to
develop strategies that help state in deterring cyber attacks. This strategies support states
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to discourage its cyber adversaries not to initiate any cyber attack and if they did so the
consequence would result a lose for the attacker. Strategies could provide balance between
promises of incentives or threat of punishment (carrot or stick) and guarantee the lost for
discouraging by losing any expected gain. Cyber deterrence strategies will need to structure
a sort of cooperation with other cyber defense or offense strategies [63]. As the deterrence is
in the between offense and defense, it is very critical for cyber deterrence strategy to consider
other strategies for the benefit of cyber deterrence strategies.

Fig. 2.1 Research Methodology





Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Preface

The aim of this literature review chapter is to establish a theoretical framework for cyber
deterrence. The research project aims to optimise cyber deterrence by developing certain
strategies. Cyber deterrence strategies are inspired by nuclear deterrence strategies. System-
atic literature review is the formal way for synthesizing the literature which has been written
on nuclear deterrence, game theory and cyber deterrence.

The work begins by tracing the root of the deterrence concept, definitions given, history
of its practice. Then, it sheds light on the role of deterrence in preventing or avoiding
nuclear conflicts not to escalate. It enumerates advantages and shortcomings of deterrence in
preventing nuclear conflict and maintaining peace between different states.

In addition, this literature review chapter justifies the choice of game theory for modeling
cyber deterrence. It deeply investigates how game modeling can play a vital role in under-
standing how players (States) can act within cyber domain. The chapter goes through cyber
deterrence principles that every state needs to consider when practicing deterrence policy.
Also, the chapter reviews cyber deterrence challenges giving a quick overview to what makes
cyber deterrence work successfully and what are the limitations. The chapter will conclude
with a summary of the important aspects of the current literature, evaluation and attempt to
identify the knowledge gaps.

Producing systematic literature review will give cyber deterrence research guarantee of
finding most relevant literature aligned with many other advantages for the cyber deterrence
research community. These advantages can be summarized as [64]:

• Mapping current cyber deterrence knowledge before researchers launch any repeated
work.
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• Identifying gaps of knowledge within the cyber deterrence domain and researchers
will avoid any bias within the work.

• Publishing this systematic review and helping other cyber deterrence researchers
avoiding any duplication.

• Highlights of cyber deterrence areas where additional future research is needed.

Towards the goal of the literature review, there is a need to align it with research require-
ments such as research problem, research questions, research methodology and approach
followed. This alignment will achieve the expected advantages from following systematic
literature review.

Literature Review Methodology

The approach followed in selecting and classifying the literature is focused on three pa-
rameters (traditional deterrence, game theory and cyber deterrence) and the work has been
executed via three main phases can be simply explained as:

1. Planning: The Main objective of this phase is to specify the literature we are looking
for and the parameters we should follow aligned with the research project problem
and research questions. Focusing the literature over the research problem “Cyber
Deterrence” will drive research project gain up to date understanding about this partic-
ular topic. Moreover, lead the current research methodology similar to the methods
practiced with previous researches conducted in deterrence fields.

Specifically, literature is carefully selected that that are linked to the main research
question and utilized to bridge traditional deterrence studies to the benefit of cyber
deterrence theory.

2. Executing: As the fundamental problem of this research project is “How state can
Successfully Deter Cyber Attacks?” inspired by nuclear deterrence and what states
should practice in this regards. Based on this mission the selection, filtration and
prioritization of the literature was conducted. For that, nuclear deterrence, game
theory models and cyber deterrence were parameters for selecting the literature. Other
issues were considered like linkage to the research problem, quality of publications,
credibility of publisher and specialty of the authors.

3. Reporting: Reporting is the final phase of reviewing the literature task. The structure
of reporting begin by introducing main concepts of deterrence and traditional deter-
rence. Then explain different concepts related directly to the deterrence field. Then list
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related work been conducted based on the game theory and deterrence modeling as
background for benefit cyber deterrence analysis and modeling. The chapter summa-
rizes the knowledge that has been identified from literature review phase. Identifying
the knowledge gap of this research and response to it can be assumed as the final
contribution of the research project.

The literature review subjects are structured as per the research methodology. The
framework build to serve research approach and to help to provide answers for the research
questions. The chapter has been organized as follows: Section 2 introduces deterrence
concept and historical background regarding benefits of deterrence in conflict prevention.
Section 3 discusses various types of deterrence, the discussion includes details of methods
and threats conditions used by each opponent. Section 4 reviews the nuclear deterrence theory
and the development of the theory and its involvement in preventing nuclear confrontation
and how to benefit from these strategies into cyber domain for the benefit of deterring cyber
threats. Section 5 identifies the uniqueness of cyber domain compared to nuclear and what
is the role of these uniqueness in supporting cyber deterrence success or failure compared
to nuclear. Section 6 goes through cyber deterrence principles and challenges giving a
quick overview then going through what make cyber deterrence successfully working and
limitations of the failure. Section 7 reviews the literature that mainly discussing deterrence
principles and attempt to transfer these principles to cyber era. Section 8 goes through what
are the challenges of cyber deterrence. Finally, Section 9 summarises what could make cyber
deterrence theory work successfully and limitations if expected not working. Finally, section
10 summarises the literature review chapter and specifies a research road map.

3.2 About Deterrence

History has given humanity enough lessons proving that conflicts are ultimately harmful
for all opponents; which resulted into fetching for less harmful solutions. Strategies for
manipulating opponent behavior has been implemented hoping for achieving the goal of
averting any further escalation. The attempt here is to provides an adequate etymology to
give definition for deterrence inferred from previous literature given by theorists, linguists
and specialists of deterrence studies.

Thinking about simple concept of deterrence could happen when a mother tell her
children to stop “eating sweet is permitted twice a week, and if you violate I will stop buying
any sweet for two months”, in such like case the mother is practicing deterrence. There
is certain complication between threats and promise that forms the practice of deterrence.
Due to conditions of threat, the behavior of children assumed to work. Deterrence could
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be approached with balance between threat of punish and promise of reward. success and
failure of deterrence in different context are essential to have a deep absorption of the whole
context.

States are having very strong motives to deter any conventional attack and in some cases
to deter these attacks not to occur for their allies similar to what has happen during World War
I, each superpower has tried to deter and interference with other superpower [65]. Of course,
there is no mean to limit deterrence to nuclear domain or military missions. It is broader than
that and it can be practiced in several field for the target of preventing a particular behavior.

Several studies have been developed toward deterring other violence like deterring
biological terrorists [66], deterring social criminal and many other deterrence policies has
been developed utilizing similar concepts but having different practices. within these studies
a lot of debate happens regarding measuring success or failure of deterrence and how to
confirm either this or that. Other debate about what is the perfect deterrence strategies
could fit to this domain and could not fit with other deterrence domains. Another factor that
has increased the attention to deterrence strategies and effectiveness, is deterring non-state
terrorist. This problem is different from deterring drunk driver fatalities due to the differences
between both situations. Both cases are under the general concept of deterrence theory but
each context has its own uniqueness and need different practice to achieve its objectives [67].

The simple model about deterrence in international relation is when first actor tries to
discourage the second actor from committing a particular task. The State “(A) deter (B)”
statement reflects the situation or the normal implication of statement mentioned. This
situation could be between two nations or two states in a conflict regarding one particular
threat. It means that state (A) attempting to deter (B), and we need to look at from state (A)
point of view. This can be titled as state (A) deterrence strategy [68].

Traditional deterrence theory began as a general theory then was developed in various
waves because of the evolution in the recruitment mechanism of the concept of deterrence
and the challenges that grow in international relations. Different concepts has developed
to describe how deterrence get in practice as well as the complexities that have emerged in
the threats that deterrence strategies attempts to deter. The development of theory has been
categorized due to the continuous challenges that encountered deterrence to achieve its aims.
Deterrence theory has been founded as strategic military theory for deterring opponent from
initiating any surprise attack like nuclear. So, the theory has been established during the cold
war [69].

Enormous interest was given to the nuclear deterrence theory because of its promising
critical role in the conflicts and international relations affairs. Precisely, the studies about
nuclear deterrence has grown especially after Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic attack as many
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theorist consider this attack was like major deterrence action discouraging Japanese and
many other nations not to go further in the conflict. But, another debate raised regarding
sustainability or failure of deterrence in nuclear, also, capacity of deterrence policy in
preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. As there are a different states working to develop
their nuclear program, this has been considered as failure of nuclear deterrence [180].

Deterrence like many other subjects, has its dynamics held by a variety of factors. Most
important among these factors is a divide between formal theories and the analysis of success
and failure of particular deterrence strategy. In this research, we will try to distinguish
between different deterrence types and justify which could work better in the benefit of cyber
deterrence.

Linguistically, The root of the word Deterrence is “terror” [71]. In the Merriam Webster
English dictionary “deter” is defined as to “discourage (someone) from doing something by
instilling doubt or fear of the consequences”. The dictionary has added another definition for
the politics schools which is defined deterrence as: “the policy of developing a considerable
of military power so that other countries will not attack main country.”

One of the best studies that has been produced in the analysis of the term deterrence, as
well as the semantics of each definition of the other definition was conducted by Morgan
[72]. He has reviewed what each definition attempt to explain for example the first definition
which is attempt to refer to two things within the same definition. The definition refer to the
policy of deterrence and the situation of deterrence:

“A policy of deterrence is a calculated attempt to induce an adversary to do something,
or refrain from doing something, by threatening a penalty for non-compliance. A deterrence
situation, or system, is one where conflict is contained within a boundary of threats which
are neither executed nor tested” [73].

The issue with this definition is separating between policy and situation, this could be
broken down under careful examination. Deterrence situation is one and the one of the
adversary within the conflict that should follow the deterrence policy and no chance to both
adversary to be outside the situation of deterrence.

Another deterrence definition discussed from the dimension of national security prospec-
tive. The definition is more precise in term of defining the objectives from deterrence, it
is:

“Simply put, deterrence means that State A seeks to prevent State B from Doing Z by
threatening B with unacceptable costs if it does Z” [74].

This definition has several points that is important to shed light on. It has stated clearly
that the adversaries are states were the deterrence can be applied. Another point, states
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involvement in deterrence is a valid due to the issue that states usually get influenced by
outside world.

What is similar between these two definitions is the condition that if one adversary
conduct unwanted action by the another adversary the condition after the action will not
be similar as it was before. To deter an action is simply to frighten the doer from acting
or behaving in a certain way. This term is widely used in military field and recently it is
hesitantly used in the cyber domain.

Lebow has also studied the concept of deterrence and he showed how deterrence was
used as tactics for over 2000 years [75]. To achieve the objectives of this definition will
require an effort to convince the opponent that the cost of incur will outweigh any gains
expected.

Another dimension for the linguistic meaning of deterrence concept important to discuss,
is the definition developed by united state department of defense, they define deterrence as

“the prevention from action by fear of the consequences” [76]. Considering the deterrence as a
psychological than military problem is a valid point as the deterrence requires manipulating
others behavior under given conditional threats. In other words, utilizing deterrence strategies
make the attacker recalculate the cost of his action. which is going to overweight the bad
consequences or the potential benefit of the attack? The psychological point of view to the
both adversary is a valid point as the deterrence in total a behavioral manipulation and this
lead to the point that the decision maker should be act rationally for both states.

Most of these definitions are generally defining the deterrence as concept with slight
differences. This research is about implementing deterrence in cyber space and particularly
between two states as adversary in cyber conflicts. For specifying the concept of deterrence
we need to narrow the definition as per the strategy of deterring the particular threat. A
detailed exploration the next section of this chapter is part of what the research attempt to
accomplish.

3.3 Deterrence Types and Threat Conditions

A good amount of literature had been produced and need to be surveyed and to get organized
in a scientific structured way that straightforward categorized literature review from tradi-
tional to the cyber deterrence. Also, it could be because of shifting the concept of deterrence
from one domain to another, or change the utilization of deterrence from issues related to
our daily life to the issues that are purely international relations. Referring to the nuclear
deterrence theory, it is based on three core structures in order to succeed: (a) The deterrer
should develop a sufficient capability, (b) The threat used for deterrence should be credible,
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(c) Then, the deterrer should be able to communicate the threat to its opponent [77]. These
elements should be activated in all deterrence classification. It is needed in narrow or general,
and in immediate or extended, and either deterrence by denial or by punishment.

The attempt here is to satisfy the literature with discussion regarding the general concepts
that has formed the strategy of deterrence and put it on the right direction for the benefit
of cyber deterrence. The general understanding about deterrence is to prevent something
might happen. It could be to prevent military attack, but it could also be to avert state from
giving assistance to criminal groups or another state for exporting other types of threats. The
target here is to study the nature of relation between the types of deterrence and threats that
deterrence strategy aim to deter. Clarifying the relevance between the threat and deterrence
is an essential step for matching the condition of deterrence strategy and threat conditions.

Threats should be defined before establishing the strategy and the team in charge of
developing deterrence strategy should get a clear, defined and determine its function and the
conditions of targeted threat. In other words, strategic deterrence include conditional threats
and these threats are different according to what strategy aim to deter and how to achieve.
Here there are four distinctions based on threats condition: Denial and Punishment, Narrow
and Broad, Extended and Central, Immediate and General Deterrence [89].

• Deterrence by Denial or Punishment [90]:

The value of deterrence for any particular type rely upon its effects on four essential
factors in the opponent (gain- lose) calculation. Before taking any action opponents
will assess the probability of retaliation or any military response, the cost of suffering if
the probability of response is high, the value of gain if response probability is low and
the probability of success in the mission. Differentiate between the deterrence by denial
and deterrence by punishment is a reflection to these factors and the probability of
retaliation or response the valuation of gain and loses. The assessment of each opponent
intention is highly uncertain mission involve intangible and unknowable factors as
value preferences. That is why this calculation is more tangible with deterrence by
denial more than punishment. It is useful to distinguish between deterrence resulted
from capacity to deny territorial gain to the opponent, and the deterrence by threat of
punishment.

Deterrence by denial is when someone develop the capacity such as surrounding wall,
gigantic army or many other capacity to deny opponent or to make it very hard for
succeed the attack. Which mean to control the situation in order to deny the opponent
decision. So, if attacker decide to attack it will be very costly and very hard to success
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the attack. To achieve the potentials the opponent will calculate what to gain and the
amount of lose and simply assumed to get deterred.

Deterrence by punishment is a pure coercion strategy, where the opponent did not
denied the choice and attack by having a powerful incentives to choose to attack in
a particular way. Even with deterrence by punishment there are some conditions for
calculating the cost of (gain or lose). The practice deterrence by punishment during
nuclear was via threatening opponent with a threat of nuclear retaliation if decide to
attack by nuclear, the punishment by nuclear retaliation will guarantee destruction. So,
between threat and promise, commitment of retaliation even after first strike deterrence
by punishment are working. Punishment capability usually (nuclear power) working
as massive or limited threat of retaliation, acting primarily after second factor of
deterrence (denial). This distinction could not be absolute but estimation resulted from
reviewing both definitions.

Fundamentally, deterrence by denial is more reliable strategy that deterrence by pun-
ishment. It is because if the threat to get implemented, it will give control rather than
continue with the strategy of coercion and depend on the capacity to success the threat
against opponent. With the punishment, the deterrent to decide how much need to
decide what to do regards. Other issue is the capacity of B to deter A and what is the
condition that B will exceed the value or not of the threat. These comparative will
appear during the modeling of the conflict in the coming sections.

• Immediate and General Deterrence:

Immediate deterrence as described by Patric Morgan [72] as a relationship between
opposing states where at least one state is seriously considering an attack while other
state still mounting the threat of retaliation in order to prevent it. Sometimes immediate
deterrence is used in haste at a time of crises, emergent time without planing ahead
for such an early aggression, This kind of deterrence is done in a short time with high
level of anxiety.

General deterrence when adversary who already maintain the armed forces adjust
their relationship even though neither is anywhere near mounting an attack [89]. This
occurs when opponents already make regulations and continuously strengthening the
armed force in relax mood. The general deterrence strategies are almost routine and
non-specific and deliberately not to be in need for further actions. However, when
relationships with other states becomes unstable, then immediate deterrence is strongly
urged. In general deterrence, state B might have consider to use the force against state
A, but it decide not to press on when B receive a rather ambiguous threat from A. This
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situation could be sustain for long period and it could be forgotten after certain period
of time if A not create another threat to B.

So, to differentiate between general and immediate deterrence we need to understand
the degree of the strategic engagement between both states (A) and (B). Immediate
deterrence involve the active and the urgent effort by (B) to deter (A) within the course
of conflict and the effectiveness of threat of (B) to effect (A) decision. While general
deterrence strategies are more relaxed and its more depend on the (A) assessment
either to cooperate or not to cooperate with the source deterrent. There are a plenty of
deterrence cases fall into the concept of general deterrence.

• Extended and Central Deterrence:

The centralized and extended deterrence strategy concentrate to investigate whether
state should extend its support to its alliances or limit the deterrence strategy only
within its direct national security threats. Another dimension, does the state need to
extend its deterrence if alliance is not capable and consider it as preventive deterrence
strategy? The question raised highly concern regarding United state whether it should
initiate nuclear war on behalf of third party if unable to protect US homeland against
Soviet retaliation. The challenge is how to mix deterrence operation between political
and nuclear attack for the purpose of deterring opponents. Kahn is considered to be
one of the theorist during second wave of deterrence theory. He has distinguished
three types of deterrence, first, the deterrence that involves superpowers and nuclear
exchange, Second, the deterrence that involves conventional or tactical nuclear attack
and involve allies, Third, most of general deterrence types like deterring criminal
violations and its challenges [87].

The scenario of central and extended deterrence is like when state (B) aim to deter
(A) in cooperation with other alliance and both states (A) and (B) acquire nuclear
arsenal. Not all stages of conflict will demand to threat by use nuclear and it could
be in harmony with the political demand. So, to extend deterrence in cooperation
with alliance based on political justification and whether state need to act centrally
without relying to alliance. Central deterrence is believed to have higher efficiency
than extended deterrence. The motivations of the state to threat its opponent is more
understood compared to the extended, because it appears when US got the interest to
cooperate with other powers to preventive deter Soviet Union via NATO. So, it was
like USA interest to extend.

• Narrow and Broad Deterrence:
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Narrow deterrence mainly involves deterring one particular selected type of military
operation within a war, whereas Broad deterrence objectives to deter the whole war
[89]. Referring to the history and traditional conflicts twenty centuries ago, there was
no multi types of weapons similar to what has been produced during and after world
war I and II. The expansion in developing different types of weapons and attacks has
produced a real complexity in deterring these different weapons and producing anti-
weapons for failing any attempts of attack or assure there is no success for any of
these developed weapons against the anti weapons. Logically, Deterring limited one
particular type of weapon/attack is easier than deterring multi type of weapons within
the conflicts.

As example, after first world war the use of poisoned gas has been used and then there
are serious actions to ban any use of it. In 1925 they initiated a protocol and they
agreed to allow to hold but not to use and if any usage happen it will be followed
by retaliation and guarantee all would be losing. So, narrow deterrence approach is
promising more success than broad approach. Restrain the growth or disarmament can
be achieved when approach it with specific mission and narrow tactics.

From my point of view Narrow Deterrence is more beneficial and more measurable
and it has more leverage for cyber deterrence than broad deterrence. The cyber
threats/weapons are various, hence a particular deterrence must be narrowly directed
to each specific cyber threat. To clarify, what is benefit to deter DDoS attack might not
work to deter manual attack from technical as well as strategical point of view. This
specific strategy is more accurate and measurable.

Most of the literature look at cyber deterrence from the nuclear and broad deterrence
approach. In terms of practise, it is incomparable to the cyber deterrence because
the nature of cyber threats with all it varieties differ from nuclear threat. To be more
specific, when state practise narrow deterrence it should select one particular cyber
threat then implement deterrence by denial via hardening its cyber security controls. If
this did not work, then it should go for deterrence by punishment approach and look if
it works or not. So, for discouraging all forms of cyber aggression expect to be more
beneficial to follow more narrowed approaches.

3.4 Nuclear Deterrence Theory

Traditional deterrence theory began by explaining how to prevent wide population from
committing a broad range of different categories of offense. Deterrence as a concept is a
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general situation that is not limited to the military or conflicts. It can be practiced in different
fields of human interaction either individually or collectively and this project is an example
of implementing deterrence in cyber space. One of challenges with the traditional theory
is that the scope of the theory was very wide but overall it was like a foundation for other
deterrence theories to get established.

Nuclear deterrence theory is one of the best examples and it has played a vital role during
the cold war to keep it cold between US and Soviet Union. It was the central and main focus
in most of the international relations and strategic studies during the cold war and nuclear
conflict between the superpowers [41].

Nuclear arm race has encouraged scholars and strategist to produced a lot of literature
explaining nuclear theory and its strategies in military and many other conflicts domains.
But, as known nothing is perfect and this theory as many other theories became obsolete
or get developed after a period of time. One of the best references that explained the deep
meaning of the theory was written by Steff [88]. He described the root of the theory and
what sort of development has been produced. The author divided the theory development to
four main waves compared with Freedman [89] who has decided that there are only three
waves of the deterrence theory. Each wave or each stage consist of certain principles and the
differences between each wave will be explained in (section 3.2).

Traditional deterrence theory literature has discussed the need for defense, observability,
attribution and readiness for retaliation as core for assuring successful deterrence [91].
Similarly, cyber deterrence follow the same by assuring availability of powerful defense
controls in place to make it hard for the defender not to attack easily. Then, developing
the optimum level of capacity for attributing cyber threats and identifying sources of attack.
Also, attribution usually prepares the land for the decision of retaliation. Retaliation is based
on the readiness, capacity and capability of the state. Moreover, retaliation could be initiated
immediately or after period of time and the retaliation should be specific against the attacker
or could be against random targets as retaliatory action for future deterrence.

There is a large amount of literature about the deterrence but there is not much about
deterrence models. Focusing on game theory models and formulation, there is a discussion
done by both Steven Brams [92] as well as by Zagare [157] and their analysis was from
theoretical and practical perspectives. The advantages of game theory is that it gives a
chance to a acclimatize the model to the real problem in real life and analyze the strategic
interaction. Plus, game rule assist in setting boundaries to the model to the research problem.
For example, the assumption of players pre-committing to threat opponent is accepted by the
game rules.
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Generally, deterrence game model is mainly based on the two player chicken game.
Chicken game is similar to the prisoner dilemma; each player within the game can swap
between either strategies: Attack (D) which reflects behavior of Non-cooperation or strategy
of Non-attack (C) which is confirming the behaviour of Cooperation. From deterrence
perspectives these two strategies can be closely titled as attacking and Not attacking. These
two strategies will consequence four possible outcomes shown in Fig. 3.1.These strategies
can be summarised as:

• Both Players follow strategy of Cooperation (C). The payoff for both is the next best
(3,3).

• One player prioritize strategy of Cooperation (C) while second player prefer Not-
cooperate (D) and the next worst. In this case, the second and third outcomes are either
(2,4) or (4,2).

• In the fourth outcome, both players are not willing to cooperate and they end up with
(1,1).

Fig. 3.1 Outcome Matrix of Chicken Game [92]
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In this game model the Row can gain more if he select to attack where Column is not
attacking and this will end up with payoff (4,2). In opposite, Column will end with a better
outcome if attacking while Row is not attacking to get the payoff (2,4). But the problem here
when any player confront opponent and choose Attacking (D), he will maximize but the risk
here he might lead to mutual disaster (D,D) conflict.

The classical deterrence game as mentioned earlier was constructed mainly on the same
rules of chicken. The expected payoff for both players Row and Column is limited to four
outcomes between Cooperation, win/lose and Conflict. In this game there are two player:
State (A) and State (B) in a conflict. State (A) may try to attack (B) while (B) is maintaing
deterring (A) from initiate any attack. The challenge here what could make (A) not to attack
(B)? How state (B) can maintain (A) to be deterred and enforced to Status Quo.

Fig. 3.2 Classical Deterrence Game [157]

Classical deterrence model shown in Fig. 3.2 is limited and there is a need to change
it to the extensive game model. This will assist in expanding the model and widening the
explanation, classical deterrence theory offers two main solutions for the deterrence challenge
[68].
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First, deterrent state -which considered in this model is State (B)- should make unchange-
able commitment to burn the bridges to limit its opponent options for any back down [68].
This commitment should be confirmed and communicated clearly for the adversaries. This
communication will keep State (A) in a position either to maintain Status Quo and cooperate
with State (B) and this is where deterrence working. Otherwise, (A) challenge and attack
State (B) and at this point a conflict with high probability starting.

Second, it is the threat that leave something for chance [93]. This threat will allow
deterrent State (B) to surround the problem of irrational action via threatening to take action.
This approach will raise the risk level that the situation may lead to miscalculation and lead
to escalation and it is the nuclear conflict that will result into nuclear catastrophe. Between
these two solutions there is a possibility of each player to act irrational and to go for a great
risk of mutual assured destruction for pursuing their goals and here where credibility is
required to face the irrationality.

In the deterrence game, there are two stages: First stage, each state (A) + (B) choose
either to cooperate or not to cooperate. The second stage, each state can choose either to
retaliate (defy) or not to retaliate (concede). In case state (B) retaliate to (A), this retaliation
could lead for further escalator ladder within the conflict. If not retaliate, it will let (A)
succeed in the attack and win the battle.

At this stage, consider the outcomes of the second stage and State (B) acting upon:

• State (B) choose Not attacking at the second stage in the case his opponent choose
Attacking, Or Attacking in case Not attacked, which is more to preemption and lead to
(tit-for-tat) outcomes

• State (B) choose Attacking regardless what State (B) opponent selected at the first stage,
(Unconditional Cooperation) and this keep threat of retaliation high for deterrence
mission.

Because State (B) decision is based on its capacity and capability into threatening its
opponent. Moreover, it is reflecting its strategic information about opponent intentions into
next stage. Threat credibility of the deterrent state playing vital role at this stage aligned with
the perfection of strategic decision reflecting model payoffs.

Deterrence game outcomes gives each state three possible outcomes. First is the 3 =
cooperation (Status Quo), Second is 4 = Winning by attacking and preemting, and Third is
the 1 = conflict between both actors. These outcomes from each state rational point of view
can be structured like:

1. State (B)= (Winning=4 > Cooperation=3 >Conflict=1 )
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Outcomes Payoff for (A) Payoff for (B)
Status Quo 3 3
A wins 4 1
B wins 1 4
Conflict 1 1

Table 3.1 Outcomes of Classical Deterrence Game

2. State (A)= (Winning=4 > Cooperation=3 >Conflict=1 )

In this structure, each state prefer Win the conflict rather than cooperation (4>3) and
Maintain Cooperation (Status Quo) rather than letting opponent go for any preemptinve strike
and win the race (3>1). So, each state acting with on going Maximization of its outcomes on
every stage within the game. As the maximization force state to select the maximum possible
strategy.

Nuclear deterrence theorist have debated about relative importance of credibility, rational-
ity and the behavior of the state opponent and the national security strategists. orF example,
McGinnis [94] has discussed deeply the rationality and argument related to adversary. He
has discussed how actor acts rationally within the model and at the same time how deterrence
model should be carefully developed to explicit assumption about the nature of choices
within the model.

Another article has discussed deterrence theory and especially the issue of bias. O’Neil
discussed the bias between game models and the psychology or the case study of the model
[95]. In this article he discussed the neglecting promise of credibility in deterrence models
and many other arguable issues. He has concluded his article with a very excellent conclusion
which is “Many critics miss the point that the theory is not a body of facts, a set of known
truth to apply to conflicts. It is a process of grappling with these paradoxes and lead us to
understand more about strategic behaviour. we struggle to solve them, but each success leads
to new problems, which is as it should be. If we ever succeeded finally, the field would lose
its interest and our process of gaining understanding would be over.”

Before concluding this section, deterrence model should involve two critical factors
which are threat and promise and both factors must have enough credibility for making state
adversary to believe on state capability to cause the promised harm. If there is no credibility
for the promise of causing the promised harm, there will be no functional deterrence. Failure
of deterrence often refer back to the failure of these condition that aid in injecting the fear
that stimulate opponent behavior for cooperation.

For that, the attempt in this research to go deeper in analyzing credibility of cyber threats
to enhance our understanding. This will shed lights over role of cyber threat credibility
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in cyber deterrence and to benefit resolving State-State cyber conflict and if not what is
the nature of state-state cyber escalation. Then looking for a best approach for optimizing
deterrence in state-state cyber deterrence.

Deterrence Theory Waves

Deterrence theory like many other theories begin, continued, developed and sometimes
argued with so many philosophic questions regarding durability of the theory. Some of
these scientific theories became partially incorrect after a period of time due to a new theory
brought to the scientific field demolishing what previous theory had been trying to prove.

This section will discuss the progress of the traditional deterrence theory presenting the
most distinguished characteristics of each wave. Theorists like Freedman [89] categorised
deterrence theory to three waves while other scholars added fourth wave like Knopf [96].
While discussing each deterrence theory wave, lessons learned are going to be deduced for
the seek of construction cyber deterrence theory.

1. First Wave of the deterrence theory was established and died in the early years of the
nuclear era. The approach was more of holistic approach than narrow and the main
idea of this wave is to establish deterrence strategies for the purpose of threatening of
complete war but not to stop it completely.

During first wave most of the concepts and terminologies of the deterrence domain
appeared although the real practice of deterrence was there before second world war or
before Hiroshima bombing [97].

Cyber deterrence benefit from the first wave of deterrence theory literature to establish
the general concept, definitions and main ideas for the benefit of establishing cyber
Deterrence field in considering the differences between these two domains. The general
concepts aid to develop Cyber deterrence theory as ground for other efforts supporting
effectiveness of cyber deterrence.

2. Second wave of the deterrence theory was emerged early of 1950s and was continuously
functioning till early of 1970s. During this period, Deterrence became the central
motivating factor for US foreign policy. Also, during this period theorists began
utilizing novel methodologies born in the social sciences like game theory, prisoner’s
dilemma and the analogue of chicken game. This integration of science fields brought
up deterrence models in an attempt to make deterrence theory more rigorous [99].
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Cyber deterrence inspires from the second deterrence theorist constructing deterrence
theory based on the game theory models. Utilizing game theory to analyze the nature
of cyber deterrence for deep looking at principles and assumptions.

3. Third wave of deterrence theory as claimed by the publication of George and Smoke’s
book, Deterrence in American Foreign policy (1974), was identified as the start of the
third wave of deterrence theory [98]. This wave emerged in the a wake of US after
the failure in Vietnam and allow theorists to become critical against second wave of
deterrence theory. They argued that the theory had been relying on abstract- deductive
reasoning rather than empirical evidence or experimental output. Also, theorists asked
about the use of force which could be manipulated to gain bargaining advantages as a
tactic for gradual escalation like what happened in Vietnam. During this wave, there
was clear recommendation for measuring achievements of deterrence.

The lesson that cyber deterrence could gain from the third wave is to address the need
for more specific, identifiable and measurable studies to give measurable answers to the
claims that deterrence is not going to work. Until the writing of this words there is no
certain study produced yet to measure implementation of any national cyber deterrence
policy and measured proving either success or failure. Most of studies generalized the
conclusions about cyber deterrence either it is very complex or very difficult. For that,
mathematical model based on game theory developed to analyze the problem toward
provide a reasonable strategies as a solution.

4. Fourth wave of deterrence theory began simply, after 9/11. The attack against US trade
centers has sparkled the need for deterring non-state actors. The challenge is how to
exercise deterrence against terrorists (Non-state actors) willing to commit violence
while they do not have any “return address”. The research concentrate with state
developing effective strategies that deterring non-state player and rogue states [96].
There are variety of criminals conducted by non-state groups and they are hiding under
different covers like religious, political, and payable criminals.

The lesson for cyber deterrence from the fourth wave of deterrence theory has intro-
duced the most challenging issue with cyber deterrence which is deterring Non-state
attackers known as “no return address”. Cyber attack need to get attributed to identify
the source of attack either originated by State or Non State. Different type of cyber
teams are there like anonymous or other red teams and to trace back their footsteps is a
serious challenge.
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Role of Rationality in Deterrence

Looking to the deterrence between two states or from state prospective, it can be described
as attempt by first state decision maker to force or to offer set of alternatives that is possible
for the decision maker of the opposed states. Threatening or giving incentives as alternative
is a set of option that are possible to happen between two states.

Manipulating rationally with an opponent when threatening lead him to decide not to
attack is simply the philosophy of deterrence. This would normally let the adversary count
the benefits as well as the cost of his actions. The opponent would see that the cost of
confrontation is highly harmful and would tempt to be logical to avoid himself that harm by
not acting the way he decide. That’s why deterrence theory has been called one of the most
influential product of social science. When person is dealing with strangers "odds" usually
tends to be more rational, the way deterrence often is practiced. So, when the decision maker
is thinking rationally, normally choose to act after doing a “cost-benefit” analysis [85]. In
general, justifying rationality in deterrence is recommended because the development of
cooperation decision should be rationally considered better than escalation.

Normally, something is described to be credible when it can be taken rationally seriously.
In other words, a credible threat is the threat that is rationally believed to be significant when,
“the credibility of threats is sometime also closely linked with their rationality” [157]. If
threatener gives a credible threat, the threatened is rationally supposed to judge what extend
the threatener is serious to execute it.

A good example in this case is the dropping of credible atomic bombs on Japanese cities
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 [86]. If Japan had decided to retaliate against US, the
payoff would be totally disastrous for both opponents. As Japanese leaders believed if they
retaliate it could not be stopped at the second strike and this could drive to third strike and
so on. Their decision can be counted as a rational decision based on classical deterrence
game model [157]. Overall, this taught us that the world before 1945 was indeed different
from meantime world as the deterrence doctrine was nurtured. It can be concluded that
there is a big connection between credibility and rationality of the conflict actors. Assuming
the adversary is rational,when confronting credible threat will priorities rational decision of
cooperation rather than losing.

Role of Credibility in Deterrence

The deep meaning of the credibility in the strategic studies is the believability of the state
threat and its capability in executing that particular threat. What is giving state credibility
in nuclear deterrence is the nuclear threat that state is already holding it and at the same
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time its commitment to retaliate against any nuclear attack. Credibility of deterrence can not
be separated from the state political objectives since the deterrence mission is supposed to
support the state reputation [85].

For the deterrence, state need to have credible threat that will help in developing the
deterrence by punishment or by retaliation against attacker. This was the main reason for
nuclear state opponent to believe on state nuclear threat and its credibility. In case state
opponent knows that state is not capable to retaliate, the dominant strategy will be to attack
with no fear from any retaliation and this will be dominant unless the state change its capacity
and move to develop its credibility to a better outcomes.

Credibility is related to rationality, because the cost of threat defend against something
worth less than what it deserve to defense can be irrational. This is because the cost of
defense is higher than what state is trying to deter. Within credibility, rationality still play a
good role in deterrence strategy and should be counted carefully [157].

Credibility role in deterrence can be understood from the prospect of the deterrence by
punishment strategy. For that, state credibility is the magical ingredient of the deterrence
strategy. Defining threat credibility and its role in deterring cyber adversaries have to be
deeply explored. Because the need to know how credibility shape the strategy of cyber
deterrence assist in manipulation of the behaviour of state adversary.

Mutual Assured Destruction and Mutual Assured Disruption

The concept of Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) appears in 1950 when the U.S. believed
in massive retaliation and despite the attempt to rename it with more modified contemporary
terms like flexible response and nuclear deterrence, it has remained the central theme of
American plan of defense. As impact of challenges during the cold war between US
and Soviet union the Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) has begun. It was driving both
adversaries to challenge each other via putting one city of opponent at risk of nuclear attack.
The message resulted from MAD is “if you decide to attack me, I am going to destroy you”.
It is a commitment for both opponent that I am assuring to retaliate immediately with no
further discussion [100].

There are some examples of neighboring nuclear countries and mutually deterred from
aggression by both having the ability successfully initiate a nuclear attack such as Indian with
Pakistan. For that, during this research we need to investigate if MAD could be influential in
cyber deterrence.

Mutual assured destruction is to guarantee the destruction for both opponent and that was
partially accepted in traditional deterrence. On the other hand, mutual assured disruption
create a case of chaos. A simple scenario for this concept is Estonia case. It was a moral
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lesson to value the scale of cyber attack affects particular national sector to get destroyed or
creating disruption for both opponents.

Cyber attacks in general affect critical infrastructure and could result a disruption to
economics and business within the country. In general recovery from the cyber attack is
practically possible. For that, it will not demolish every infrastructure compared to nuclear.

Is mutual assured destruction going to work within cyber domain or mutual assured
disruption? One of my research objectives is to find out the possibility of mutual assured
destruction in cyber domain. This theory has been introduced in Chapter 3 as MAD theory
was like a result or replacement of deterrence strategies during cold war. This research will
investigate the situation of mutual assured destruction in cyber domain.

• First, we have to understand what is the differences between MAD by nuclear weapons
and MAD by cyber weapons.

• Second, what is the target of both nuclear and cyber weapons?

• Third, why did this theory fail? What are the costs and gains if mutual assured
Destruction in cyber domain was selected?

Let us assume Country (A) attacked by country (B). A serious damage to (A) has happened
and country (A) decides to retaliate against (B). country (A) can initiate the retaliation and
at the same with cooperation with third country (C) can attacks (B) on behalf of (A). As
the cyber domain is open for different players, they can cooperate to establish a situation of
Mutual assured disruption against specific target.

American nuclear weapons can not be given to UK to initiate nuclear attack on behalf
of US. But, cyber domain nature is dynamic and it is open space between adversaries. It
is easily to expect in future to see massive attacks coming from countries but these attacks
initiated by another country on behalf of another one. As the target of cyber attack is not to
kill human but to cause damage to infrastructure or deliver a message or force opponent to
lose some money.

From my point of view, there are certain questions need to double think about, as these
questions could open the gate for further deep investigation about differences between mutual
assured destruction and mutual assured disruption concept in cyber space.

1. Is it a single or multiple cyber attack will be initiated as MAD?

2. Against specific or multiple targets, could be the MAD cyber attacks?

3. What is the availability of Vulnerability Database among Adversaries?
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4. What is the fastest and easiest attack to be executed as immediate retaliation and could
cause massive interruption for the targeted?

5. Direct or hide beyond covering technologies to avoid attribution and cyber defense
controls, to deliver the message clearly or keep silent?

6. Immediate or after period of time the cyber MAD will be executed?

Answering this questions will further our understanding about mutual assured disruption
(MAD) compared to mutual assured destruction within nuclear deterrence theory. These
questions may help us to better understanding the core differences between deterrence in
cyber compared to nuclear.

3.5 From Nuclear To Cyber Deterrence

Nuclear deterrence is the greatest example for successful deterrence strategy. It has clearly
demonstrated the success of nuclear deterrence between state like USA which armed with
nuclear weapons to deter Soviet Union which also weaponise with nuclear weapons during
cold war. The core of deterrence strategy idea was between two states have the same
capability to wipe its opponent with the nuclear attack and this shared power has resulted
into MAD concept that each state are ready to retaliate against its opponent and this credible
confirmation of retaliation stimulate both states not to think for attacking from the beginning.
Because of result expected from nuclear confrontation, both states were not welcoming the
end of nuclear confrontation [101].

Nuclear deterrence theory has been expected to contribute on deterring the raises of
cyber threats. The idea here is to transfer nuclear deterrence theory and to apply it against
cyber threat. Specifically, it is for the benefit of state deterring another state. Traditional
deterrence theory objective was to stop the attack not to happen via making the cost of attack
and the consequence exceed expected benefits. Deterrence strategy can be achieved via two
approaches. First approach, developing strong defense and if state succeed in developing
defenses that fail any attempt of attacking, this will force attackers to give up. This approach
is a practical strategy in cyberspace especially against known cyber threats. Second approach,
threatening the attacker with a massive retaliation and this could work in the case attacker is
attributed and state have the capability and capacity to retaliate. This approach could work to
deter cyber opponents. Lack of attribution will fail any deterrence attempt that state think to
establish and this issue is one of the main differences between nuclear and cyber deterrence.

Deterrence theory to work in cyber era, it needs to consider cyber space uniqueness
compared to the nuclear and this what we are trying to achieve by the end of this chapter.
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Before that there are critical fundamental issues to understand it for the benefit of establishing
cyber deterrence theory. Issues like cyber attacks, actor status, cyber defense, offense and
deterrence [102].

What is Cyber Conflict?

Libicki has defined cyber attack as “The deliberate disruption or corruption by one state of
a system of interest to another state. The former state will be referred to as the attacker;
the latter state will be referred to as the target. In some contexts, the target may also
become a retaliation. The affected system will be referred to as the target system” [107].
Another definition reflecting cyber attack and political conflicts is “the conduct of large
scale, politically motivated conflict based on the use of offensive and defensive capabilities
to disrupt digital systems, networks, and infrastructures, including the use of cyber-based
weapons or tools by non-state/transnational actors in conjunction with other forces for
political ends” [103].

Cyber deterrence is different from nuclear deterrence in different perspectives. First of all,
nuclear attack is a direct physical threat to human life, killing, destroying with no recovery
of the killed and destroyed infrastructure while cyber attack consequences can be recovered
if you have another backup copy of similar attacked systems or databases. Nuclear weapons
are known weapon and can be easily attributed and identified it belongs to whom. Likewise,
cyber weapon can be distinguished (malware, DDoS, worms, SQL injection, etc.) but who
has developed and who has utilized it (Attacker) [106].

Second, nuclear attack is between known states and the capacity of these states are known
while in the cyber domain the attacker is mostly anonymous and it is very challenging to
trace back the source of attack.

Understanding Cooperation, Competition and Conflict

Before moving to review the differences between cyber and nuclear deterrence it is essential
to explain the actor status. This is related to the actor (State) status within the conflict and
useful to know the differences between these conditions. This understanding will assist while
analyzing how each state act. The situation of the adversary within the conflict are limited to
three status: Cooperation, Competition and Confrontation.

Differentiating between these three situations between adversaries in all types of conflicts
is explained through a table reflecting the state objective attached with example to know the
exact meaning of each status:
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Table 3.2 Understanding Cooperation, Competition and Conflict [110]

Objectives Example

• Cooperation

It is the practice of exchanging
mutual benefit, especially privileges
granted by one country or
organisation to another.

Nuclear Superpower Cooperating to
maintain Nuclear peace (Status Quo)
and share agreements regarding
nuclear disarmament,
US vs Russia,

• Competition

It is the position of improving
or increasing oneself
which can produce
overall raise the conflict
between adversaries

The Nuclear arm races among
international superpower,
N.korea, Japan,
India Vs Pakistan and
many other cases of arm
races like cyber arm races
or state-state challenge

• Conflict

It is the position of concerning
about one gain with an absolute
LOSE for the other part
or state opponent

Second Word War, US vs Vietnam
Iraq vs Iran

Defense, Offense and Deterrence in Cyber Space

It is advisable to let states strategists to understand the three phases of conflict and how to
differentiate between them within cyber space. Obviously, the aim of this section is to reduce
the overlap between the concepts of Defense, offense and Deterrence. The approach will
be via clarifying each term definition and elaborate via giving different cases and examples.
Moreover, defining these core strategies will segregate which strategy should come first and
will help us to understand how defense, offense and deterrence should work in harmony with
the state strategies.

• Cyber Defense:

The concept of defense in cyber is similar to traditional defense but when it comes
to the practice, cyber is different. Cyber defense scope of work within Cyberspace,
dealing with digital actors to defend against cyber soldiers whom utilizing digital
tools for initiating attacks. Cyber defense has been developed to defend state cyber
vulnerabilities that cyber adversaries aim to get benefit via targeting and create a
disruption or destruction. States around the world are familiar with traditional defense
strategies and concepts and with the growth of relying on cyber states need to speed up
the changes with as it will offer many advantages in term of securing its cyber spaces
and maintain productivity [78].
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Traditional deterrence activities are generally as a reaction against attacks already
begun and the attack reached or passed the borders. Cyber defense function when
attacker starts to exploit any cyber vulnerability and the defense should prevent attacker
from achieving the mission of exploitation. Defense in depth strategy in cyber goal to
employ different layers of techniques and combine then together for the purpose of
weakness of some of these cyber security solutions will be mitigated by the strength
of another solution. The concept is similar to the traditional belief for “trustworthy
systems can be built from untrustworthy components” [79].

The idea beyond the strategy of defense-in-depth is for state to harden its cyber defense.
So, this will force cyber adversary to double thinking by judging the cost of achieving
cyber attack will exceed the expected gain in case cyber attack is accomplished.
Unfortunately, it depend on how serious the opponent is and his insistence to find cyber
vulnerabilities. The advantage of defense-in-depth strategy is to help state to avoid
the mistakes of previous attacks reflecting cyber attacks. It will help avoid weakness
of other cyber security solutions as well as the misconfiguration vulnerability. Cyber
opponent will always keep allocating resources to achieve these missions especially if
there are sufficient objectives beyond. Advantages for state raising cyber defense are
not limited in protecting civil sectors but it get extended to strengthen deterrence by
denial approach.

• Cyber Offense:

Cyber offense is the action when state attack another state utilizing cyber space as
a domain for delivering cyber attacks. State aiming to develop its cyber deterrence
strategy need to have its cyber offense and at the same time state should treat this
capacity carefully as it could lead to unwanted escalator interaction and as mentioned
earlier that all states are vulnerable to cyber threats [80].

Still the challenge of initiating cyber offensive attack against state adversary is related
to the attribution and the accuracy of the attribution. It reflects the achievement
expected from the offensive strategy. When miscalculation happens and the offensive
attacks are executed the response is not certain. Cyber and its vulnerability is different
compared to the traditional conflicts domains (Air, Land and Sea).

When state prioritize cyber offense strategy in cyberspace, this can stimulate instability
between states within cyber space. Moreover, states in cyber are strong by holding
offensive capacity but at the same time vulnerable for a plenty of cyber-attacks. Of-
fensive cyber operations is adding more complexity for the international relation and
cooperation. Assuming cyber offense is the best optimize strategy that will deter
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cyber adversaries is not the correct assumption although it has some advantages for
supporting deterrence in term of credibility of cyber threat. Offensive cyber capacity
will help to make cyber threat as credible threat and it will aid state deterrence strategy
in making cyber threat more believable by the state cyber adversaries but it is only for
threatening not to use it [81].

• Cyber Deterrence: Extending the concept of nuclear deterrence to the cyber deter-
rence, we can describe cyber deterrence as a strategy aim to dissuade cyber adversaries
from initiating any cyber attack via injecting fear from the retaliation. To assure
capacity of retaliation, state need to have preparedness for send a signal of retaliation
certainty and this is more closer for the state to have offensive capacity. Deterrence
strategy in cyber space need to work together with cyber defense and cyber offense via
three dimensions [82]. Before pursuing the work to explore other elements related to
cyber deterrence, it is essential to set the base. The cyber deterrence base is to define
cyber deterrence terminology.

What is cyber deterrence? cyber deterrence as a deterrence in kind to test the
proposition that any state need to develop a capability in cyber space to change their
bad intention towards manipulating cyber space to harm the state. State developing
cyber attack capabilities have a big interest in cyber deterrence than state armed with a
conventional capability [107].

What is Cyber Deterrence? “Cyber deterrence is a strategy by which a defending
state seeks to maintain the status quo by signaling its intentions to deter hostile cy-
ber activity by targeting and influencing an adversary’s decision making apparatus
to avoid engaging in destructive cyber activity for fear of a greater reprisal by the
initial aggressor” [105].

First, effective cyber deterrence strategy will need to have a credible defense that
protect state cyber space infrastructure and make the attack very hard to succeed. The
effort of hardening cyber defense will help deterring cyber adversaries even if opponent
attempt many time to achieve the attack. This will let opponent to recalculate and
to give up after different failed attempts. Second, it is the state ability to retaliate
against the threat source. Retaliation to success need to create some sort of damage
even bigger that what the attacker are expected. This effort should be aligned with the
capacity of identifying the exact attacker rather retaliate and attack randomly. So, it is
the capacity to identify correct attacker and then decide to retaliate or not. Third, it is
the willingness of the to retaliate against the threats sources. State should be prepared
for any retaliation and should be ready for the consequence in case of retaliation.
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Cyber deterrence is a preemptive strategy against anticipated threats and in practice in
the middle between offensive and defensive strategy and benefiting from both. In the
cyber domain, this conceptual view means observing, detecting what is going on with
the cyber space traffic as well analyzing the good and bad traffic. The defense, offense
and deterrence operations are different in term of the practice.

These differences can be summarized as follows [83]:

– Defense is the capacity to defend oneself against an act of attack.

– Deterrence is the capacity to discourage opponent from committing the attack.

– Defense comes after the failure of deterrence.

– Deterrence is based on the threat of punishment.

Obviously, Fig. 3.3 explains the relation between Deterrence, Defense and Offense strategies
within cyberspace. These three strategies are like the old concept "Old wine in new bottles"
it was traditionally practiced and now states need to implement them against cyber threats
affecting national security. State Cyber strategists need to look at these three strategies and
align it with the current and future demand. Plenty of research been conducted in cyber
defense [84].

Fig. 3.3 Cyber Defense, Deterrence and Offense

Cyber defense, offense and deterrence should work together and each one relies on the
other to accomplish its mission. Cyber attack is faster than other traditional attacks and the
cost of development is lower, It can be executed from around the world while connectivity
is available (delivery system), cyber threat can programmed to replicate itself like malware
threats. , and it can be reprogrammed for targeting another cyber infrastructure. For that,
cyber offense can help in threatening opponent. Cyber defense can assist in attributing
the attacker. Cyber deterrence benefit from cyber defense attribution and cyber offense
threatening as threat of punishment. In summary, deterrence is a traditional practice for
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security purposes and this project aiming to bridge traditional deterrence theory into the
cyber deterrence domain considering cyber uniqueness following a scientific approach.

Traditional deterrence focus on the capacity of each opponent to deter each other. Sim-
ilarly, cyber deterrence focusing on state capacity in deterring its opponent not to attack.
Attacks within cyber environment is more complex compared to other conventional attacks.
Small country holding zero day vulnerability can form a real danger even to a superpower
state. This work effectively when this cyber weapon destruct opponent critical infrastructure
and produce a real massive destructive situation. This lead to understand how superiority in
cyber power is supportive factor to have strong cyber deterrence. Deterrence works based on
two main strategies called deterrence by denial and deterrence by punishment [108]. Here
we need to make these two strategies undergo to the cyber deterrence domain:

Cyber Deterrence by Denial

Deterrence by denial in cyber space domain can be defined via developing defense layers to
make the attack very difficult or make it as hard as possible to deny the cyber attack. This
development can happen through:

- Technology: via developing different layers of protection via Firewalls, Intrusion
Detection/Prevention systems, Unified Threats Management (UTM), SSL, Encryption, and
Maintain best practice of Defense on depth procedure within all theses infrastructure.

- Human Resources: via developing the skills, knowledge and capacity of human re-
sources how to utilize tools and technology to harden defense in cyber domain to deny cyber
attacks.

- Policies and Procedure: developing rules and regulation for enhancing the efficiency
of security controls and enforce human resource to assure these security controls are up to
best practice to deny cyber attacks. Implementing cyber deterrence by denial will establish
the ground for the strategy of punishment as the detection and attribution of cyber threats
happens during denial strategy.

Cyber Deterrence by Punishment

Referring to the nuclear deterrence and the strategy of deterrence by punishment, it was
known for adversaries that the punishment of nuclear state is a nuclear retaliatory attack.
The commitment for nuclear retaliation was committed and states was strategically ready
for retaliation. Moreover both states US and Soviet Union are vulnerable to the nuclear
retaliatory from each adversary which was deterrence by punishment practice in deterring
nuclear state.
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Returning to the cyber, the threat of punishment in kind (Cyber Attack) via retaliatory
cyber-attack can be considered as deterrence by punishment in the cyber space. This can
be practiced in cyber via hack the hacker, but the challenges in cyber is hacking the exact
hacker is semi-impossible due to the problem of attribution. In the case state standing behind
attributed cyber-attack it could be punished by retaliatory by its cyber adversaries which is a
punishment from the attacked state. At this point attacker should believe that if he attack he
will get punished either state or non-state and guarantees his loose.

Deterrence by punishment in the cyber space is more of offensive strategy and states need
to be ready for offensive retaliations but careful not to use it. Such action are needed to send
signals about state readiness to punish its adversaries and its commitment to punish and it is
having the right to defend against its cyber threat.

Similarities and Differences between Nuclear and Cyber

In this section, the objective is to review transformation of ideas from traditional nuclear
deterrence to the cyber deterrence. The mission was to look at the lessons that could be
beneficial for the cyber deterrence and to consider it all the way when developing the
strategies.

- Key Similarities between Nuclear and Cyber Conflict [104]:

• Nuclear and Cyber conflict are operate at all military operations levels: Strategic,
Operational and Tactical, with the potential to have effects range from small to wide
population scale.

• Both conflicts have the capacity to create large scale, even more existentially, destruc-
tive effects.

• Both can be conducted between States-Nations, or States/Nations and Non-State/actors,
or between hybrids involve State and Non-State actors proxies.

• Nuclear and Cyber conflict can present the adversary with decisive defeat that cancel
the need to fight conventional wars.

• Both can intentionally or unintentionally cause consequence result beyond the scope
of the main attack target.
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- Key Differences between Nuclear and Cyber Conflict[104]:

• Attributing nuclear attacker was not a problem but in cyber conflict it is the central
problem

• Cyber conflict are actively working on a Man Made domain and most of this domain
under the private sector while nuclear conflict actively working in major domains like
state airspace, land and coastal waters or global domains like airspace, sea and space.

• Cyber attack is having lower cost compared to nuclear and high accessibility. This
means millions of users around the world have the access to to cyber attacks tools
where in nuclear there are a limitation for view states with sufficient resources to build
up its nuclear capacity.

• Nuclear confrontation can be conducted under the condition of violence while cyber
conducted over violence and nonviolence and creating both physical destruction. Cyber
could attack air traffic controllers resulting airlines crashes and it could be conducted
against civil normal virtual destruction like wiping the data.

• Cyber attack can be conducted with very high strict confidence and non traceable while
nuclear attack is impossible to get conducted under these conditions of secrecy.

• Nuclear attacks are clearly considered as an act of aggression and with no doubt need
immediate retaliation while in cyber still there are plenty of issues surround cyber
retaliation or any cyber offensive operation as retaliation in cyber confrontation.

• In Nuclear the weapons used either for offensive and defensive can be distinguished
easier compared to the cyber offensive and defensive tools.

• Cyber tools for offense and defense can be used for both opponents while in nuclear
the situation is different.

• Nuclear attacks consequences are scientifically known and measured while still not
certain how clear attacks consequences are calculated and measured

• Cyber networks for the government and military are scanned with cyber security
solutions and this make more complex to retaliate and escalate in cyber than in nuclear.

• Second Nuclear attack is still powerful in term of destruction similar to the first nuclear
attack while in cyber second attack could be prevented as at the first attack force state
to enhance its vulnerabilities used for exploiting first attack.
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• Nuclear counter force was possibly to get used against nuclear attack while in cyber
this capability only limited to the known cyber attacks. Unknown and unpredictable
cyber attack still cyber defense not capable to take actions regard it.

• In nuclear confrontation, third parties involvement are not make any worry while in
cyber there are a worries from third parties to get involved especially in the case main
adversaries are welcoming such like involvements.

• Private sector within the state are responsible to defend themselves in cyber conflict
while in Nuclear State are responsible to defend against on their behalf

• Finally, nuclear confrontation is the highest level of confrontation which no escalation
after nuclear while in cyber the question are till under discussion regarding escalation
from cyber to nuclear.

These similarities and differences between nuclear and cyber conflict are the key factors
to be considered for cyber deterrence strategy. Overall, cyber conflict is a certain activity
that can be conducted by both States and Non-State against different types of targets. This
type of conflict is effecting individuals, private sectors organizations and State and at the
same time it could effect traditional military and state intelligence operations. Cyber conflict
is wider than traditional definitions which consider the PCs, Software and Networks and
involve plenty of activities conducted by different kind of actors.

This research aim to understand the nuclear deterrence key success and how to benefit
from these factors for the benefit of cyber deterrence. The literature review in this section
and the coming sections aim to investigate the general understanding and modeling the cyber
conflicts for the purpose of succeeding the deterrence strategy.

The lessons can be summarized from this section, first, is the differences between
deterrence in nuclear compared to the cyber. Second, Status of adversaries within traditional
or cyber conflicts could be Cooperation, Competition or Confrontation and how essential to
understand the differences between each status. Third, three different strategies that were
traditionally in practice and then transformed in cyberspace. Finally, similarity between
cyber deterrence and nuclear deterrence are explained.

3.6 Cyberspace Characteristics

States around the world rely on the networks, systems, communication systems and electronic
services for running day to day business. This growth has formed the newly integrated domain
titled as cyberspace.
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Table 3.3 World Internet Users [109]

World Regions Internet Users Dec 2017 Penetration Rate (% Pop.) Growth 2000-2018
Africa 453,329,534 35.2 % 9,941 %
Asia 2,023,630,194 48.1 % 1,670 %
Europe 704,833,752 85.2 % 570 %
Latin America/Caribbean 437,001,277 67.0 % 2,318 %
Middle East 164,037,259 64.5 % 4,893 %
North America 345,660,847 95.0 % 219 %
Oceania/Australia 28,439,277 68.9 % 273 %

WORLD TOTAL 4,156,932,140 54.4 % 1,052 %

Millions of machines connected with each other facilitating human daily life. It starts
from switch on our smart car early morning till switch off our mobiles before going to bed
late night. The growth of utilizing Internet and connectivity has resulted into creating a
challenge of stabilizing the cyber domain. Thousands of cyber attacks are happening daily
reflects a real challenge to stop or to avoid it preemptively. It is not affecting the electronic
services only but there is a strong relation between cyber attacks and national security of
every country.

Estonia is the most famous case to be studied as an attack that completely shut down the
national financial system [111] and it could be possible to initiate similar attack to the same
country targeting another very sensitive sector i.e electricity grid, hospitals,....etc. Estonia
case taught decision makers of the country the importance of investing in developing an
advance effort to control attacks before they happen.

Hence, the need of preemptive strategies for all states is highly required to resolve the
challenge of cyber attacks before national critical infrastructure get affected. To achieve this
preemptive action, the cyber deterrence is the nominated solution for each country approach
[112]. From International relation prospective, we have witnessed different countries around
the world trying to cooperate with other countries proceeding to deal with cyber threats.
From technological prospective, cyber deterrence requires innovating technologies that will
help to deter cyber attacks.

As states aim to be involved in the highly communicated world within cyber space,
securing cyber space became a fundamental requirement. Building highly secured cyberspace
is a fulfillment of national and International security, as well as international economical
and business exchanges. No doubt this domain enables societies and multinationals to
communicate culturally.

likewise any invention, users start utilizing it positively, later, they misuse it as natural
behavior of human-beings who tend to enjoy breaking rules. Since early 90s, technology
witnesses a significant exploitation of the vulnerabilities found within technologies to gain
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unauthorized access to network resources or to exploit malicious attacks aiming to harm their
adversaries.

These attacks can be initiated from anywhere around the world harming the farthest
connected system. An attacker can exploit and cause a real damage to any vulnerable
company/ state and bring down electricity grid system similar what happened to Black-energy
malware [113]. As a result, Estonia -one of the most connected country- has witnessed a
disruptive and sever cyber attack utilizing malware targeting electricity grid of the country
that ended up with approx 75 percentage down. It is not a lesson for Estonia only but for
all countries around the world to comprehend the risk of having vulnerable systems within
critical infrastructure. Vulnerabilities tend to welcome attacker to utilize it [114] to stop or at
least create a situation of disruption within critical infrastructure.

Fig. 3.4 Cyber Domain Pillars

Before moving to cyber deterrence theory, this section explains uniqueness of cyber
domain and more important is look to cyber space from three prospective as a cyber space
pillars. These pillars are people, technologies and procedures as figure 3.4 present them.
Moreover, the section comparing how cyber attacks are different from nuclear attacks. It
also, explore cyber attacks high-lightening the stages of cyber attack. Also, it answers this
question: What is the capacity of modern technologies to detect cyber attacks and at what
stage these detection happens? How strong is the observability of current cyber detection
technologies?

From the literal definitions done, the Department of Defense Terminology Program
which includes a dictionary of military and Associated Terms known as the DOD Dictionary
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gave a sufficient comprehensive definition for cyberspace, “A global domain within the
information environment consisting of the interdependent networks of information technology
infrastructures and resident data, including the Internet, telecommunications networks,
computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers” [115]. This definition serves
this research because it concerning about the military and the security aspects compared to
other definitions. Besides, it clarify that there are certain operations occur in this interactive
domain.

Cyber Operations has also been defined by this program as, “The employment of cy-
berspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through
cyberspace” [76]. Fairly, most of these operations are created for the benefit of people.
However, some operations are meant for the destruction and causing harm like cyber attacks.
Thomas Rid and Peter Burney have stated that cyber attack are computer codes that are
designed to be used for the target of threatening or causing physical, functional, or mental
harm to systems and networks infrastructure that basically serve daily human life [116]. This
definition give general concept of how cyber attack look like. Moreover, further details are
still needed to be digged out to have a deep understanding of cyber attack uniqueness. Specif-
ically details about root cause of cyber attacks, attackers motivators and goals gained. Deep
technical understanding about cyber domain will play a major part in benefiting successful
nuclear deterrence strategies toward developing successful cyber deterrence strategies. Cyber
environment is simply consist of three pillars people, procedures and technology [117]. In
order to gain better picture about cyber threat environment, a drafted figure to provide a close
understanding how three parties are working together.

Table 3.4 Cyberspace differences compared to other Domains [118]

Cyberspace Air, Space, Sea, Land
Size Unbounded Essentially fixed
Rate of change High Low
Governed by Technology Physical Laws
Ownership and jurisdiction Private Sovereign and International
Cost of Entry Low High
Attribution Diffcult or semi impossible High due to physical evidence
Dimension Connectivity Geographic
Cost of attack Little or None Expended munitions

In conclusion, there are a variety of cyber attacks, cyber attackers and procedure of
executions cyber attacks. Definitely, these three non-separate components of cyber domain
are crucial areas of cyber deterrence.
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Cyber Attackers

Table 3.5 Sources of Cyber Threats [110]

Threat Source Motivation

Intelligence
services

Foreign intelligence services use cyber tools as part of
their information gathering and espionage activities.

These include exploitation and potential disruption or
destruction of information infrastructure.

Criminal
groups Criminal groups use cyber intrusions for monetary gain.

Hackers

Hackers sometimes crack into networks for the thrill of
the challenge or for bragging rights in the hacker
community. While remote cracking once required a
fair amount of skill or computer knowledge, hackers

can now download attack scripts and protocols from
the Internet and launch them against victim sites.

Thus, attack tools have become more sophisticated
and easier to use.

Hacktivists
These groups and individuals conduct politically motivated
attacks, overload e-mail servers, and hack into websites

to send a political message.

Disgruntled
insiders

The disgruntled insider, working from within an organization,
is a principal source of computer crimes. Insiders may not
need a great deal of knowledge about computer intrusions
because their knowledge of a victim system often allows them
to gain unrestricted access to cause damage to the system

or to steal system data.

Terrorists

Terrorists seek to destroy, incapacitate, or exploit critical
infrastructures to threaten national security, cause mass
casualties, weaken the US economy, and damage public
morale and confidence. The CIA believes terrorists will stay
focused on traditional attack methods, but it anticipates
growing cyber threats as a more technically competent
generation enters the ranks.

Attackers in cyber domain could be state, organized groups/ red teams or even individuals.
Unlike the players of nuclear domain is limited between governments of states.

In the nuclear confrontation, the players are known for both sides and has specific location
which make the observability and certainty easier. On the other hand, the players in the cyber
space are masked which make observability a real challenge in cyber domain.
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Simply, cyber confrontation can be described as (state - state), (State - Groups) and
(State- Individuals). For that, deep understanding of root cause of attackers motives enables
developing effective cyber deterrence strategies. Cyber deterrence strategies should treat
the motives in the first stage to avert the decision of attackers not to attack. Such kind of
classification will help toward analyze the need of each player to get deterred. Deterrence
strategy dedicated for single hacker could not fit deterring state or group of networked people.
Cyber attack capacity and capability of these players are not the same.

- Internal individual within state get traced and attributed easier than an external hacker.
External hacker live under another state which may not cooperate with harmed state au-
thorities which requires different deterrence strategies to convince his state to cooperate.
Convince attacker state either by threatening or incentives (Stick and Carrot Strategy). This
type of interaction between states is a deterrence strategy by itself to groups and individuals
of cyber attack.

- Coordinated groups or Red Teams need different strategies of deterrence. Because
members of these groups are usually not located in one geographical spot; they tend to be
from different cities or sometimes different states. What make tracing these groups more
challenging is that it basically depend on the cooperation of the state among each other.
There are certain strategies to deal with this type of attacker, It could be via legal procedures,
or offensive technologies or direct military operation against their infrastructure.

- Regarding the third case when state confronts another state, cyber deterrence strate-
gies is more political. However we should look at it from different prospectives such as
intelligence, economy, credibility and motives. Cyber attacks could start as consequence
of bad political relations and for deterring such kind of confrontation need to concentrate
to encourage the other state for cooperation. Strategies like signing cooperation agreement,
economic and political sanctions could help to deter cyber-attacks. Otherwise, direct threat
as escalation against state is a further powerful strategy of deterrence and the consequence
are unmeasurable.

It is essential to study each case separately to identify what is suitable to deter a particular
state adversary. This will direct state strategist to think rationally more in-depth. The table
explain main types of attackers and explain each category differences and motivators of each
player [119]:

In conclusion, Player in the cyber domain has varies intentions compared to nuclear
domain. Deterrence in cyber target to deter the players not to decide for attack. To deter
the decision of these players, deterrence strategies should be strong enough, precisely vivid
enough to guarantee successful cyber deterrence.
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Fig. 3.5 Cyber Attackers and Motivations Classifications

Cyber Attacks

Cyber attacks are widely variant and technologies utilized for initiating vary as well as the
target of each attacks are different. Moreover, the location of cyber attack is unlike traditional
attacks; because hackers from the farthest connected machine anywhere can initiate a cyber
attack against any vulnerable machine around the world. This establish another challenge to
attribute the attack to a certain player due to the smart technology of masking the attacker
identity.

The technologies utilize in cyber attacks vary by the purpose they achieve. These
technologies could be email attachment, malware encapsulated within image file, executable
file embedded in email, etc. A good description for this type of these technologies is they
are deceptive and stealthy. Technical understanding of how these technologies function will
facilitate attributing the sources of attack. When Comparing between cyber weapons and
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Table 3.6 Cyber Threats Definitions [110]

Threat Definition

Botnet

A network of zombie machines used by hackers for
massive coordinated system attacks. Employing a
botnet to send massive simultaneous requests to
servers prevents legitimate use of the servers and
produces a denial-of-service attack.

Logic bomb
Camouflaged segments of programs that destroy
data when certain conditions are met.

Trojan horse

Stealthy code that executes under the guise of a useful
program but performs malicious acts such as the
destruction of files, the transmission of private data,
and the opening of a back door to allow third-party
control of a machine.

Virus

Malicious code that can self-replicate and cause damage
to the systems it infects. The code can delete information,
infect programs, change the directory structure to run

undesirable programs, and infect the vital part of the
operating system that ties together how files are stored.

Worm
Similar to a virus, a worm is distinctive for its ability to self-
replicate without infecting other files in order to reproduce.

Zombie
A computer that has been covertly compromised and is
controlled by a third party.

nuclear weapons will conclude that nuclear weapons are limited and known in term as a
weapon. On the other hand, the technologies used for the cyber attack are initially meant for
positive usage then manipulated by hackers for harmful purposes.

Countries which have the capability to develop or own nuclear weapons are very limited
and they are well known by international community. For that, if any nuclear attack happen, it
is easily to get attributed. In contrary, cyber attacks technologies are accessible for everybody
in this massive connected globe which add extra challenge to attribute the doer.

In fact, it is very difficult to split between this two pillars (Hackers-Technologies) because
they are substantially integrated. The graph below aims to provide clear idea about classifica-
tion of cyber-attacks based on attack vector, operational impact, defense, information impact,
and target [120].
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Fig. 3.6 Cyber Attacks Classifications

Cyber Attacks Life Cycle

There are a plenty of procedures used to execute cyber attacks like DDoS, SQL Injection,
Malware and many others. Each of this attacking procedures is different from the other
procedure and need specific technology or tools to identify, report and analyzed.

Deep looking at the gradual phases of the cyber attack starting when attacker’s decision
ending up to the execution of the attack. Technical understanding of these phases is bene-
ficially useful for establishing cyber deterrence strategies matching each phase. Keeping
in mind, each phase is full of deception, stealthy and usually sneaky. The phases can be
summarized as follows [121]:

1. Reconnaissance:As a first step, hacker or attacker conduct research on a systems and
human to find out the vulnerabilities to be utilized as a target and think of a best way
to exploit it. The attacker decide on specific point to start the attack either via phishing
emails or direct attack.

2. Weaponization: Hacker find out the tools that are successfully helpful for gaining
access and putting the figures on the triggers which normally requires careful decision

3. Delivery: This step attacker utilizes the gained access to escalate the level of privileges
to the admin level which enable him to manipulate with systems freely.

4. Exploitation: The attacker reach the confidential data and vulnerable systems in order
to steal date or exploit the vulnerable systems.
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5. Command and control: The attacker will maintain gained unrestricted access through-
out the network for the purpose of command and control. To carry on silently install
malicious programs like root kit that aid attacker to return access to the same systems.

6. Installation and execute: During this phase hacker alter the functionality of the systems
hardware or disable the services provided by the targeted system. Here the organization
cannot defend itself easily because the attacker is already strongly stealth and in control
position. Classically, the stuxnet attack against Iranian nuclear infrastructure.

7. Maintain: after all above phases done, hacker usually work to hide their tracks by log
cleaning and sometime they purposely leave some messages as a show or proof of
evidence “that they are here”.

Fig. 3.7 Cyber Attacks Life Cycle

Cyber security technologies in alignment with cyber attack life cycle can play a facilitating
role in detection and reporting attacks. Generally, there is variety of cyber attack methodology.
For example, SQL injection happen when attacker keep trying to inject database with random
code to obtain the access to database tables. This attempts can be detected and observed via
different technologies.

Another more advanced example is when attackers utilize networks of infected zombies
from all over the world and initiate the attack targeting one particular victim and this is what
is called as distributed denial of Service DDoS attack.

Other more complicated example is when the opponent utilize very advanced technology
like zero day attacks or malware. Reaching such kind of vulnerabilities and utilizing this
for causing destructive attack is another total challenge. Stuxnet, Shamoon and many other
malware were like revolutionary attack methodology.
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Observability and Cyber Security Technologies

The main mission of cyber deterrence strategy is to prevent cyber opponent from organizing
and conducting any cyber attack by manipulating with their decision. For effective cyber
deterrence, state must have a credible threat of retaliation. As a main condition for retaliation
is the ability to detect attacks and ability to retaliate.

Cyber deterrence can be achieved via threatening or giving state adversaries a different
incentives that stimulate the cooperation. For developing the strategy, state requires having a
high level of cyber observability over its cyber domain.

Observability will support reduce the level of uncertainty surrounding cyber attacks. As
a national security states need to know what is going on within cyber domain and what cyber
threat could effect its cyber infrastructure.

There are a different motivators for cyber attacks but state need to keep an eye on the
cyber domain and assure its capability for attributing cyber attacks and assure readiness for
security teams to deal with cyber attacks. Cyber attacks can be stimulated by political as well
as economical conditions between states. Technologies will aid state maintain its superiority
even in case retaliation is selected as a deterrence response against cyber opponents.

State to retaliate in cyber need more of certainty about the target other wise the retaliation
will effect another innocent target and this could spark another escalator cyber interaction.

Observing cyberspace will help states indicate cyber threats level growing or descending,
what is the opponent going to do and willing to do. For the cyber deterrence state will rely
on this cyber threats indicators for feeding its decision either to retaliate or not, what is the
credibility of its opponent.

Observability is not a simple task and at the same time is not impossible to develop it.
State in cooperation with cyber security technologies for the purpose of observability will
need to change its rule of engagements with cyber opponent. It is national security need
to transfer traditional practice to the cyber and to develop decision of what to do with the
adversary. State at the end will need to do something and the decision depend [122] state
capability of:

1. Detection of expected attack

2. Identifying the attacker

3. likelihood of adversary’s retaliation

4. Consequences of lashing out a wrong attacker

Cyber security technologies have recognizable capacities in detecting, collecting logs,
analyzing ingress and egress network traffic. These facilities among these technologies helps
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cyber deterrence partially in attributing cyber attacks. In other way, these technologies could
help send signals informing opponent that we (The State) are observing the income and
outcome traffic. That message sent means we are prepared for retaliation and escalation.

Observability function of cyber security technologies in support cyber deterrence can be
generally summarized -according to my own point of view- as explained underneath.

1. Identification: identify all income and outcome traffic, so when users “hackers or
attacker” initiate a new session incoming to any cyber infrastructure it gets identified with
full details, even new technologies claim that it can decrypt encrypted traffic for the purpose
of malicious software filtration. Despite of all these smart technologies, there are still plenty
of highly advanced cyber attacks that can not be identified by these technologies.

2. Recording: Recording what has been identified during previous phase. Information
gathered accomplishes the observability purpose in term of complete information about
source of attack, potential target, destination of attack plus history of attempts. Clever analysis
of these information enables to point to suspicious cyber threat sources (Adversaries).

3. Reporting: Reporting phase is the final step of this process, by offering reports about
whatever identified, recorded and analyzed for decision maker. The reporting is supposed
to present detailed figures about threat level, threat source, threat target, threat type, and
expected consequence of attack in the case if exploitation is accomplished. State decision
makers are usually responsible of next step regarding the direction of the cyber conflict.

The purpose here is to review some of the cyber security technologies that can aid in the
mission of cyber deterrence. The main objective of these technologies is to raise the level
of observability within state cyber domain which will reflect to state capability to attribute
cyber attacker. States to enhance its capacity in observing cyber space need to invest in these
technologies and at the same time to assure sufficient training and practice for the cyber
security teams. The ongoing preparedness aligned with technologies like:

• Intrusion Detection and Intrusion Prevention

Intrusion detection technology mainly works for detecting cyber traffic and can be
defined as “the act of detecting actions that attempt to compromise the confidentiality,
integrity or availability of a resource. More specifically, the goal of intrusion detection
is to identify entities attempting to subvert in-place security controls” [123].

There are three well known intrusion detection technologies functioning over three
different layer of detection:

– Network Based (Network IDS): That function to identify unauthorized and
irregular rarely based on network traffic. Network IDS using network tap, port
span for detecting suspicious traffic in contrast of intrusion prevention system,
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Intrusion detection system does not block any network traffic. So, the network
Intrusion detection system is gathering, identifying, logging and alerting security
team and systems administrators. As explore of this technology is SNORT open
source system.

– Host Based (HIDS): That function to identify unauthorized and irregular rarely
based on device or specific host traffic. HIDS mainly get involved with an agent
installed on each system for monitoring and alerting any suspicious activities on
OS or applications by combining rules, signature and heuristics. As example of
this technology, OSSEC - Open Source Host-based Intrusion Detection System,
Tripwire, AIDE - Advanced Intrusion Detection Environment, Prelude Hybrid
IDS

– Physical (Physical IDS): It is the act of identifying cyber threat to the physical
systems and is usually considered as physical control to ensure confidentiality,
integrity and availability. In addition, it works as a prevention system. Security
Guards, Security Cameras, Access Control Systems (Card, Biometric), Firewalls,
Man Traps, Motion Sensors are example of Physical Intrusion detection Systems.

– Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS): It is adding the ability to block (prevent) the
malicious gathered and identified data and behavior, which differentiate Intrusion
prevention system from Intrusion detection system.

• Digital Forensics Tools

Digital forensic field is mainly responsible for identifying the evidence of “who did
it?”. In cyber domain it becomes essential that the attacker must be identified and
known exactly “Who did this detailed cyber attack?”. Answering this question guides
the cyber deterrence strategies for specific doers. Deterrence against unknown address
is not effective and retaliation against undefined address is worthless. Digital evidences
are not similar in cyber domain in term of source of evidence and procedures of data
collection. For that, digital forensics specialists work hardly to identify source of cyber
attacks.

Cyber attack attribution is to link the cyber attack to the exact attacker as result of
precise evidence. Directly or indirectly the improvement in digital forensic field
support cyber deterrence strategies to attribute attacks and attacker. In short, there are
different tracks on digital forensics, - Digital forensic for Operating systems: This track
is concerned with operating systems forensics and evidence gathering like windows,
android and IOS.
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- Digital forensic for Networks: this track is interested in networks peripherals forensics
like switches, routers and firewalls logs analysis.

- Digital forensic for mobiles and handhold devices: This track is mainly for mobile
forensics and evidence tracing.

In the coming days of the research, the contribution of digital forensic for supporting
cyber deterrence will be explored. Digital forensic contribution is the ultimate capacity
of identifying attack and attacker for the purpose of deterrence.

• Security Information and Event Management (SIEM):

Security information and event management (SIEM) systems are working to collect
logs from variety of sources within organization. These sources could be from different
operating systems, applications and on top of these are security technologies. Logs
get collected and standardized in one format for the purpose of analysis and generate
certain alerts. Some of the SIEM are facilitated with blocking of malicious traffic.
It is available in different versions Cloud based SIEM, Hardware appliances virtual
appliances and independent server system[124].

In summary, the necessity of having high level of observability for the purpose of
reducing the level of uncertainty is a foundation of figuring the adversary and his
potential.

3.7 Cyber Deterrence Principles

Deterrence in general is a strategy for peace and it is developed for stimulating adversaries
behavior and decisions that any offensive decisions will not be accepted in all means.
Deterrence Principles provide states with a wide understanding of how to deal with other
states and these principles will act as a systematic approach for managing deterrence strategy.
Overall, principles are more of basic conditions compared to the policies or objectives but it
is fundamental for governing both.

The attempt here is to review these principles and try to bring them from traditional
deterrence practice to the benefit of cyber deterrence program. It is usually helpful to apply
these traditional principles to the new deterrence domain like cyber domain for developing
a systematic way for understanding the cyber deterrence as well developing the practice of
the deterrence in cyberspace. Another objective here is to understand how to practise these
principles and to enforce all these principles in every deterrence case or only for certain cases.
Moreover, will these principles be treated equally in governing deterrence or it will differ
from one case compared to other cases.
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Before reviewing the principles of deterrence, it is good to think about the causes of
conflicts. The preventive and preemptive traditional military attacks are still successful
in making differences when calculating (Gain-Lose) between adversaries especially if the
opponents are very weak. This will not work if the opponent is strong because the defense
of the opponent will raise the risk of lose more than expected gain due to the defense the
opponent is having. Readiness and superiority between adversaries make difference for
stimulating conflicts or hold any expected conflicts. This view about the conflict is more
related to the traditional military confrontation and with the technological development the
causes for conflicts change especially after second world war.

This research is about deterrence in cyber space and this newly developed domain states
rely on for civil usages, like control critical infrastructure of the electricity and communication
networks as well as to access military systems, energy control systems and control systems
for nuclear power plants. Unfortunately, it has become a field of competition in many areas
and has become the base for many geopolitical conflicts. Cyber space has become a field for
competition between super powers that have the capabilities and competencies in developing
offensive technologies in the cyber space.

Referring to the literature, only two references has studied this critical issue. The first
reference was a book specialized in military strategy principles and historical perspectives
written by john m.Collins and the second reference was a research paper made by Andrew
P.Hansen. Collins has produced the traditional deterrence principles and he concluded these
principles: Preparedness, Non-Provocation, Prudence, Publicity, Credibility, Uncertainty,
Paradox, Independence, Change and Flexibility [125]. The second best reference has assume
another list of principles which are Define the Domain, Defend the Domain, Destroy Threats
to the Domain, Beware of Treaties, Establish Escalation Precedence, Ensure a Flexible
Response, Institute a Collective Defense, Demilitarize Foreign Policy, Determine the Focus
of the Deterrence Effort and Continually Incorporate History [135].

Deterrence is mainly developed seeking for peace, to persuade the opponent in acceptable
way that attack of any kind or even escalation is not desirable for both sides. To develop
cyber deterrence program, a state needs to establish cyber deterrence principles that can work
as a framework for the whole strategy. Cyber deterrence was originally inspired by traditional
deterrence and at this point of the research investigate the traditional deterrence principles
and to explore how these principles can shape the general cyber deterrence strategy.

The Principles are fundamentals or proposition that serves as the foundation for any
system. In other words, deterrence principles are like a linked chain forming any deterrence
program to get established. So, For deterrence there are some basic principles should
be in place before establishing the deterrence program that state need to consider every
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single principle. The concept of deterrence has been utilized for multi-purposes not only
in military strategy and accumulative support for these principles will reflect on governing
deterrence whole strategy. The variation can be aligned case to case. So, the traditional
deterrence principles that are essential for establishing any deterrence strategy are inferred
from historical incidents and will try to review and address how each of which serve the core
missions of the deterrence [125]:

• Principle of Purpose:

Conflict prevention is a fundamental objective for the states deterrence strategies.
Therefore deterrent strategists and national security strategist should specify the pur-
pose from initiating the deterrence policy before establishing any strategy. This is
because each deterrence case need a different treatment compared to other cases due
to the uniqueness of each of which cases. Plans exercised to preempt offense do little
to discourage malicious operations and it encourages the need to extend the deterrent
umbrella. Sometimes, deterrence timing create limitation either to activate the imple-
menting of strategy or postpone the course of action till other factors fulfilling the need
for activating the deterrence. Moreover, strategist need to decide whether to extend or
to limit the period of deterrence strategy in the case the main purpose achieved.

Another dimension is the the purpose of align deterrence with alliances. This add
to the principle of purpose another challenge either state to involve with alliances
or to limit purpose of deterrence with its direct threats classifications. Common
interest between allies can form cooperation under deterrence umbrella which requires
deterring threats against the common interest. In case state distinguishing between full
or limited involvement in alliance deterrence, it can be for state to establish a pragmatic
independent deterrence.

• Principle of Credibility:

Principle of credibility is mainly about ability to utilize the reward that and punishment
for the purpose of manipulating with opponent to take it seriously. Credibility increases
the adversaries likelihood to change the opinion from possible to probable regarding
particular conflict. The principle of credible deterrence that raise the cost of the attack
can not be achieved unless the the promises of punishments and incentives look like
more reasonable.

Its is simply the threat of retaliation or promise of reward that should be credible
enough to get believed by the opponent. It should be clear enough that if you did X
I will do Y and I am known by the threatener that I am serious enough to do it. This
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approach fulfill the principle of credibility, because if the deterrent said that he will do
X if threatener did Y, then Y happened and nothing changed from the deterrent. This
practice will spoil the threat credibility. State to develop its credibility must be clear
and committed. Otherwise, the opponent’s expectation will not be build based on a
solid credibility.

• Principle of Uncertainty:

The principle of deterrence based on the uncertainty is the alternative principle that may
be used in the case of credibility principles for any reason not possible to be achieved.
State with a changeable situations will give opponents with uncertain intention. It will
lead the opponent to have uncertain expectation weather state is going to retaliate or
not and this will maintain high level of fear from deterrent or between adversaries.

• Principle of Pain:

The principle of Pain is to establish deterrence via painful penalties and this principle
can support the demand for deterring opponents. Deterrence strategies can not be
exactly taken from one case and applied the same to another case. It is essentially
preferable to modify either the punishment or incentives according to the uniqueness
of each individual case.

The high level of threats used for the purpose of deterrence could seem look like
unrealistic. But, promises to punish very severely and at the same time could keep
opponents leaders to double think before initiating any unacceptable actions. Deterrent
need to send clear message about the severity of threat will be utilized in the case
threatener exceed the permitted lines. Raise the certainty of painful threat is an effective
principle and it will keep causing difference in deterrence calculations.

• Principle of Pleasure:

The principle of giving pleasure or satisfying the opponents is working. State need
to consider what could deter opponent in order to give some sort of pleasure to give
up from another higher risk threat expected by the threatener. This principle support
deterrence strategy to balance between punish or reward opponent for aiming to drive
the decision to hold from another higher threat that adversary could go for or to limit
the conflict.

Deterrence strategy should provide enough flexibility between threat and incentives
to ensure its success. Rewards may effectively deter opponents and their allies. It
could cost less than to keep threatening by retaliation where state need to confirm the
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benefits from rewards that opponent will gain by signing the agreement or treaties of
cooperation.

• Principle of Preparedness:

The Principle of Preparedness is to continuously keep state prepared to encounter an
attack even during peace time. State readiness is considered as a great deterrence
principle due to commitment that this principle can give to defend against opponents
threats.

Robust defenses and preparedness for retaliation will reduce the risk but sometimes
decision makers and other crews lack institutional memory or historical memory,so
they forgot to learn from previous cases or learn from this cases too late. Poor armed
teams, poorly equipped and badly outnumbered could cause a deterrence damage and
will stimulate opponent to take preemptive action in attacking. This principle can be
observed in any conflict where state need to assure preparedness to have a credible
deterrence.

• Principle of Non Provocation:

Non Provocation principle means not to initiate any strategies considered as provokable
acts by state opponent. Violating this principles could collapse the whole deterrence
and sparking the conflict. The strategist who aim to avoid this impression will carefully
try not to use the power or maintain the balance.

Provocation with weak state could be considered as preemptive strategy and it could
deter limited threats. But, provoking a strong state will open the door for other
unexpected challenges. There is a need for certainty about states weakness or strength.
Otherwise, the surprise of retaliation from strong state will change provocation to lose
(From attacker prospective). Strong defenses aligned with enough level of readiness
not to initiate any preemptive strategy could provoke opponent to protect deterrence
strategy.

• Principle of Prudence:

The principle of prudence as a result recommends military to utilize shields and civil
defenses which could help to reduce the damages, and limit the losses. Also, it will
force adversaries to pay more than expected in the case they select to go for the
conflict. Carefully observing the domain and benefit from true indicators about the
status, counting both: gain and loss of the action will help state to forecast deterrence
improvement.
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This happen when two states confront each other in nuclear and first state confirm its
capability in destroying its opponents completely and this strength of response is there
to drive the wisdom between both opponents to got for cooperation. The confrontation
will result lose for both, Logically, partial loses are better ending.

• Principle of Publicity:

The principles of publicity consider sending various signals either for the purpose of
threatening or promising or rewards. It is conveying a message of observability for the
suspected threat. So, state intentions and capabilities whether to penalize or reward
adversary should be mentioned in public. For achieve deterrence, state should clearly
mention its intention and let opponent decide how to act.

State strategist need to be very careful to decide what information should go for
public and how to form information that encourage opponent to cooperate. In some
cases, state aim to trap its opponents via sending public signals via invalid public
information. Both cases -trapping or deterring- state need to have its capacity to signal
publicly. Conveying the messages can be conducted directly or indirectly, verbally or
nonverbally, officially or unofficially, once or repeatedly. Moreover, messages sent by
seniors are more credible than messages sent by juniors.

• Principle of Paradox (contradiction):

The principle of paradox is for state to decide either to follow the philosophy of war
as the best assurance for maintaining peace between states. The military conflict
discourage the overconfidence between enemies and encourage the friends to keep
being state friend. This doctrine will prevent or delay a conflict in future. In other
words, this principle give confirmation that strict defense will spread large benefits
for the deterrence via convincing opponents to cooperate rather than confront. So, the
decision of war used paradoxically to end the conflict by peace. The threat of initiating
a war will deter high expected future wars.

Traditional deterrence principles inspire the cyber deterrence research for further op-
timization. This encourages us to look deeper to these principles and give state strategist
guidelines of developing cyber deterrence principles suiting the cyber uniqueness. This will
be investigated in Section 3.6. Cyber deterrence principles will serve expected scenarios
within cyber conflicts toward advancing deterrence strategy [135]. This research enhance
these principles and align them with cyber domain to come up with clear principles consider-
ing the uniqueness of cyber domain. National deterrence strategy will be the first step to the
direction of deterring cyber threats.
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Table 3.7 Deterrence Principles

Traditional Deterrence Principles [125] Cyber Deterrence Principles [135]
Principle of Purpose Define the Domain
Principle of Credibility Defend the Domain
Principle of Uncertainty Destroy Threats to the Domain
Principle of Pain Beware of Treaties
Principle of Pleasure Establish Escalation Precedence
Principle of Preparedness Ensure a Flexible Response
Principle of Non Provocation Institute a Collective Defense
Principle of Prudence Demilitarize Foreign Policy
Principle of Publicity Determine the Focus of the Deterrence Effort
Principle of Paradox Continually Incorporate History

The table list the deterrence principles suggested by [125] and the principles given in
the second reference [135]. The table attempts to list assumed principles and find out which
could be more efficient to be highly prioritized. Looking at second reference [135] list. This
list simply describing procedure of what state should follow to approach cyber deterrence
strategy. While first list is more of principles in term of its generality in shaping the concepts.
For that, the below subsection would explain how the second reference approach define the
principles. From the first glance, the reader can understand that these principles are closer to
be practical procedure rather than solid principle.

• Define the Domain:

Cyberspace is more managed by the private companies and states has attempted to
define its cyber boundaries. US government has produced a clear vision regarding
securing its cyberspace via its national cyber security strategy [126]. The strategy does
not limit its operation within openness and collaboration that characterized internet
growth, the strategy has defined what sort of activities are prohibited and not accepted
within cyber space.

States to develop cyber deterrence strategies need to define what is accepted and what
is not in its cyber space and for the unaccepted state willingness to response. Moreover,
state need to be more selective in term of approaching any engagement with cyber
adversaries due to the nature of cyberspace and the expansion happening on a different
dimensions.

• Defend the Domain:

States to develop cyber deterrence strategies need to be enough equipped not with
cyber technologies only, but other tools like strong diplomacy and capacity to raise
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different sanctions against threat state. Relying on cyber defense will not give any
guarantee to deter cyber attacks as the sequential cyber attacks cases is enough to
confirm the failure of defense in deterrence [127].

This does not mean cyber defense is not important but it shed the light over the
importance of having strong cyber defense and at the same time to align defense with
other strategies that will support the mission for deterring cyber adversaries. State to
give priority in cyber defense as a first line for the mission of cyber deterrence aligned
with other tools.

• Destroy Threats to the Domain:

During the nuclear arm races, USA was very clear in term of threatening its opponent
and has declare that it will destroy its adversary with nuclear attack as retaliation if
USA get attacked and this commitment has sent a clear message if you did this I will
do that and the result of nuclear confrontation was very clear for both adversaries. As
the George Washington mentioned in his speech for the congress in 1793, “If we desire
to avoid insult, we must be able to repel it; if we desire to secure the peace, one of the
most powerful instruments of our rising prosperity, it must be known that we are at all
times ready for war” [128].

The idea for state to deter cyber threat, it must guarantee a credible threat of retaliation
and there must be a clear commitment to proceed the threat of punishment against its
adversaries in case it was attacked and state has attributed the attack sources. Moreover,
there is a need to have some sort of transparency about the capacity of state cyber
retaliation without specifying what is the targets and how to target opponent in cyber.
This idea will create a sort of ambiguity with the opponent and could inject the fear of
destructive retaliation and deter the opponent.

• Beware of Treaties:

Establishing the treaties between states will help to hold or reduce the arm races. It
has helped in prevented superpower from developing weapons on the space domain
and that’s why we witness a limitation in arms development. This confirm one of the
deterrence dimension by restrain adversaries from developing weapons. This treaty
has resulted between all adversaries either USA or other superpower not to challenge
each other and enforce the cooperation not to weaponise the outer space [129].

In cyber, if this approach has been followed before witnessing this race on the cy-
ber attacks between states expected to make a better cyber space. Cyber attack like
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STUXNET has confirmed that initiating cyber attack against Iranian nuclear infras-
tructure has provoked Iran to develop its cyber offensive capability and this case was
like opening the Pandora box and this is what NcGurk stated on TV interview [130].
After STUXNET attack any attacker can download the actual source code of it and re
engineer it to use it against another state infrastructure.

• Establish Escalation Precedence:

State need to prepare the escalation precedence and the conditions of being considered
more important than something else. Cyber deterrence in relation to crises management
need further study and careful policy consideration. It is the issue of either to integrate
the cyber with nuclear or to limit the escalation ladder within cyber.

In addition, international community agree about the need to secure the cyberspace
but the challenge with the credibility of cyber threats for deterring. Then the idea of
response with nuclear attack if cyber attack occur to state, and the Stuxnet attack has
sparkled this debate and this scenario or the need of recalculation and re-evaluation
[131].

• Ensure a Flexible Response:

States are expanding with the growth of cyberspace solutions. In the case state selecting
to respond, the response need to be flexible and calculate the consequences. Cyberspace
are very fragile domain in all states and US on top of them. For that, flexible response
is still the same as a concept but in term of practice are different compared to traditional
practice.

Flexible response within cyberspace is highly recommended due to the fragility of
cyber and state dependencies on cyber and the use of force as a second option as a
best structure of threat for retaliation. In nuclear, the response was clear via nuclear
retaliation. Challenge in cyber is when cyber response is sufficient enough to deter
from the first response (Cyber retaliation). State preparedness benefit from cyber
offense capacity and the USA has authorized the section 954 from the national de-
fense authorization to act for fiscal year 2012 [132]. Despite of this permission, the
complexity of cyberspace is still dominant over the permission.

• Institute a Collective Defense

Cyberspace is shared domain between all states and there is no physical borders
compared to other threats domains (Land, Sea, air and space). It force states for more
cooperation with other States to draw the lines of collective cooperation to defend
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against cyber threat. There are historical treaties like Australia, New Zealand, and
united States security treaty or as Short titled as (ANZUS) signed in California 1951
for the purpose of providing mutual support in the case of any aggression and for
settling disputes by peaceful means and this kind of treaty is one of the first treaty
mentioning cyberspace and how states collectively should cooperate [133].

Initiating such like collective coalitions in cyber deterrence is helpful in different
dimensions and especially in tracing the Non-State actors. One of the worst challenges
within the cyberspace is the non-actors compared other deterrence missions and collab-
oration between states. Worth mentioning, deterring non-state adds value to the cyber
deterrence strategy.

• Demilitarize Foreign Policy:

State need to to develop its capacity in term of equipment, training, testing the best
practice, and review the readiness related to the cyber deterrence strategy. But this
does not mean that state should keep threatening randomly. This capacity is needed
for threatening the potential cyber adversaries and it is for the purpose of sending a
credible message about the State ability to deal with this types of threats. The show of
unequaled military is good to confirm for others that the state is better than everyone
or everything of the military capability. This help to develop a peaceful international
environment and drive more diplomacy and demilitarization [134].

Combining traditional military with cyber capabilities give state the ability to activate
non-military. The diplomacy to encourage other states to act more peaceful. The
strategy of demilitarize the foreign policy for deterring cyber space will encourage
opponent toward incline to attack to cooperate.

• Determine the Focus of the Deterrence Effort:

Deterrence is more complex than defense of offense in term of mission and how to
focus the mission. State need to consider the how focus are the deterrence policy and
identify the opponents decision maker as a target for deterrence to work. Opponent
decision maker is decisive or critical, especially in the success or failure of cyber
deterrence.

So, states need to assure communicating the cyber deterrence messages in a clear and
very precisely practice. This practice could be achieved via direct signaling against
adversaries leaderships.

• Continually Incorporate History:
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The previous points and what I would like to title it as cyber deterrence procedural
steps give practical process for the state aiming to establish its cyber deterrence strategy.
It is like a general condition for the state to keep in mind it is not the final decision.
For developing effective cyber deterrence strategy state need to look at the previous
historical conflicts and retrieve the learned lessons for the future strategies.

Cyber deterrence is a different problem compared to other deterrence strategies and
this raise the challenge to the strategist, historians, security specialist and decision
makers to double thinking while developing cyber deterrence and avoid any unwanted
mistakes that could end into any unwanted escalation.

As mentioned earlier, the approach of Hansen [135] in defining the deterrence principles
is more to a procedural guideline than a principles that can be utilized to govern the deterrence
strategy. The principles should be more generalized and more of conceptualizing the targets
as well as draw general lines. Then, it is supposed to be followed by procedural steps that
reflect general principles. It can be debated but in conclusion, any state attempt to develop
cyber deterrence strategies recommended to follow the approached structure in the Fig. 3.8
as a road-map.

Fig. 3.8 Deterrence Implementation Process
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Referring to the mathematical analysis in the nuclear deterrence theory section (3.5) the
role of each principle will be more clearly understood. The detailed analysis of deterrence
model will give insight look about the relation between the principles and its necessity for the
success of the deterrence strategy. As example, "Non Provocation" as a principle is similar to
preemptive strategy. The question here, If state provoke its opponent, will it deter them or
escalate the conflict?

As a conclusion, for having a robust cyber deterrence principles it is fundamentally to
look at the general traditional principles as main cyber deterrence principles and combine
together both approaches to aid state to produce a robust principles that will shape the national
cyber deterrence strategy. Still more work is needed in this area aligned with the deterrence
model to validate each principle role in shaping the deterrence strategy.

3.8 Cyber Deterrence Challenges

The concept of deterrence in general has its characteristics and basics. Referring to the nuclear
arm race and cold war, the unbelievable power of nuclear weapons gave enough credibility to
scare opponent from nuclear retaliation. For that, when we consider deterring motorists who
use alcohol above the authorized limit [136] is different from studying deterring employees
who do not comply with organizational information systems policies [137]. Each of these
contexts has its own uniqueness.

This research focuses on the applicability of deterrence strategies in cyberspace. There-
fore, investigating the zone between deterrence and cyberspace is the scope of this section and
in order to deepen the understanding of the effectiveness of cyber deterrence, the challenges
must be studied. Cyber deterrence is similar to many other scientific fields encountering
challenges in its successful implementation. Achieving cyber deterrence strategy for any
state requires to hold threat of retaliation, that will force cyber opponent not to initiate any
cyber attack. To achieve the objective of cyber deterrence, there are many difficulties [138]
that weaken the process of activating cyber deterrence strategies.

The aim of this section is to review the literature that studied cyber deterrence challenges
[139]. It will shed the light over the differences between the traditional and cyber deterrence
challenges. These challenges that cyber deterrence face, is reflection of new emerge technolo-
gies. Therefore, it needs new approaches to deal with. In addition, the section summarize
them in a scientific way and link them to the reality of daily practice.

Studying the implementation of deterrence strategies within the cyber space need to
consider the challenges that could confront these strategies or feed the success or failure.
There is a complication with the cyber space technologies and connectivities, but would like to
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be more realistic in term of justifying these complexity. Cyber space involves tremendously
different players with extreme different potentials. It consist players from governments,
companies, users, networked hacking teams, individual hackers. In addition, hackers in cyber
space can be coordinate under different umbrella as sub national groups, networks, non-state
teams, and anonymous red teams and these coordinations gives example of how complex are
to deter them.

Cyber domain operated by technologies that are developed by human and these tech-
nologies expanding and growing in alignment with the different layers of connectivities
with a mixed societies lead to establish the art of deception practices between all players.
This results into challenge of identifying “Who has done that?” [139]. Identifying exact
attacker who usually in cyber have “no return address” is a complicated process. Despite
theses challenges, there is a progress in development of cyber security technologies and
this could help cyber defenders to detect cyber-attacks during attack and in some cases
before attacks happen by providing current status/ behavior of inbound traffic. Not all cyber
attacks can be detected and missing detection of some of these attacks confirming the gap of
attributing attacker due to the lack of technologies that fulfilling the need for full detection
and attribution and provide indicators about threat sources.

In general, the difficulties for implementing deterrence in cyber compared to other deter-
rence like nuclear deterrence issues that are directly connected to the nature and uniqueness
of the cyber domain compared to other domains and it could be summarized as [138]:

• In cyber, no physical borders between countries and network addressing is not enough,
all communicating with each other.

• In cyber, no exact physical address or return address can be traced for cyber attacker
due to the complexity and practice of deception.

• In cyber, justifying who is beyond the attack/attacker either state or non state and the
up to what extend limitation of targeting.

• Speed of transmitting cyber attack to affect target is different compared to other
traditional attacks.

• In cyber, there is no limitation for spreading infections or attacks among different
states.

• Intelligence teams can play a good role in term of forecasting cyber capacity of
adversaries but it is very limited compared to the other conventional deterrence.
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These issues are in general reflecting the nature and uniqueness of cyber space and its
infrastructure. For that, from my point of view states to have cyber deterrence need to
integrate cyber deterrence with other sources of information and not to limit the strategy
within the cyber security technologies. Cyber deterrence should benefit from intelligence
sources for forecasting the capacity of cyber adversaries. Different cyber attack has occurred
and at the beginning of identifying these attack it was very difficult to get attributed but after
period of time and with the cooperation between cyber security technologies and intelligence,
the attribution and pointing who is standing beyond such like attack has been achieved.

Before investigating the challenges, we need to look at the questions asked that stimulat
cyber deterrence challenges. These questions and its impacts look like factors forming the
core challenges of the cyber deterrence policy. Having a deep investigation from a different
prospective gives a robust ground for allocating the solutions required.

Table 3.8 Questions Shaping Cyber Deterrence Challenges[140]

Questions Effects and Impact
• Do we know who did it?
• Can we hold their assets at risk?
• Can we do so repeatedly?
• If retaliation does not deter, can it disarm?
• Will third parties (alliance) join the fight?
• Does retaliation send the right message?
• Do we have a threshold for response?
• Can we avoid escalation?
• What if the attacker has little worth hitting?

• Cannot identify whom to retaliate against
• Do not know retaliation effectiveness
• Cannot know whether retaliation repeatable
• No second prize for failure to deter
• Will interfere with singling
• Deterrence Policy may create moral hazard
• Will interfere with signalling
• Risks of reduce credibility of retaliation
• Retaliation could be an exercise in futility

The impact of these questions give a hint about the impact if the answer of the raised
question is not there. For that, a separate discussion about each challenge separately and look
to any literature discussed this matter

• Challenge of Attribution:

Attribution in cyberspace can be described as the art of answering the question raised
with the above table “Do we know who did it?” Answering this question can be
considered as the first step for punishing who is standing beyond the cyber attack [141].
Several literature concluded that cyber attack attribution is either impossible or ex-
tremely hard to be achieved. Their conclusions were not technological enough because
these studies were based on political scientist. By looking at literature published by
computer science and engineering scholars it is opposite to political based conclusion.
Understanding technicality of cyber-attacks enables the attribution to be achievable
though it is extremely hard.
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One of the best inspiring publication about the cyber deterrence challenge from my
point of view is produced by Clark and Landau [190]. They confirm that attribution is
possible when all stages of cyber attack are analyzed carefully. Although certain attacks
are established by controlled machines,it is still possible to get traced and attributed as
example DDoS. The ability to identify the attacker within cyber domain is not an easy
task since it requires a collaboration between different cyber security technologies to
traceback the sources of attack. Let us assume computer (A) is controlled by computer
(B) and the computer (A) is detected as attacker while the real attacker is computer
(B). This type of complexity in cyber domain need a deep analyses to understand each
attack technicality besides the possibility to attribute attack.

Last two previous decades the main purpose of technological development was for
expanding connectivity and spreading the networks. In other words, the concentration
was mainly for networking and routing not for securing inbound and outbound traffic.
As a consequence, sophisticated cyber attacks continued to bypass defenses perimeter.
Then the need to know “Who Did it?” was raised as it is essential to have answer for
this question as the response depend on the attributing the attack. This demand has
motivated the development of technologies with new features for identify source and
destination of traffic, as well as trace the spread of malicious infection like malware
spreading over the networks [143]. The development of technologies will not stop at
this point but we are going to witness developed technologies that add extra advantages
to the attribution and control.

Tracking cyber threats sources with technologies that are having visibility features is
available and producing incoming and outgoing traffic but not up to the expected level.
It is not providing full scale of identification for the sources but slightly give some
information about traffic [144]. Also, it provides features that help remove some sort
of uncertainty about who is beyond particular traffic. The anonymity still there with the
traffic but it has been reduced by the revolutionary cyber security technologies. Cyber
security technologies is more concentrating with what is called “Network Visibility”
[145]. These facilities became available within firewalls and many other cyber security
perimeters. They will be continuously helping investigators to identify source of
threats. Intrusion phase within cyber attack life cycle 3.9 essential phase for collecting
information about cyber threats and develop different indicators on what to do regard
it. These information will drive the success of cyber deterrence and as example of the
information that will be good to be gathered and analyzed are [146]:

– Actor/ Attacker [One or Many][State or Non-State]
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– Assets Targeted [DBs, Servers, Military Systems, Control Systems, Individuals]

– Motivation beyond attacking [Destructions, Gain the conflicts, Spoil reputation]

– Time/ duration of attack [timing related information]

– Attack vector [Severity]

– Vulnerability [Prevention requirements]

– Malicious Software or Tools used [Open Sources, Infected Zombies„„,]

– Botnet Reliance [Exploitation mechanisms]

– Origin [Sources of threst]

– Destination

If these information harvested, it will be a progress for the state to build upon and
support the decision of allocating cyber security resources that supporting the mission
of cyber deterrence. The figure below attempt to simplify the idea of alignment between
attribution and cyber attack life-cycle. It highlights cyber attacks stages and what the
state will need to invest to raise the attribution challenge.

Fig. 3.9 Attribution alignment with Attack Stages

Attributing cyber attacks it is not just a pure technical issue and to achieve high level of
attribution States will need to develop the skills, tools and the maintain high readiness
of the national teams to deal with cyber attacks. The procedure of Attributing cyber
threats having a different layers and national security teams need to be trained well to
react professionally. As we have discussed that the cyber attacks are growing in term
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of complexity and it is not one step attack like traditional attacks but it is different, it
is integrated and at the same time complex processes. So, state need to consider this
difference when planing for attribution [147].

In conclusion, attributing cyber attack is a fundamental condition for the cyber de-
terrence strategy, and it is possible to attribute and point over the attacker but it is
hard due to the nature of cyberspace. In comparison with nuclear attacks, nuclear
weapons are easily to be identified, they belong to which country? But in cyber domain,
deceptive and crafty mechanisms of communication make it complex. Hence, states
need technologies with high visibility features to attribute cyber attacks.

• Challenge of Geography:

The geography issue connected to the attribution issue as the cyberspace are connected
globally. Cyberspace connectivity are expanded over most of the countries around the
world and each state can communicate to another state without considering borders or
any physical boundaries. This raises challenge for the state to develop its capacity to
attribute cyber attack and identify the sources of threat.

Another dimension for the geography and cyber deterrence is that state opponent can
effect state infrastructure with cyber attack while he is sitting in his bedroom in a
country at the end of world. Compared to the conventional conflicts, cyber attack easily
for the state to deny that state are beyond the attack but conventional conflict its is not
easy to deny the any attack due to the the nature of traditional attack are more tangible
than cyberspace.

Cyber threats against state infrastructure could be internal and it could be external and
this categorization are based on geographical location. From the state point of view,
deterring internal cyber threat is different from deterring external threats. Internal
threats sources are within the State local law and governmental authorities, so it is
easier to trace and deal with. But, the challenge when cyber threat geographically from
outside state. It should be attributed either from state or from non-state actor, then if
state was beyond the attack the deterrence strategy will be different and state deny the
attack, non-state actors are the nominated and to deter such like group need different
strategies which are not similar when state working to deter non state. Moreover, in
both cases (State or non-state) you need to have opponent cooperation for deterring
cyber threats and if there is no cooperation between both state there will no possibility
to expect any optimization [148].

All reasons discussed in relation to the geographical challenge reflecting international
cyber threat against state infrastructure, this give obligation for all states and interna-
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tional community to cooperate due the fragility of cyber domain is shared between all
states.

• Code of Silence Challenge:

The third challenge with the cyber deterrence is the silent infection or silent spreads
of the malicious codes. This challenge is because of the cyberspace uniqueness and
when comparing cyber to other domains it will be like a new type of threat. It can
infect State infrastructure while state does not detect the threat, and does not know
when the execution of the attack is going to happen, and what is the target and what is
the consequence of this attack in the case it get successfully executed. This happen
in the case security controls are not capable to detect such cyber attack definition.
These cyber threats that would prefer to describe it as "unknown, undetectable and
unpredictable" cyber attacks. So, we can imagine how difficult is to deter threat with
these characterization.

Comparing cyber threats to other threats like nuclear threat from the above mentions
descriptions give a glimpse about the nature of cyber threats and clear picture how
challenging is to deter these type of attacks. Moreover, it confirms that we need a
different deterrence approaches that are considering these uniqueness and to be more
effective despite these challenges.

Another dimension for deterring silent code is is to keep developing and updating the
cyber security controls to a level to keep discovering process on going to optimize
hardening the domain and make it difficult for the attacker to achieve the attack due to
the cost expect to gain is lower than cost of attack.

• Challenge of Regulations:

States needs to have its national security strategy for securing cyber space, this strategy
encourage to shed the lights over the issues like regulating cyber space. Regulations are
needed for the internal and external cyber threats and it is essential step to clarify the
state readiness to deal with cyber threats either these attacks source internal or external
[149]. Regulation and developing the norms are helpful [150]. It will support sending
credible signal for state adversaries that if you get detected it will not stop to the point
of attribution, it can be proceed for further actions. This approach could reduce the
incentives for internal threatener to attacks and not sure about the external attacker
as the external who need to have the cooperation of the other states that attribution
lead to. From this point the regulation of cyber conflicts are a wide challenge for the
deterrence strategy.
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In April 2017, a meeting for the foreign affairs ministers of the G7 countries has
approved what has been titled as “ Declaration on responsible States Behavior in
Cyberspace (G7 Declaration 2017). This declaration has addressed the issues like
international stability and security of cyber space. As the growth in escalating cyber
attacks occurred between states during last decade [151].

“about the risk of escalation and retaliation in cyberspace [. . . ]. Such activities could
have a destabilizing effect on international peace and security. We stress that the risk
of interstate conflict as a result of ICT incidents has emerged as a pressing issue for
consideration. [. . . ], (G7 Declaration 2017, 1).”

This declaration shed light on the relation between the states and its responsibility in
term of observing the behavior within the cyber and cooperating with other states in
establishing norms and regulation especially for de-escalation confrontation in cyber
space. These declaration from countries like G7 is an example to show how important
to keep cyber space a peaceful domain.

• Challenge of Spy versus Treaty:

Cyberspace has witnessed development of international treaties and regulation for the
cooperation between states. The challenge is how to bring the cooperation between
states despite the treaties while cyber space is full of ambiguity. The expected cooper-
ation is for sharing information about offender teams, criminal networks or tracking
attacks and attackers. This agreements will need to have mandatory technical practices
to achieve its objectives [152]. It will add some sort of enforcement over states to
invest in securing its domains and at the same time to keep observability practice over
the domain. Also, it will encourage law enforcement organization to comply with
these treaties as well intelligence teams. Another dimension for this issue is the type
of international relations (good or bad) between both states and this dimension play a
vital role for respecting or ignoring.

Related to the issue of developing international norms and regulation, there are different
states that reject to comply with these agreement and initiate operation like spying or
what is known in cyber security as reconnaissance. This issue effecting the reputation
of the state that initiate these operations and it can be considered as violation against the
concepts of international democracies and a clear rejection of international agreement.
The risk here is that reconnaissance activities can be detected between states and it can
be considered as break for the treaties and easily will sparkle other states to initiate
similar activities as the technologies for conducting such like operations are available.
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For that, in cyber i assume that states are doing reconnaissance operations between
each other silently and it is not a good approach as it will reflect on deteriorating
the trust between states for the purpose of deterrence. So, it is a challenge and for
the benefit of cyber deterrence states need to respect the treaties and not to allow any
spying or reconnaissance operation against other states as it can be detected and it could
stimulate opponents to do the same which will increase the challenge of deterrence in
the future.

• Offensive incentives Challenge:

Cyberspace have advantage and at the same time it is disadvantage. Avoiding interna-
tional agreements and initiating offensive operation against cyber threats sources can
be an option for the state cyber security strategy as there is no clear physical borders in
cyberspace. In other hand, it could be a disadvantage to follow offensive strategy in
cyber as it could destroy the whole cyber deterrence strategy and stimulate the conflict.

Offensive operation is a preemptive strategy in cyber but it is not an easy option due
to difficulty to assure the accuracy of the opponent and how effective is the operation
in deterring the potential cyber threats. Practically to deter cyber opponent is not to
preemptively provoke opponent without take account the response expected. There
are real challenges in initiating any offensive cyber attacks for the purpose of cyber
deterrence because of the nature of cyber infrastructure and the mistakes that could
lead to cyber catastrophic between states.

• Challenge of Social Norms:

Another cyber deterrence challenge is the development of social norms that governing
the individuals behavior in cyberspace. Historically, different norms been developed
for the purpose of deterring crimes, espionage and other warfare related issues. These
norms can work to support deterrence policy up to certain point but it can infuse
common understanding regarding the proper and improper behavior. Governments
will distinguish between what can be categorized as cyber crimes act of war or it is
just cyber espionage. In case cyber attack consequenced stealing one million pound is
different from cyber attack targeting shutdown electricity grid. Each of these cyber
attack are different in term of motives and target and the challenge here that the role of
social norms to get developed for the purpose of deterring social cyber criminal acts
where other opponent will not consider cyber attack initiated by individual as a ct of
war by the source of the threat as wrong calculation.
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For the accountability either internally and externally [153], states need to have social
norms and it will help state to deter internal cyber threat at the beginning [154] then
to establish understanding ground between cyber adversaries for the external arena.
Another example, assuming state initiating a cruise missile which will result damage
costing state ten million pound. This attack will be considered as act of war. In other
hand, state initiate cyber attack result twenty millions pound as result of damage and
this attack may will not be categorized as act of war compared to the cruise missile
attack. This ambiguity or random categorization is a result of not having clear norms
that differentiate between what is in the level of social cyber interaction and what is
strategical (state-state) and above the social interactions.

• Challenges of National Security:

Cyber domain is a share domain for private and pubic usage. This result a challenge
for state cyber deterrence mission. States national security strategies are between
traditional practice of direct interact with opponent cyber domain via scanning looking
for the vulnerabilities and initiate cyber attacks that result a damage to the cyber
infrastructure and limit the conflict within cyber and assure not to escalate to any
kinetic war [155]. In other hand, state dealing with other private groups or red teams
for conducting massive cyber operations against opponent. This kind of approach help
the state to deny any responsibility form to the cyber attack. The challenges surround
deterring non state actors and how challenging is to deter such like groups of criminal.
Non-state players are another complex challenge to the cyber deterrence made by the
cyber domain.

Cyber domain has enabled this new methodology of confrontation between states [156].
While reviewing recorded cyber attacks in the last decade, we will conclude that there
was escalation in frequency and severity of state sponsored cyber attacks. Our concern
is the challenges of the cyber deterrence and if states keep this cyber strategy hidden,
the consequence will not be for the beneficial for cyber deterrence.

Deterrence by punishment can utilize the threat of retaliation for threatening but not
to use it in real life and this make a huge difference for the national security. State
threatening another state is different from other state using cyber threat to damage
another state cyber infrastructure. First state practicing deterrence and second state
utilizing the offense is easily leading to provoke opponents causing confrontation.

In summary, cyber deterrence in not a simple strategy compared to cyber defense. It is
a complex strategy with a lot of consideration like avoiding escalation, Involving non state
actors, international relations issues, norms and law enforcement. Challenges are there but
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I would like to argue that these challenges are exist because there is no enough investment
allocated for development. That’s why most of the literature we review conclude that it is
either impossible or it is very complex to achieve the deterrence in cyber space. But, with
more development and investment in each of these challenges, cyber deterrence will work
and it is going to work as most of states need to keep the cyber space safe. I think the
development should follow more narrowed approaches rather than broader approaches. The
development should select each of these challenges separately and pursue on how to optimize
these particular challenges in the target to serve cyber deterrence strategy. Holistic approach
will never lead to any result unless it get narrowed under very specific objective.

3.9 Successful Cyber Deterrence

The success of cyber deterrence is related directly to the level of development or improve-
ments in the challenges that has been reviewed in the previous section (Section 3.8). Which
means, as far as state is able to achieve the highest level of capacity and performance in each
of these challenges will strengthen the success.

Cyber deterrence theory need to be polished by proving it with mathematical model
analyzing the cyber conflicts and attempting to answer the assumed hypothesis. Moreover,
developing cyber deterrence strategies that convince opponents that cooperation is more bene-
ficial otherwise the confrontation will lead to keep his cyber infrastructure under punishment
of retaliation. In other hand, cyber deterrence challenges at some point can be considered
as indicators for success and failure of state cyber deterrence policy. For that, working on
advances cyber deterrence should scope on optimizing cyber deterrence challenges.

As the cyber deterrence theory inspired by the traditional (nuclear) deterrence theory, it
is aiming to provide clear answers for the fundamental deterrence questions [157]:

• When is cyber deterrence most likely to success?

• What is the most important determinant of cyber deterrence success?

• When is cyber deterrence most likely to break down?

• If cyber deterrence break down, how will it be resolved?

• Which one immediate or extended deterrence strategy is most effective, and under
what circumstances?

• Which deterrence strategy can be more effective compared to other strategies against
particular cases?
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• Are limited cyber conflicts possible and, if so, under what conditions?

• When could escalation happen in cyber deterrence domain?

• How could escalation happen in cyber deterrence domain?

Effective Cyber Deterrence Program, One of the best statement that can explain how
should the deterrence be in the very dynamical domain like cyber domain. This could lead to
build cyber deterrence strategies aligned to what has been explained by Thomas Schelling
literature when he said “One need to know what the adversary treasures and what scares him,
and one needs the adversary to understand what behavior of his will cause the violence to be
caused and what will cause it to be with held” [91].

Effectiveness of cyber deterrence should be aligned with assurance to react when targeted
deterrence domain occurs. It is similar to say when a conflict by normal gun happen “one
more step and I will shoot, and if you stop I won’t” [158]. This could be a scenario in cyber
deterrence when accompanied by clear assurance.

Strong deterrence can be achieved via ultimate prevention of cyber-attack and ability to
deter attacker or even potential attacker not to act. This will lead to reduce the likelihood
of attack success and at the same time will increase the cost with the attacker to lead him
to decide what we want him to decide. These concepts need to be re-shaped to serve cyber
deterrence domain to achieve alignment between concepts and expected practices.

For that, main hypothesis for state cyber deterrence strategy can be summarized as:

1. Cyber Attacks can be observable, detectable, and can be attributed in various accuracy
and can be reversed as a threat of retaliation.

2. Observability are there and the its practise in cyber space reflecting forecasting most
expected sources of threats and identify the urgency or priority for initiating deterrence
strategies against.

3. If attacker (State) assures will be detected, observed, attributed and will face retaliatory
action either immediate or after period of time. So, they assumed to think rationally
before exploiting any cyber attack.

These hypothesis will be tested within the developed models to validate its functionality.
Cyber conflict in term of concept are similar to many other conflicts balance between wining
and losing. The challenge here is to understand how actor in cyber space looking at the
wining and losing.
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Dynamics of Cyber Deterrence

Cyber domain is flexible in term of customizing cyber technologies which make it possible
to develop new solutions to attribute cyber attacks. More specifically, growth in cyber
technology reflecting growth in the demand in securing these technologies. At this particular
issue the cyber deterrence strategies need to consider the dynamics of cyber space uniqueness.
New technologies are needed to be developed to fulfill cyber deterrence requirements.

As example, assume one state suffering from multiple cyber attacks and at the same time
want to establish cyber deterrence strategy. The strategy expected to control opponent to stop
all or at least some of the attacks via strong cyber defense. In cyber domain, the defense
layer are there to protect from whatever possible but it should work to provide extra service
for the purpose of attributing cyber attacks. Technology should be enough flexible to get
customized to serve the objectives of attribution. Because observing cyber domain is a top
priority for the states concern about its national security. The cyber technologies need to
provide ultimate support and highly consider challenges opposing deterrence in cyber space:

• Attribution

• Observability

Cyber deterrence are a mission for a dynamical domain (cyber) and due to the dynamic
feature of cyber space there is a need for dynamic strategies that can be functioning in a
different scenarios, it should get customized from time to time. Moreover, strategies can be
shifted against another state adversaries. By considering the nature of cyber space and its
dynamical changes in term of development, dynamical deterrence strategies are needed and
then the assumption for successful deterrence can be highly possible.

General Conditions for Successful Cyber Deterrence

Diverting cyber conflict to stability and avoiding escalation between adversaries is one of
greatest achievement for cyber deterrence. Therefore, cyber deterrence should be preemptive
enough to assure prevention of unwanted actions from the opponent. Cyber deterrence
working to manipulate with behavior of opponent to convince him with the consequence of
loose at all options. Cyber deterrence can be successfully effective but we should understand
the necessary conditions that usually decision are based on.

As this research is inspired by traditional deterrence these conditions will be revised
within the coming chapters to meet cyber deterrence uniqueness but will list hem at this sec-
tion for the purpose of grounding the modelling assumptions. The analysis and investigations
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to assure validity of these conditions for deterring cyber attacks [159] is part of the modelling
responsibility.

• The general conditions for assuring successful deterrence can be assumed like two
states in a a confrontation within a cyber conflict. First state can be considered as a
Player (A) and it is acting as Threatener state and second state acting as Player (B)
and its mission is to be continuously acting as Deterrent state that attempt to deter (A)
not to attack via cyber space.

– Player (B) deterrent must be able to detect the attacker bad behavior or unwanted
cyber traffic especially during cyber reconnaissance stage.

– Player (B) must have a visible and adequate capacity to carry out the deterrence
threat of punishment, and keep this capacity ready. That means, player (A) must
not be able to carry out a preemptive cyber attack that reflect player (B) capacity
to punish.

– Player (B) must be seen by Player (A) to be willing to perform the deterrent threat
of punishment (as cyber deterrence strategy) or Otherwise committed to carrying
it out continuously.

– Player (B) must consider opponent capacity carefully and make rational cal-
culations about whether to attack as retaliation or give up from attacking as a
punishment strategy.

– willingness of Player (B) to carry out the cyber deterrence strategies is usually
the most uncertain condition, because of carrying out the threat does not (usually)
protect or re-gain the prize.

– Retaliatory cyber attack consequences are (usually) visited on Player (A) as well
as Player (B) and both can repeat it.

In cyber, initiating immediate retaliation is not an easy assumption due to cyber complex-
ity and lack of complete information about source of attack. Despite the challenges within
cyber deterrence strategies, some other assumptions and its reflection to the deterrence model
are need to be analyzed how possibly enhance the deterrence in cyber space. The assumptions
for succeeding traditional deterrence might be slightly different from cyber deterrence due
to the nature of cyber space and the dynamics of cyber threats. These assumption could be
summarized as:

1. Decisions of attacking for both actors within cyber conflict based on rational calcu-
lations of (Gain-Lose) within the cyber. Specifically, It reflect accurate evaluations
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regarding each case aligned with careful assessment about opponent capabilities and
this should stimulate the decision.

2. High level of cyber threats (high level of scanning from attacker, up-normal behavior
of traffic, exploitation attempts . . . etc.) can deter or sometimes provoke opponent.
For instance, nuclear weapons deters rather than provokes opponent to act aggressive
behavior while cyber may do the opposite.

3. Cost hierarchies of gain and lose for both attacker and deterrent are similar, at least to
the point that each one avoid large-scale violence at or near top within the cyber space
due to need for keep cyber sustainability in exchange business and many other benefits.

4. Both states attacker and deterrent have similar frames of analysis about opponent cyber
capacity, capabilities. So, these can give signals of resolve and reassurance. This lead
to maintain tight centralized control over decisions that might involve or encourage the
use of strategic (Cyber) weapons or not.

- Technical Assumptions:

1. States to assure its superiority in cyber defense technology as it is the first deterrence
strategy (deterrence by Denial) and it help deny attackers and discourage their motives
by Maximize the value of attack compared to expected payoff (gain) from attack.

2. States need to assure cyber attacks are partially detectable and possible to get attributed
correctly but not all attacks in same level of attribution. Detection technologies need
further development to fulfill the need for accurate attribution. This will help in
developing strategy for threatening attacker via strong retaliation that will be more
than their expectations.

3. Other assumption, every state have developed its cyber security technicality readiness
for cyber deterrence strategies as well as ready to distinguish between political and
economical sanctions as responses reflecting cyber conflict.

4. Assuming developing cyber offensive technologies to utilize when in need could make
balance between adversaries and it help deterrence strategies effectively. State need to
let opponent know that they are ready to take further actions in the case of threat reach
not/agreed level.

For that, adversaries will keep monitoring each other and observing each other cyber
space for different objectives and on top of all to understand opponent behavior. This race
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lead to stimulate a situation between both adversaries and specifically can be described as “I
know you know and you know I know” what i am currently doing. The conflict and race to
weaponizing cyber domain are there but there are a space between. Both adversaries think
about consequences in term of cost (gain/lose) and risk before take any decision of attack.
For that, cyber offensive/ defensive technologies are needed to manipulate with opponent
decision within cyber conflict and balancing the power between adversaries for the benefit of
cyber deterrence policy.

3.10 Research Directions

Literature review chapter has traced traditional deterrence theory, defining the deterrence
terminology and exploring lessons learned that made traditional deterrence (nuclear de-
terrence) work. The chapter has attempted to investigate the cyber space uniqueness and
differences with comparison to the nuclear. This exploration aids to segregate similarity and
differences between these two domains of conflict. It also tries to present the challenges with
deterrence in cyber to scope the work on these challenges to achieve expected optimization
in the states strategy. These challenges are gathered from different literature and summarized
into a prioritized approach. The chapter has investigated main principles that shape state
national strategy for cyber deterrence and shed lights over importance of these principles
in establishing comprehensive strategy. Summarizing the literature chapter, there are few
challenges with the efforts made in previous cyber deterrence literature can be squeezed into
three dimensions:

1. First, many attempts mentioned the idea of utilizing cold war deterrence strategies
for the benefit of cyber deterrence. History has taught us that deterrence during cold
war has been successfully kept cold war cold, but the crucial point is: will deterrence
following the same approaches (nuclear) keep cyber (state-state) confrontation cold?.

When it comes to the cyber space, United State is considered as a credible state because
it is far advanced compared to other states in term of cyber innovations and cyber
security solutions. Unfortunately, this development has brought some drawbacks. It
is depending on cyber for running plenty of critical infrastructure while its opponent
is less dependent which make the opponent less vulnerable compared to US. In other
words, USA is supposed to be more credible and stronger in cyber security capacity
and this credibility is assumed to deter its adversaries in cyber space while in reality it
seems not.
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For that, credibility of cyber threat for deterring cyber opponent compared to nuclear
threat credibility is not the same and it should be considered carefully before implanting
same approaches to a different conflict domain (nuclear to cyber). In chapter four,
a model will analyze cyber conflict between two states attempting to show the role
of cyber threat credibility in the success of cyber deterrence. The analysis approach
is to investigate the effect of credibility of cyber threat in deterring states adversary
emphasizing the role of cyber threat credibility in cyber deterrence strategy.

2. Second, in cyber space it is very hard to convince state adversaries (leaders, military,
intelligence, hackers, etc.) that the cost of hacking can really outweigh the expected
benefit. Here where deterrence should function; When the opponent perceive that he is
losing more than gaining. Deterrence in general is more about perceptions between
both adversaries.

For example, a state might believe that escalation utilizing cyber threat is enough
to manipulate with opponents perception to prevent him from initiating any further
cyberattack. So, the state will select attack as a dominant strategy. With the same
logic, the opponents can develop cyber credibility easily compared to nuclear due
to logistics and availability of cyber threat. This mutual credibility will stimulate
escalation between cyber opponents.

Due to the different perceptions about each other (state-state) priorities aligned with
the uncertainty or ambiguity of the other state intension in cyber space, the probability
of escalation is high and this is where chapter five is attempting to investigate.

In case credibility fails to deter state cyber adversaries, a model of escalation between
cyber adversaries is to be developed to clarify consequences of mis-perceptions be-
tween adversaries. Within the model, a situation of mutual escalation either within the
cyber space or other conflict domains will be involved between opponents. Chapter
five will analyze whether cyber escalation aid cyber deterrence or it lead for a further
instability in the cyber space between states which normally cause mutual ongoing
loses.

3. Third, justifying functionality of cyber deterrence is a real challenge to know if cyber
deterrence work or not will need an evidence that support the theoretical assumptions.
Actually, cyber deterrence mission is to prevent cyber-attacks not to occur between
cyber adversaries. This needs more analytic studies that justify no attacks occurred
whether they are a result of deterrence success, as a result of fear from punishment or a
result of deterrence by denial. In other words, the deterrence approaches of punishment
and denial are facing plenty of challenges in cyber space and as alternative there is
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another approach to be tried by the state in achieving cyber deterrence missions. There
are some factors that play a vital role in succession cyber deterrence like mutual interest
in deterrence and keep cyber space more of peaceful domain for exchange benefits via
cyber space.

It is chapter six where the research try to call another approach that could work in
cyber deterrence. This approach is trying to list the difficulties that deterrence face in
other approaches and shed the lights over the approach of entanglement as it is based
on the mutual interest in deterrence. It is more of self-deterrence

Fig. 3.10 Research Directions

From the research direction Fig (3.10), it will be clear that this research project is a
response of the knowledge gap via developing mathematical models that analyzing:

• Chapter four: Role of cyber threat credibility (↭) in deterring state cyber adversaries
and investigate the credible ways of manipulate adversaries decisions either by more
enforcement that might further the cooperation behavior (deterrence) or winding down.

• Chapter five: Escalation (⇈) of cyber confrontation in the case of failure of credibility
of cyber threat model. The chapter exploring the nature of cyber escalation ladder
either it is going to be limited within the cyber or it can exceed to involve other domains
of conflicts.
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• Chapter six: Deterrence by entanglement model (⇋) as a new and could be the
best approach for succeeding cyber deterrence strategy compared to other traditional
deterrence model approaches (Denial or Punishment).



Chapter 4

Credibility for Cyber Deterrence

This chapter demonstrates the reasons for associating credibility with cyber deterrence
and highlighting the role of cyber threat credibility with either success or failure of cyber
deterrence strategy. It analyses the relevance of credibility to cyber deterrence assumptions
in case of developing credible strategies.

A selected case study will be presented for motivation. The case will help to generate an
understanding of the pivotal role of credibility in supporting cyber deterrence strategy from
real life context. The observations are gathered from different resources and this will help to
support assumptions raised positively or negatively.

An analytical model will be used to study the role of credibility in the success of cyber
deterrence between two adversaries. The model considers several factors that assist in
establishing credibility in cyber space like detection, attribution, defense, and offense. The
model will help to raise essential critical questions like the importance of credibility in cyber
deterrence strategy. With the same logic, other questions are raised within the model to
highlight the essential ingredients shaping credibility in cyber space and reflecting the role of
credibility between actors within cyber conflicts.

This chapter is concluded with a section that prescribes certain strategies which states
can benefit from in real life practice. These strategies and learned lessons will assist states to
understand the essential requirements for developing credibility in cyber space and draw the
lines for states to develop or optimize its cyber deterrence policy.

4.1 Credibility Concept

The concept of credibility has played a central role in different national and international
relations related studies and before jumping to demonstration of threat credibility, I will try
in this section to investigate the credibility conception and the literature that was defined
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in [160]. Despite the claim of credibility and its importance in deterrence strategy, little
attention has been given in the literature of traditional deterrence about the importance of
credibility and its relation to deterrence. For that, this research examines the the theoretical
connection between the cyber threat and its credibility in deterring cyber adversaries (State -
State). Credibility was the cornerstone for nuclear deterrence and the certainty of damage
that nuclear bombs will result are known and clearly calculated for both opponents.

As Freedman [157] characterizes credibility as the “magical ingredients” of deterrence
and he mention that vast majority of strategic analyst believe that the “credibility” term is
transparent enough and for that there is no formal definition to agree upon. So, he concludes
that “Threat credibility is generally taken to mean that the threat is believed” [91] [98] [161]
[163] by the opponent and this will be examined within the coming sections and this belief
will reflect state adversaries and deterrence overall.

On the contrary, a threat that is unpredictable can be characterized as incredible or non
believable by the opponent. As example, the nuclear conflict between the U.S. and Soviet
Union during the Eisenhower administration could be described as conflict in (Status Quo). It
is due to the threat credibility committed by the U.S. to respond in case Soviet Union violate
in nuclear stability. Even after establishing the Massive retaliation Policy, it was widely
criticized this policy is unbelievable by the Soviet Union and as consequence it is lacking
credibility [164].

Smoke has claimed that the threat was not credible enough to stop the growth of Soviet
Power because the Soviet arsenal of atomic bombs and long range bombers to deliver them
grew during the mid to late 1950s. So, this led to less belief that the U.S. can launch any
atomic war over any invasion in Asia or elsewhere [165].

Another school of strategist looked to credibility from the rationality point of view. This
can be understood from the difficulty to give credibility to the state claim to go to war during
the nuclear conflict because the adversary know the irrationality of such like threat [166].
Therefore, the concept of credibility is either directly or indirectly connected with rational
behavior of the actor [165] [167]. For that, credible threat is the believed threat; threat can
be believed only if it is rational accepted and applicable in the current condition. So, only
rational threats are credible threats. But, what is shaping rational threat? The answer for this
question depend on the rationality and its definitions.

From the above literature, a conclusion can be gained that the procedural rationality can
identify rational threat by carefully describing the real world conditions and it will help to
justify the retaliation response done by the state against its adversary. As a result of this
procedural identification, the deterrent can separate those situations (Credible - Incredible)
threats and then know if the threat is rationally credible (believed) or not. As a result of that,
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deterrent state can estimate its threat credibility from incredibility of the threat utilized in the
promise.

Looking deeply at the U.S. and its threat of massive nuclear strike against Soviet Union,
this action will trigger the Soviet Union to respond with nuclear attack. Under this condition,
Soviet have “nothing left to lose” and they will retaliate against the U.S. in kind (Nuclear).
Now, it is for the U.S. to measure its credibility in response to Soviet credibility before
initiating any nuclear attack. There is a challenge of how each adversary anticipate opponent
credibility response upon the attack and it is the responsibility of policy makers to justify this
either to response or not.

From above discussion, threat credibility can be described as extend when deterrent
prefer to execute the threat. For that, to measure the credibility of deterrent threat we should
assume the player prioritizing to initiate the threat till the expected point and if it exceed
that expected point it will be not worthy to continue and it could lead to defeat the threat
rationality and hence it will be incredible threat.

Nuclear threat and credibility of state threat of retaliation in kind was one of the solid
deterrence studies which has been confirmed from the result of no nuclear war has occurred
between superpower. The core assumption was clearly assumed that the nuclear state is a
credible state to threaten its opponent to cause catastrophic level of damage and it can be for
both actors. If the nuclear threat that shaped state credibility for nuclear does not exist, state
will not be able to send credible (believed threat) for its adversaries. This assumption will
open the door for another large question which is: Under what condition, circumstances and
what reasons threatener could receive the credibility of the threat? and What the state must
do to convince its adversaries that this threat is real, not only bluffing?

Before going further, there are three possible influences that can shape state credibility
[168]:

• Reputation: It is reflecting state image that adversaries believe about the state aligned
with the state record especially the recent records related to the responding to the
challenges either in the same region or anywhere around the world. Reputation could
stimulate adversaries to roll back in certain situation as a result of deterrent promises
and previous commitments. But, reputation is not enough to deter adversaries especially
when sequence of failure occurred in the deterrent history. Relation between reputation
and credibility is straightforward and it has to be consistent to impact robustly. In
addition, some cases can impact upon state reputation equally while other cases can
cause stronger impact. This is left to the state and its strategist to calculate the expected
impact to its reputation.
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• Interest: The influence of interest reflect state interest to respond to the given case and
it can be practiced by different approaches. One approach can be via weight factors
like the Value of gain or lose, amount of public population, logistic materials or other
interests like relation of the issue to the state nation and its national security. Some
cases have no interest for the state and it does not deserve to get any further attention
while other cases are to be utilized for the purpose of strengthening the credibility.

• Commitment: It is State commitment to define what land to defend against, actions
to be taken for assuring defense, punishments to be followed in case attacker initiate
the attack. These declarations should be defined by the state clearly and the commit-
ment will follow with some considerations. Commitment can differ depending on
opponent cooperation and responses whether to signing treaties or execution by the
deterrent. Sometime commitment overlap with the reputation and this overlapping
lead adversaries sometimes to estimate the likelihood of the deterrent commitment
and observing his responses record to estimate his direction in the future. Deterrent
state gain credibility from its ongoing commitment whether it was a strong or a weak
commitment.

These three dimensions (Reputation- Interest- Commitment) shape the state credibility within
the international arena which needs careful calculation for the successful development of
credibility. The model in the coming section will look at these influences and how they
increase or decrease the level of credibility.

4.1.1 Credibility of Cyber Threat as a Punishment

Credibility may have different meanings in different contexts but the attempt in this research
is to scope in analyzing credibility of cyber threat in supporting state cyber deterrence policy
for developing long term strategy that could help increase peace between states within cyber
space. Credibility is a multidimensional concept [160] and in this research will limit the
investigation within the context of credibility of cyber threat as a threat of retaliation for
deterring cyber adversaries.

The argument in this chapter is that state can develop its credibility in cyber space in
supporting the strategy of cyber deterrence. The analysis approach aim to address first how
state should develop its credibility in the cyber space and then explain factors that could shape
credible and rational cyber threat. Achieving credibility in cyber space is not a simple task
compared to other conventional conflict domains because of the uniqueness and complexity
surrounding the cyber space.
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Threat credibility means that the threat is believable by state adversaries and for that
state need to understand the influencer for credibility in cyber space. First influencer, state
reputation in the cyber space are playing vital role and it is important to get built aligned
with state capability that the state hold enough amount of cyber threat that will effect its
adversary up to level of assuring loses not to gain if the opponent initiate any cyber attack. In
addition , state need to develop its capacity in detecting cyber threat and respond in a level
that maintain the state reputation.

Second influencer, state should practice its interest in responding to cyber threat and giving
enough attention to cyber threat to enhance credibility. Each state receive thousands if not
millions of cyber attacks on a daily bases and not all these attacks have same interest because
cyber attacks differ from DDoS, SQL, APT to a malware targeting critical infrastructure. So,
not all these cyber attacks will steal state interest but at least state need to assure enough
attention to be paid. In the case of single personal computer attacked will not be equal in
impact than attacking SCADA system managing electricity grid of the state capital. In this
case state interest should be more increased to match with the level of attack. In this case
state need to define its interest practically to defend and deter its cyber adversaries.

Third influencer, state commitment to define its critical cyber infrastructure and these
critical infrastructure will be like red lines that is not accepted to get crossed and if the
opponent cross these lines by initiating any cyber attack state commitment to retaliate will be
under examination. United state as example has defined its critical infrastructure and it has
been clearly mentioned in its cyber strategy. Commitment to punish and retaliate should be
defined by the state. State commitment for case after another will feed the credibility record
how strong was the responses. Moreover, state should maintain consistency on same practice
as it will strength the signal for its adversaries.

The argument that cyber attack is not credible enough in deterring cyber adversaries is
not completely correct and need a careful critical assumption. For a state to become credible,
it needs to follow and sustain a solid approach that assures its opponents about its credibility
to retaliate effectively and repeat the threat to a level that could consequence high amount of
losses. There are technical challenges but also in opposite there are plenty of opportunities
that state can benefit from cyber space uniqueness to increase its credibility. The technical
part of the cyber credibility begin when state develop its capacity to detect threat and attribute
then credibly assure its willingness to threat by retaliate in a sequential situations. Threat of
sequential attacks is possible in cyber due to vulnerability that cyber space can offer and it is
plenty compared to nuclear. State reserve the right to have its credibility to threat its opponent
but it is not having the right to use these threats. International system will not accept the use
of threat if there is no reason but it is respected from state to develop its credible in the cyber
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space and it should be one of state objectives and the case study will present how credibility
has been developed.

4.2 Motivational Case Study

Chapter argument is the credibility of cyber retaliation as a threat of punishment and the
analysis aiming to understand role of cyber retaliation in cyber deterrence. Despite the claim
that cyber attack does not effect human lives or devastate state infrastructure compared to
other conventional attacks but there are other types of loses consequences by cyber attacks that
should get enough consideration and a careful analysis. Cyber attacks has begun as a simple
attack with a limited damage and over years has been developed in term of consequences
and ways of attacking. Moreover, vulnerabilities spread all over cyber systems which can
be utilized easily for effecting states critical infrastructure. More critical, when military
infrastructures of state become vulnerable to a cyber threats. Yes, it can be one probability of
successful cyber attack and it is a limited attack but no guarantor that in future to witness
unlimited (replicated) cyber attacks and on going repeating itself which will impact with
sever and harmful consequences.

For furthering explanation of the chapter argument and looking deeply to the argument,
chapter sheds the lights over Iran and USA cyber conflict and how this particular cyber
interaction has stimulate non-credible state against highly credible state to speed up and
become as credible state and considerable state with respected cyber threat. Iran has de-
veloped considerable cyber capabilities to further its internal and external national security
strategies and this development led to increase its capacity into the highest level of worldwide
cyber credible states similar to Russia, China and USA. Stuxnet attack in 2009 was the most
noticeable case that has initiated the race in Iran for develop cyber capability [169].

Considering Iran as a credible state in cyber space is based on the credibility influences
that mentioned earlier in this chapter (Reputation, Interest and Commitment). Iran has a long
record and solid reputation in the readiness for confronting its opponents and to response to
any conflicts. When cyber attacks joined the political conflicts in recent years Iran clearly
was not ready for it. Iran before stuxnet attack was not considered as credible in cyber and I
assume that USA and Israel thought that Iran will not retaliate due its weakness in the cyber
space capacity and the attack will succeed in demolishing the nuclear infrastructure.

But, despite assumption that Iran is not having enough capacity to response but it has
developed its reputation via seriousness to respond and not letting attacker to run away
without punishment. Then, Iran has practiced its interest in securing its cyber space and this
was clear via stuxnet case responses and what has happened after developing the capacity.
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Iran has confirmed its commitment to response to the cyber threats and attacks and has done
it. These influences has confirmed Iran and its credibility in cyber space. Clearly each of
these influence has impacted on Iran credibility and to identify within the model how each
influence increase or decrease Iran credibility within state adversaries.

Looking at the historical cyber events between Iran and USA, there are a significant
improve in Iranian cyber capacity. The correlation between cyber threat credibility and state
cyber capacity is obvious and listed events in the coming sections is only as example help to
understand the journey of Iran in developing its capacity in the cyber arena [170].

In 2009, and after Iranian president election, a political movement called "Green Move-
ment" has protested against elected government attempting to remove new president and
they utilized the social media heavily. This incident has convinced Iranian leaders about the
need for more additional cyber capabilities to stop such like protest or for trace and arrest the
oppositions.

Then by 2010 the western sanctions escalated against Iran and on top of sanction is stop
selling any advance cyber security technologies to Iran. This has resulted to force Iran to
develop its own cyber capacity domestically. Surprisingly, in the same year of the sanction
2010, Stuxnet malware attack targeting Iranian nuclear infrastructure has occurred and after
long investigation the claim about the sources of operation was collaboration between Israel
and US.

In 2012, Iranian cyber army has been formalized and led by the Revolutionary Guard
and this army structured to operate under the Supreme council of cyberspace which has
been established by supreme leader Ayatollah Khamenei. Establishing and nominating cyber
army is one of the best evidence reflecting the interest of Iran to go further with the cyber
space despite the sanctions. The Iranian cyber operation has begun since then with limited
objectives like cyber espionage but after then world has witnessed another Iranian cyber
threat.

Early 2016, and after long time of investigation US prosecutors raise that 7 Iranian
supported by Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) beyond DDoS attack conducted
between 2011 - 2013 and the attack was targeting different systems related to around 46 US
banks.

Iran has seriously developed its cyber capacity and has utilized its cyber capabilities to
retaliate against its regional and international cyber adversaries like USA and its allies in the
region (Israel and Saudi Arabia) from Iran point of view. In addition, Iran cyber threat has
been admitted by Israeli leaders themselves and they have confirmed that Iran has become
a cyber superpower and it is clear for them it is the fourth biggest cyber army in the world
[171].
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Fig. 4.1 Iran Cyber Credibility Time line [172]

Another Challenge with threat credibility is to measure the credibility and the intention
of state opponent to confront and this require inside information about both actors cyber
(Offensive or Defensive) capabilities and what both player are going to do the next step.

Looking at the conflicts and real life practise and considering people involvement in
executing these missions are highly selected, it is difficult to get a complete information
about what is going on but by attempting to guess from result that might reflect what is
going on and the interactions, reputation and interest the opponent intention can be estimated.
Sequence of cyber incidents listed in the Fig. 4.1 is enough to estimate Iran next step in the
case get attacked and its adversaries has known what is the usual Iranian prefer to response
in the case get attacked.

Before Stuxnet, credibility of Iranian cyber threat was not enough to signal USA and its
allies like Israel to double think before initiating Stuxnet attack operation. Stuxnet attack
has encouraged the Iranians to go for as I would like to name as Iranian "cyber arm race"
to develop their own cyber capability. Then, after short time Iran cyber capacity and its
threats was known it is on and its cyber threat is respected by its opponents. This is where
believability (credibility) begins when opponent knows that you have a threat that is capable
to affect and cause harm. This respect happens after enough detection about Iranian cyber
threat by different intelligence or cyber security specialist and community.
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USA within 2015 deal, has tried new approach with Iran that may hold Iranian continuous
development of their cyber capability but it seems the problem is not simply can be successful
solved. Cyber space is different and traditional approaches seems not sufficient due to
different reasons and on top of these reasons are the availability of the resources on-line
and a different suppliers can produce the cyber threat and technologies. In other hand, USA
cyber threat credibility was believed enough by Iranian and it was the reason or a motivator
to accept to cooperate with USA in the 2015 agreement. Both actors believed that each other
are credible (in Cyber) enough to effect its opponent within the same political conflict.

Before closing this discussion, another important issue need to shed light over the
possibility to develop cyber capacity compared to other conflict domains (air, Sea, land and
Space). States have wide resources compared to non-states actor, this will make states more
and faster capable to develop their cyber offensive and defensive capability compared to other
conflicts tools. Developing F16, F18, Nuclear missiles, or many similar tools need much of
logistics and not all states will be capable to offer. In nuclear domain as example, states need
plenty of logistics and international relations to develop their nuclear infrastructure, but in
cyber the situation is totally different due to the availability, and connectivity of cyber space.
This will simplify operations like reconnaissance and gathering plenty of information about
state adversaries.

In reviewing Tehran vis-a-vis Washington within the cyber space confrontation and
review the Washington vulnerability to a cyber retaliations, we can estimate how Washington
was very careful not to respond to Iranian cyber attacks and threats with other massive cyber
attacks as it could lead to unwanted cyber escalation or miscalculated cyber confrontation
[173]. So, the damage expected to occur from cyber attack between both actors has stimulated
careful calculation and this is due to credibility established between both actors after the
stuxnet operation.

In this situation, where USA aim to deter Iran cyber threat [174], we can assume that it is
going to be an easy task for USA to follow traditional strategies of deterrence like deterrence
by denial or deterrence by threat of punishment as the the threat of cyber retaliation as a
punishment. But, the challenge is that the confrontation is within the cyber space and Iran
has developed its cyber threats and it is considered as a credible state in the cyber space. For
that, each deterrence strategy (denial and punishment) is not going to work and for that US
need to find alternative strategy for deterring Iran cyber threats especially with credible state
like Tehran. In addition, the previous point is that USA is more relying to the cyber space
compared to Iran and this issue is very critical and considerable not to go for further (cyber
escalation) as the most looser is expected to be USA not Iran.
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The most important role of state threat credibility is to inject its adversaries to believe
that retaliation stamped with a clear commitment. If this believe (credible cyber threat)
successfully injected to the opponent believe it will be enough to deter. Moreover, it will
enforce to precaution before any cyber confrontations. Referring to Iran and USA, Iran
commitment was examined after stuxnet cyber attack. Iran commitment to retaliate was there
and it was sever enough for its adversaries and their alliances in the region (USA and Saudi
Arabia). Shamoon attack [175] as well as many other cyber attacks exploited by Iranian
cyber teams was the commitment and it is the confirmation of Iranian cyber threat credibility.

Despite the delay in the Iranian retaliation, but from the point of view of extended
deterrence the late retaliation can be considered and it can be executed even later if the
delay will help in term of getting more accurate and complete information. Both incidents
stuxnet and shamoon cases was a real examination of how cyber credibility was not there
and when first attack occurred has result for the attacked State (Iran) stimulated to develop
its cyber capacity in urgency for getting the necessary credibility in confronting cyber space
adversaries.

To wrap up the section, threat credibility means that the threat is believable by state
adversaries, Iran has successfully developed its credibility in the cyber space and Iran cyber
threat credibility believed by its adversaries and they know it can cause a real damage. In
opposite, it is not simply to assume Iranian cyber threat was enough to deter its opponent to
stop any future cyber attack as the deterrence is not limited only to the credibility of threat
of retaliation punishment. The credibility of Iranian cyber threat has been developed over
last decade and the above time-line has present the progress of Iran toward developing its
credibility as cyber threatener state and to add to this, President Obama has confessed that
Iran is a credible state in the cyber space and this is a confirmation about the stage that Iran
has reach. In opposite, US cyber threat credibility also credible enough by looking to the
reputation, interest and the commitment of US in response to cyber threat and threatener.
Clarifying chapter argument in details will be part of next section and it will be within the
model.

4.3 Credibility Model for Cyber Deterrence

There is little published literature that has discussed credibility and its role in deterring
state adversaries. Most studies in the field of strategic deterrence have only focused on
importance to develop its credibility without detailed analysis. To the best of our knowledge,
our research is among the first conducted on credibility of cyber threats in deterring state
cyber adversaries and the model developed is the contribution for the field of strategic cyber
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deterrence. This section investigates the relation between credibility in cyber space and how
states can particularly utilise cyber threat as a threat of retaliation in cyber arena.

Conventional approaches for deterring state opponents is either to denial the threat or
threaten to retaliate and both approaches will be explained within the model. Cyber deterrence
by denial is practically possible by developing another defensive capacity that assure state
capability to fail the expected threat. Then, in case state does not have the sufficient cyber
defensive capacity that assure failure of adversary threat, state will follow the second strategic
approach of deterrence which is threaten to retaliate in case threatener decides to attack.

Threat of retaliation from the state (deterrent) perspective should be believed by the
threatener (attacker). The belief about state retaliation (Threat) should be both credible
enough and effective severely as a retaliation. States’ credibility and its strategic reputation
in cyber space is different compared to the nuclear deterrence. Credibility of nuclear weapon
within the nuclear conflicts is clear from the consequence that the nuclear bomb will result
but in cyber, both actors practice within the conflict is full of mis-perception and this cause
miscalculation between players.

Before progressing in this section, it is good to notice that within the process of analyzing
credibility of cyber threat there will be a strategic requirement supporting the assumptions
will be mentioned and nominated automatically. These requirements reflecting the technical
side of the cyber space and it can be considered as learned lessons within the model. Because
these tactics state without it will not achieve the main objectives of deterrence.

By referring to conventional nuclear deterrence game model, it was clearly known that
the threat of nuclear retaliation from nuclear state is there and it is credible enough. The
credibility of nuclear threat was understood between both states and Cuban missiles as a
best example to explain how deterrence played vital role in preventing any nuclear conflict
between both adversaries USA and Soviet Union. Both actors were nuclear states and con-
firmed if they get attacked, they will immediately retaliate by nuclear attack. This mutual
confirmation of retaliation was assumed as a reason for injecting the fear (Credibility and
Believability) between opponent.

Scope of Credibility Model: scope of this model is to analyze cyber threat credibility
and its role as a threat of punishment in deterring state cyber adversaries. This model is
not considering other threats in developing state threat credibility for deterring state cyber
adversaries.

So, credibility of nuclear threat as retaliation was known and understood due to conse-
quence of nuclear attack is known, the state opponent is a nuclear state and has the motives,
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the willingness and reputation in confronting USA is also there. The probability of mis-
calculation was highly expected and it could have occurred at any moment between both
adversaries. Looking at the game model in Fig. 4.2 will help to understand the nuclear
deterrence model. The model assumes two nuclear states and one state aiming to deter its
opponent. Simply, each state has two strategies: either to attack or to cooperate with the
opponent by not attack.

Fig. 4.2 Classic Deterrence Game [68]

According to the traditional deterrence game model, both nuclear states in a political
conflict and both states work to cause some damage or effect its opponents for different
reasons. Each state has two strategies to play with and possible to choose either:

• C = Cooperate (Not Attack)

• D = Not Cooperate (Attack)

In nuclear model, the aim was to assess the possible outcomes from the nuclear conflict and
understand how nuclear deterrence has worked within the model as well as in real life. Model
assumptions have four possible outcomes within the same nuclear conflict and each outcome
is different from another outcome due to different possible reasons that are analyzed below:
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• First outcome: State (A) prioritize the strategy of (non-cooperation) and follow the
(attacking) strategy against its opponent which is State (B). Then, State (B) will not
respond (not-attack) and this will result for (B) to get defeated. Maintain same scenario
will stimulate (A) to maintain selecting (attacking) strategy as a dominant strategy. So,
State (A) is the winner within the conflict and the game end at this point.

Simply the case here is that (A) = C > D, while (B) did not respond to (A), the Strategy
of C > D has succeeded and the reasons beyond this success could be lack of defense,
surprise of attack, or weakness in state (B) defenses.

• Second Outcome: Second situation of the conflict is when both states prioritize to
attack each other in any possible situation without considering gain or loose via
miscalculation where each individual state is expecting to win while the in real life is
not going to achieve any wining. Proceeding this strategy separately from each state
point of view will assure the result of conflict between both states. The conflict in
nuclear domain mean a mutual nuclear holocaust.

This is the worst outcome of the model because (A) = C > D and at the same time (B)
= C > D. continuous commitment to maximize the C (Attacking) Strategy from both
(A) + (B) will result continuous loses from both states especially if both states rely on
a good amount of resources to support maintain the same strategies that will maintain
the result of (Conflict).

• Third Outcome: Final possible situation from the nuclear deterrence interaction within
the model is the cooperation between both state (A) and state (B) and maintaining
Status Quo (SQ). It is achievable when both (A) + (B) maximize the (Not attacking) as
prioritize strategy for both states. For that, State (A)= C < D and the same situation
with the State (B)= C < D.

Maintaining the Status Quo outcome between both actors is the core for deterrence
stability and will result assurance that there is no decision for any preemptive nuclear
attack between adversaries. This outcome is achievable under strict conditions for
example strong defense that trip up any attempts of attacking or fear from retaliatory
punishment that consequence loses more than any expected gain. Within both situations
credible and believable threat are essential to stimulate the opponent cooperation
behavior.

Third output of the general deterrence model (Status Quo) figure 4.2 is where a mutual
credibility of nuclear threat has played a vital role in shaping peace between nuclear power
and has maintained peace even during cold war. Moving from traditional to cyber and
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developing a probabilistic model for analyzing cyber threat credibility is the final destination
of this chapter. The approach of developing probabilistic model that help to understand how
to bring both opponents to the outcome of (Cooperation , Cooperation) or what is called
(Status Quo) where there is no intentional deliberate cyber attacks. This is essential for
state in deterring its cyber opponents is to have credible cyber threat that help enforce for
cooperation and assure sustainability of cyber deterrence strategy.

4.3.1 Threat Credibility and Cyber Conflicts Outcome

Comparing both traditional games Fig. 4.2 and 4.3, the main difference between both
games is the credibility of threat and its reflection to the payoffs consequence for each
state in the situation of two credible states in confrontation. In this case, both states can
Maximize(Attack) ⩾ (Cooperation) the strategy of attack and at the same time opponent
can respond and its response is credible enough for causing enough damage for its adversary.
In comparison with State have no credible threat the conflict payoff will not be the same.
It will be more probably credible state will dominantly act with superiority due to credible
threat under the hands which make the difference in confrontation calculation.

In the deterrence game with players holding credible threat for retaliation Fig. 4.3, the
payoff of both states (A) + (B) when holding credible threats assumed to end up with (2,2)
while in conflict between two states with no credibility to threat it is expected to be (1,1), see
Fig. 4.2. This is because the credible threat will assist state to defend and retaliate against
external threats. Moreover, it will strengthen its capacity within international system.

There is a significant correlation between threat credibility and the outcome for each
state within the same conflict. State with credible threat could cause a different level of
damage to its adversaries and at the same time for the adversaries with the credible threat is
not the worst due to availability of the credible threat and probabilities to retaliate against
first strike and cause mutual damage. So, when state assure that its opponent hold credible
threat and based on the expected outcome when confronting with credible state, the state
need to recalculate carefully whether to move further or try another approach for winding
down the conflict. State payoff with the credible threat is not the worst payoff due to high
probability for the attacked state to retaliate. In this situation when both states get confronted
and they have credible threat within the model, the expected outcome is going to be like:

State(A) =C < D = 2 (4.1)

State(B) =C < D = 2 (4.2)
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Fig. 4.3 Simple Deterrence Game with a Credible Threat [68]

Credibility of threat was clear in nuclear deterrence models. The cost of nuclear attack
and consequence of attack are expected and known between both states. The challenge is
when threat credibility is not clear between actors due to lack of information about cost
of threat or cost of damage possibly resulted from the attack. In cyber, there is no clear
measurement about the damage that (X) cyber attack from state (A) will result (Y) amount
over state (B). Yes, in case scenario of attack is defined and specified exactly, estimation
is likely to be measured. It is because a procedural experimental with clear and defined
sampling while in real life the situation is different. Moreover, cyber attack is unpredictable
as the vulnerabilities are unlimited within both states (B) and (A) cyber space.

For that, no state will know what other state is capable to do with its cyber infrastructure
until state get attacked. Cyber attacks are ongoing and the deterrent state is gathering infor-
mation about who is standing behind these attacks. This process provide more information
about cyber threat credibility and attributing these attacks stand out in this information. At
this point attacked state can retaliate with its credible threat in kind (cyber attack) or if the
state is not having any credible cyber threat then it will have nothing to rely on.

Threat of retaliation in kind (Cyber Attack) is the first step for the state aiming to develop
its credibility in the cyber space arena. Once state begun to confirm its commitment to
deter and confirm its interest to deter its adversaries within cyber space the credibility is the
corner stone. Deterrent retaliation (cyber retaliation) could be similar to the first cyber attack
and utilize the same malware as retaliatory threat and it could work to send signal about
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willingness to threat to retaliate. In addition, state can replicate the same cyber attack for
causing more credible damage for its adversaries. Referring to the Stuxnet malicious code
it can be found on the cyber space and then it can be re-engineered and utilized against the
threatener by the deterrent. This replication is one of the uniqueness of the cyber space which
permit the same scenario to get repeated. Cost of developing main cyber threat could not
be the same compared to customizing or replicating second generation of the same original
cyber threat and this is a another factor should get considered deeply.

The outcome from cyber attacks are not similar from the state national security perspective.
If the attack targets independent banking systems, it is not similar to another cyber attack
target biggest national power station. The result of attacking power station will consequence
a total shutdown for the whole city as well as the banking systems. So, cyber attacks
or cyber threat outcome shape the credibility of cyber threat that is needed for deterring
state adversaries. The level of threat effectiveness is correlated directly into deterring
adversaries and it is the state decision to develop the credible threat for deterring the opponents
without considering the consequence. Another advantage from developing and keeping the
preparedness in cyber space is not to use it but only for the purpose of deterrence.

Morgan [85] argues in his book that there is only one deterrence theory while Quacken-
bush [68] argues against Morgan that there are at least two types of deterrence theory which
are Classical deterrence theory and Perfect deterrence theory. First, Classical deterrence
theory rooted to the basic assumption where that the high cost of nuclear war make conflict
the worst outcome for everyone. Second, Perfect deterrence theory rooted to the assumption
that different states have a different preferences that cause some states prefer to backing
down or roll back from the fighting. In opposite, other states prefer to pursue on fighting
because these states holding credible threats supporting state strategy for maintaining longer
fighting.

Detailed examination for both theory assumptions are needed and the approach for
justifying the accuracy can be through selecting case by case. I think the differences
between both deterrence theories are linked to the outcome of conflict and the differences
in perceptions between each state about threat credibility. The model will help to get more
understanding about both deterrence theory assumptions. Here, I will renew the traditional
assumption to a new assumption that are fitting cyber deterrence and cyber threat credibility;

• First assumption; Raised by classical deterrence theorist that the highest cost of
damage could caused by the attacker will shape state credibility. In our case, the
highest damages that could be caused by initiating cyber attack could shape state
credibility, or
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• Second assumption; Raised by perfect deterrence theorist that assuming that it depend
on State perception about the threat value and importance. In this research, it reflect
cyber threat and how each state believe about cyber attack consequences and its
credibility (destructive attack or not).

Credibility of cyber threat for the mission of deterrence is relevance to the above assump-
tion but we need to look deeply to the real world in practice. Prior to stuxnet and other cyber
attack targeting critical infrastructure, States was considering cyber attack as a single cyber
attack and it will go. But, when cyber attacks start targeting states critical infrastructure the
calculation has changed. Cyber threat considered as a serious threat affecting national secu-
rity and need to do something regard it. In order to investigate the correlation between cyber
threat and state perception about each cyber attack we have to have a better understanding
how cyber threat can occur repeatedly as in Fig. 4.5 and could target the low level outcome
and at the same could affect high valuable cyber asset within same state cyber infrastructure.
So, relying on traditional deterrence model without repeated game mode to analyse cyber
deterrence will not work and for that new model as a fundamental cyber deterrence model
is developed. This model is the ground for other cyber deterrence model mainly to analyse
repeated cyber interaction between two states and it is the figure 4.4. In this case, states with
the ongoing cyber conflict will realize the value of loses. First cyber attack can play a role of
awakening or like sparking the attention to the importance of cyber threats then it is for the
state to calculate where to move next.

Before moving more deeper in the credibility analysis and its role in cyber deterrence, I
think it is essential to elaborate in differentiating between deterrence in nuclear and cyber.
Nuclear deterrence model 4.3 assume state (A) believe that the probability of (B) retaliation
is certainly and it is going to wipe (A) most valuable assets. The Nuclear threat was targeting
big cities for assure casing massive damage. Nuclear threat of retaliation was certain and
credible enough and dissuasive to stop state (A) from beginning not to attack (B). State (A)
payoff in the case of attacking (B) is (Ai)< (b j) which is not worthy to go for the attack from
the beginning. The high certainty about consequence of nuclear confrontation was enough to
stimulate the fear within (A) decision owner from attacking adversaries with nuclear attack.

The assumption of nuclear deterrence model that the credibility of nuclear threat is
enough to deter opponent does not work in cyber as it is with nuclear. The argument, if it
is working we will not witness hundreds of thousands of cyber attacks around the world.
Because simply each state is ready to claim to retaliate against any cyber attack supported y
state opponents.

But, what if the cyber threat of retaliation is declared by the attacked state and it is not
just a retaliation but it is going to be a repeated retaliation till exceed the previous attack.
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Fig. 4.4 Cyber Deterrence Model

Repeated threat of retaliation for the purpose of deterring state cyber adversaries I assume will
make difference in conclusion and will assure ( Maximize = Lose > Gain ). For optimizing
credibility of state cyber threat, it requires more than one stage of interaction between the
adversaries due to the nature of cyber attacks and need to realize the capacity of states
opponents. At first, cyber attack can be considered as a general attack from non-state actors
but after further attribution a more complete and accurate information gathered. Second, if
the target was under different context like what has occurred in Iran nuclear infrastructure
it will reduce the misperception and it will raise the state beliefs about the cyber attack
credibility with its adversary especially if there is a long journey of exchange cyber attacks
between these two states mixed with different cyber target like what figure 4.5.

In summary, its not easy to assume threat of retaliation within the first round of cyber
confrontation will assist state in developing its credibility and it will deter State cyber
adversaries. So, the classical deterrence model seems has worked in preventing nuclear
confrontation but i don’t think with its current assumption will work in the cyber space. In
cyber space, state reputation, credibility and its willingness are not clear within the first
game until its adversaries gather more information via attributing these attacks. Then, state
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Fig. 4.5 Cyber Attacks Exchanges between State (A) and (B)

credibility is examined and assured, which will increase the certainty about its intention
for the coming interaction. State need a model with a nature of sequential game model to
analyze sequential interaction and shed the light over the growth of cyber threats credibility.
The model will exceed the assumption of the classical deterrence model to develop new
model with a model having more than one sub game (Fig. 4.4). This model aid in aligning
nature of cyber deterrence problem and provide bigger image about the complexity of cyber
deterrence.

Cyber attack with high level of damage is having a high level of expectation to stimulate
retaliatory interaction rather than observing the consequence from the attacked state point
of view. Moreover, retaliation from state (B) will lead to another cyber interaction between
both actors and this is the difference between nuclear and cyber deterrence models. In further
thought, this multi stages of cyber interactions within the cyber deterrence model and cyber
space will assist in confirming credibility of cyber threat and within the coming sections
will observe the role of threat credibility in deterring each other or it may further the cyber
challenge.

4.3.2 Credibility of Cyber Threat under Complete Information

Unknown cyber threat can be classified as incredible threat due to incomplete information
about the attack timing, its target and its expected consequences and damage. In opposite,
others can argue that unknown cyber threat is highly credible due to its unpredictability. It
will keep state in foggy situation of difficulty to predict time, target and amount of loses that
could create. The answer to this argument is when state has its credibility the adversaries
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are supposed to expect the worst within the conflict and keep the preparedness up to higher
possible situation.

Complete information that aid a state in pointing at threat sources (cyber adversary)
is limited due to shortage in cyber attribution. Additionally, the superiority with state
opponent remind us about credibility influencers discussed in Section 4.1 (Reputation,
Interest and Commitment) and how this mixture reflect into developing credibility model.
The general credibility in cyber is expected to get developed over sequential and repeated
cyber interactions. The state proves its credibility in every attack that gives precise or at least
semi-precise information about how credible it is against adversaries. State practise should
sustain reflecting its strategic commitment in developing cyber credibility.

Moving to the credibility of cyber threat model and its role in cyber deterrence, the
assumption consists of two states (A) and (B) and each state moving with two strategies.
First, - c - Cooperate by (Not attack) and second - n - Not Cooperate by (Attacking) the
opponent. One of the game rules is that each state can get other opportunity to change
between these two strategies within the sub game. Each change in state strategy will be
considered as a retaliation if attack and defeat if not attack within the model interaction.

Fig. 4.6 Credibility Model Definitions and Notations

Fig. 4.7 shows two states acting as a player within deterrence game in extensive form
representing the cyber conflict. Normally, players assumed to be rational and always seeking
the best strategy for maximizing their payoffs. In this game, players represent two nation-
states in cyber conflict. State (A) assumed as challenger threatening to attack state (B), while
(B) wants to deter the attacker within the cyber space via developing its credible cyber threat.
The payoffs for State (A) and State (B), respectively, are noted as (Bi,B j) and this payoff
assumed in order:
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Fig. 4.7 Credibility of Cyber Threats Model

• State (Ai) =USA = a1 < a2 < a3 < a4

• State (B j) = IRAN = b1 < b2 < b3 < b4

In addition to credibility of cyber threats model keys, each state will utilize c or n
notification as a reflection to the strategy followed within one limited cyber interaction.

• Strategies (c) = Cooperate/Not attack or (n) = No cooperation/Attacking

Both actors within the model changing between these two strategies and the expected
outcome going to have notation going to be look like:

• EA= Expected payoff to State (A) for choosing (c) or (n)

• EB= Expected payoff to State (B) for choosing (c) or (n)
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Then, analysis probability within the model reflecting various situations within the
cyber conflict but in this model the analysis going to be only limited to scope within
the q and s situation and it will be analysed intensively. Referring to the credibility
influences, state should consider other situation that reflect:

- p = Probability that, State B choose (c), given State A prior choice of (n)

- q = Probability that, State B choose (c), given State A prior choice of (c)

- r = Probability that, State B choose (n), given State A prior choice of (c)

- s = Probability that, State B choose (n), given State A prior choice of (n)

Ideally, credibility in cyber space should not get developed for the mission of attacking
and spreading cyber conflicts but it should target strengthening the strategies like deterrence
and defense. State need to prioritize development of its credibility not for attacking but for
the purpose of deterring cyber opponents. For deterring opponent threat should be effective
for maintaining mutual deterrence between both actors A and B. It is the (Status Quo) where
each state strategy are limited not to attack or not to further any confrontation and this mutual
strategy are strict to the outcomes of;

Status Quo = a3 = b3 = 0 (4.3)

Who is to say this, states are confronting each other. Cyber attacks are ongoing and every
state is spying on another state. Cyber attack begin with reconnaissance as a first phase where
each state gather information about its targets and adversary vulnerabilities. During cyber
reconnaissance the mutual payoff for both actors can be considered as (a3,b3) as both actors
observe each other without any interaction of wining or loosing.

Cyber threat credibility and its effectiveness are directly related to the amount of damage
that cyber attack can consequence. So, if any state ignores cyber threat effectiveness it will
reflect to strength deterrent credibility by reducing the cost of the threat delivery (From
Deterrent). This could happen because the attacker is not prepared enough to defend against
deterrent threat or it has low prospectives about deterrent threat (Cyber Retaliatory) and
that’s where (A) = n > c. Threatener who move from Status Quo can occur under different
circumstances like miscalculation or motivated by achieving superiority over its traditional
adversary. When State (A) initiate its first cyber attack the expected payoff from selecting
the strategy of n is:

EA(n) = a4 p+a1(1− p) (4.4)
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State (A) by weighting the strategy of attacking n expectation was to gain superiority
over its adversary. For that, US and Israel idea of attacking Iranian nuclear station and
the expectation was the cyber attack may cause speedup the processing and will lead to a
complete internal explosion or damage. Unfortunately, the damage was there but not as per
expectation. There was a stop in operational procedures but after that everything resumed as
it was before.

First game round between US and Iran or (A) and (B) in Fig. 4.7 show possibility of
State (A) attacking (B) and succession of the cyber attack. In other hand, the expectation was
that Iran is not an advanced country especially in cyber technologies. So, very sophisticated
and complex cyber attack will not get traced or attributed by Iranian weak cyber capacity. In
addition, they assumed that Iran was not capable to retaliate as it was not having any credible
cyber threats compared to any other advanced state. For that the calculation about Iranian
cyber threat is limited to a weak position and the assumption about cyber threat is:

b3 > b4 p+b1(1− p) (4.5)

Second node of the game Fig. 4.7 is to observe the consequences from attacked state and
what is going to happen next. After period of time, Iran has retaliated although the retaliation
was not immediate. It was after period of time. State (B) cyber retaliation has happened
and it was massive in terms of cost and targets. Threat of retaliation from state (B) has been
confirmed. The expected outcome from (B) retaliation is:

EB(n) = b4 p+b1(1− p) (4.6)

The retaliation in cyber attack from State (B) could be executed whether attribution
completed or not. Due to possibility offered by cyber space vulnerabilities (opponent space)
for executing cyber threat under different scenarios, Retaliatory threat for deterring cyber
adversary (A) from selecting the strategy of repeating the attack strategy of n again, Cyber
threat should be under the condition from (B) perspective:

a3 > a4 p+a1(1− p) (4.7)

The assumption here that (B) as a deterrent state with certainty should not stop threatening
its adversaries as it begins utilizing cyber threat for its political conflicts agendas. In case
miscalculation occurred and deterrence did not work for any reasons and (B) get attacked
again by (A), It (B) to evaluate its threat effectiveness in deterring (A). The point here is
what (B) need to do as another response to the failure of first attempt of credible threat is
to review the efficiency of cyber threat to maximize the cost of damage (To the threatener)
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and to reduce the cost of threat delivery (To the Deterrent). This new approach will establish
another possibility to raise the credibility of cyber threat (deterrent state) by Minimize the
cost of delivery for the (B) and maximize the consequence of damage to the (A).

- Maximize (Lose) = (Ai)

- Minimize (Cost) = (B j)

This approach of increasing the cyber threat credibility can be practiced by increasing
the frequency of threat of attacks or by changing the value of targets. Critical infrastructure
of any state is highly valuable cyber assets and the consequence of malfunctioning this
infrastructure is uncountable. So, threat to retaliate or retaliation against threatener critical
infrastructure will enforce to recalculate and reconsider the credibility of the deterrent state
cyber threat credibility.

Assuming this is what happened in Iranian case, different cyber attacks attributed source
from Iran, United state has begun to think rationally that pursuing confronting Iran has
stimulate its strategy to developed its cyber capacity. Then Iran has become as a cyber threat
source and has confirmed its retaliation and for optimizing USA strategic situation it is better
to deal with it carefully and not to pursue the strategy of confrontation.

It is because cyber threat efficiency and its consequences have increased and there is no
guarantee about next cyber attack and its consequence. In the model, state (A) has calculated
the credibility of state (B) cyber threat and has realized it is credible enough to consequence
an effect damage to cyber infrastructure and this could be a valid reason to deter (A) not to
attack or at least to think carefully next time. For that, we can assume this what has happen
in USA in confronting Iran, USA is more relying on cyber space and at the same time it
is more vulnerable to a different kinds of cyber attacks. Moreover and from USA point of
view, carrying on cyber confrontation will result in mutual disruption that every cyber attack
certainly will end up. Ongoing process of cyber attacks followed by retaliation or threat of
retaliation by (B) will not establish any solution between both states and due to vulnerability
within USA cyber space, USA outcome will be (EA = Lose ⩾ Gain).

In the case of state (A) preemptively attacks state (B) and state (B) does not show any
response. It is clear that state (A) Win and State (B) Lost the cyber confrontation. This
scenario could happen despite (B) pre-commitments to retaliate if (A) attacks. This scenario
could occur in different scenario and one of these scenarios is that State (B) does not have
any threat that can be utilized to accomplish the punishment of retaliation against (A). This is
where threat credibility is making difference. When State hold credible threat, strength of its
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strategic situation in confronting its adversaries are totally different compared to a situation
where state does not have any credible threat.

In referring to Iran, at the beginning it was not ready to retaliate against Stuxnet attack.
But, Iran was provoked and after short period of time Iran has developed its cyber capacity
as in Fig. 4.1. By the same logic, Iran was capable to develop its credibility in the cyber
space and became a consider threat source for the cyber threats. Since USA was the the
challenger in the game. USA has prioritized the choice of first move to attack Iran as state
(B). After close attribution for the Stuxnet attack Iran got the message and has made what
can be considered as cyber arm race in developing its cyber capacity. USA has assume that
in case it has maximize its probability of attacking Iran EA = Maximize(p) and for sure Iran
are not going to response due to lack of credibility. Preemptively attacking opponent in the
cyber space will not prevent second retaliation due to cyber uniqueness but preparedness and
maintain Status Quo could be better. For that, state need to assure developing its credibility
within cyber space and not to use it preemptively due to high probability for Non- Credible
state without cyber space to develop its cyber credibility within a short period of time and
retaliate with massive attacks that will over weigh gain achieved by first attacker.

For a state aiming to develop its credibility in cyber space, It makes no sense for Iran as
a state (B) to follow strategy of Donothing if USA as a state (A) has attacks and attributed.
For the cyber deterrence strategy to be effective, (B) should pre-committed to retaliate
immediately if (A) attacks; thus, (A) is certain about mutual disruption if (A) attacks.
Otherwise the dominant strategy by USA against Iran will continue as attacking.

4.3.3 Cyber Threats Credibility Through Multiple Stages

Credibility is basically believability and to let adversary keep in mind (believe in) cyber
threat (cyber damage) that state is capable to cause, state should develop a level of reputation
that is sufficiently enough to get believed by its adversaries. The problem with cyber attacks
is that not all attacks reflect high cost or high impact to the state adversaries. In addition, state
adversaries infrastructure have different perceptions about its value and link to the national
security even if it is attacked with the same cyber attack. Actually, some of these attacks
affect state critical infrastructure and consequence a huge disruption and big amount of loses.
To let opponent to believe state cyber threat need an enough experience to believe in state
credibility and its willingness and commitment to practice it.

One of the cyber space advantages is the possibility to cause repeated cyber attacks due
to availability of vulnerability in each state cyber space. Repeated probability of causing
damage from one state to its opponent will support (directly or indirectly) the credibility of
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cyber threat. So, If State A Max(n)> (c) then attacking Stat B. State B with same logic can
Max(n)> (c) and then repeatedly State (A) can execute repetitively strategy of attacking B.

Moreover, it could be aligned with gradual retaliation strategy. The gradual cyber
retaliation can start with a purpose of sending a signal for the opponent and to assure
commitment for retaliation and this is what has happened with Iran-USA case. Iran has
responded to different targets figure 4.1 and strategically this target was either directly belong
to USA infrastructure or belong to some of USA alliances in the region like Saudi Arabia or
Israel.

Iran has confirmed its commitment to retaliate Maximize = Gain > Lose via repeated
cyber retaliation. It was not only one attack and one target, but it was different targets with
different kind of cyber attacks. After first round of attacks, Iran adversaries began to realize
that Iran now become serious to respond and now has developed its cyber offensive capacity
and it is serious to use it to cause harm over its adversaries cyber infrastructure and willing
to increase the level of damage if needed.

Referring back to the beginning of the game tree Fig. 4.9, assumption here has begun
with Iran as state that does not expect any kind of cyber attack which might possibly target
its nuclear infrastructure. Cyber vulnerability was there in nuclear plant machines but there
was lack of discovering or mitigating this particular vulnerability. USA and its regional
alliance Israel to be assumed standing behind of Stuxnet operation has gathered information
about the vulnerability and found it as a golden opportunity for effecting Iranian nuclear
infrastructure via speeding up the production or causing different kind of damage and when
this mission succeed it is considered as gain from USA prospective EA = Gain > Lose. After
deep investigation, it can be clearly observed that the attack has succeeded in reducing the
operation. Reversing this particular cyber attack by national and international association,
Iran has been shocked and at the same-time stimulated to act seriously regarding this newly
emerged threat and prepare for future cyber attack and this is where state credibility is
developed. At that point, there was no guarantee Iran will retaliate or will repeat the same
scenario and utilize gained experience from the attack against its opponent (USA its regional
alliances). But, Iran has retaliate and what has happened was massive and has raise Iran
payoff EB = Gain > Lose and this outcome what has established its cyber credibility. Iran
retaliation against USA and its regional alliances is supporting Iran cyber threat credibility.
repeated cyber retaliation is a repeated signal to Iran cyber adversaries about its cyber threat
credibility and its willingness to pursue cyber threat.

One of the cyber uniqueness is the complexity and possibility of deception in hiding
cyber evidences. Cyber attack need sometime to investigate or reverse the attack to identify
the source of attack. Attacker might assume to attack and clean the evidence, but this is not
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always true in all cases especially if the attack needs plenty of logistics like stuxnet, it was
clear that a state as an actor was behind this attack because it is difficult for non-stat actor
to arrange the logistics for developing and testing this particular attack. For that, the game
between these two states was not the same before and after the Stuxnet attack as shown in
Fig. 4.8.

Fig. 4.8 Before and After Stuxnet

Another uniqueness of the cyber space, is the development of credibility that can be
shaped via re-producing the same cyber threat that state (B) get attacked by. It can utilize
it for retaliation and threatening its adversaries. Cyber compared to nuclear, logistics for
developing cyber threat are much easier than developing nuclear threat. So, it is also easier to
keep threatening for the purpose of strengthening state credibility. Yes, retaliation might not
be possibly to be automated but it can be done sometime after depending on state strategist
and decision maker to select time and target. Cyber threat gives state variety in developing its
credibility and it gives variety in the responses approaches under different context. It could
be for sending clear signal and it could be gradual and flexible response. Moreover, it could
be one massive attack. This justification is lifted to the sate strategist to estimate what could
be enough to force opponent cooperation behavior.
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Fig. 4.9 Iran vs USA Cyber threat Credibility

At this point, state strategist need a careful consideration of mutual vulnerabilities
that each state have in cyber infrastructures which might spark cyber escalation due to
miscalculation. Game tree below is attempting to analyze the cyber confrontation and each
state decision. This game shed the light over the mutual decision between Iran and USA
to understand how credibility of cyber threat has been stimulated to grow within the USA
(A) and Iran (B) geopolitical conflict. Mainly, its present how Iran (B) has develop its cyber
credibility stimulated by USA confrontation that sparkled by Stuxnet cyber. Iran credibility
has been developed and formulated by state interest, commitment to interact. This growth of
Iran cyber credibility and reputation is not yet confirmed in deterring state cyber adversaries
like USA or its alliances.
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The figure present the sequence of interaction between case study actors (USA-IRAN)
and within this interaction the particular movement that add value to state (B) as Iran
credibility. Internationally, states in cyber space are vulnerable to the cyber attacks and this
vulnerabilities like a mutual situation. In other hand, cyber threat of retaliation effective to
cause damage to the other state despite the debate about the disruption or damage that could
result from cyber attack which is completely unwanted by the both states.

The assumption here is that both states can possibly interact via cyber attacks that might
start as a simple attack then get worse to unaccepted level by both opponent at a certain
degree where opponent will attempt to find alternative approach within the conflict. The
scenario here is reflecting the time line (Fig. 4.1) and Credibility of cyber threat model (Fig.
4.7) model and the analysis conducted from the different triangles.

4.3.4 Cheap Fighting and Cyber Threats Credibility

Despite the technological sanction from western countries against Iran (Fig. 4.1), Iran was
capable to develop its cyber threats for initiating different operations that can be considered
as Iranian cyber retaliatory attacks. Developing conventional threats like strike fighter need
plenty of resources and efforts for the testing compared to the cyber threat. For that, cyber
threat is much possible and cheaper to develop it and utilize it for causing different kinds of
loses. It can be used repeatedly and this give cyber threat advantage in manipulating with
State opponent as it is not directly affect human life and can cause damage.

In the real world, states developing its cyber capacity for different missions and one
of the newly addition to the civil missions is supporting state in maximizing it payoffs in
Geo-political conflicts. Iran after Stuxnet attack has been shocked how this unpredictable
cyber attack occurred and then Iran has speed up its cyber arm race.

Looking at the outcomes in the Fig. 4.10, it is simplify the Sequence of interaction
between Iran and US. At the T payoff Iran has confirm its commitment to response to the
sources of threat. At this outcome, someone could argue that the response was not against
direct governmental organization. Yes, but it is part of the state opponent infrastructures and
the retaliation send a credible message that “I am as Iran State and I am willing to retaliate
and here is the proof”.

The message beyond these particular retaliations was to confirm willingness t maximize
payoff and build up Iranian cyber threat credibility. It is to prove the capacity to threat even
if the attacker was not USA Banks or US alliance like Saudi Petrol Company (Aramco), but
this retaliatory strategy against this kind of targets for Iran will confirm its commitment and
credibility despite the target was not governmental bodies. In addition, repeating cyber threat
and it is one of the cyber space advantages for states. Cyber threat can be repeated against
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different targets within adversary critical infrastructure and utilizing different vulnerabilities
because at the end this will cause an extra pressure to the state opponent to find a solution
even if the attacked target was not a government.

Fig. 4.10 Iran Cyber Credibility Multi stages Analysis Tree

Iran after Stuxnet has continuously pursued threatening different institutes and attacking
US Banks. Fig. 4.10 listing both states (USA- Iran) payoff within the game model and by
following the payoff of Iran particularly will understand the sequential payoff of attacking
has assisted Iran in developing its cyber credibility. Iran has continuously committed to
Maximize strategy of attacking and this Iranian strategic situation reflecting :

Maximize(EB)via = b4 > b1 (4.8)

For that, Iran expected payoff by maximizing strategy of retaliation within the conflict with
USA will be more of:

EB = b4q+a1(1−q) (4.9)

Since state is not interested in cooperation or not in the position to justify its success
or failure from the particular conflict, it is expected to pursue in challenging its adversaries
and this what has happened with our case study after sequential cyber interaction. At this
point, we have seen how Iran has retaliated sequentially against USA and its alliances. Then
strategically Iran has became known as a credible state in the cyber space. The assumption
within the model has changed to consider Iran as a credible state confronting USA as another
Credible state in the cyber space. So, the cyber confrontation between USA and Iran can be
spliced to two phases:
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• First phase: State (A) = USA as a credible state within the cyber space in confrontation
with non credible state (B) which reflecting to Iran. In this scenario, USA best strategy
in challenging Iran is to Maximize strategy of Attacking EA = (n)⩾ (c). This strategy
will guarantee USA (Win ⩾ Lose) against Iran.

Conversely,

• Second Phase: State (B) = Iran as a credible state in the cyber in confrontation with
USA (A) as another credible state. This confrontation can be considered as a response
or another correlated strategy to the previous strategy made by USA via Maximizing
strategy of attacking EA = (n)⩾ (c). At this phase, Iran situation changed from non-
credible to a credible state and USA dominant strategy of maximizing the attack payoff
will not be the same as before. Iran by achieving credibility in the cyber space can
Maximize it strategy to keep attacking USA EB = (n)⩾ (c) and the maximization in
strategy of attacking confirm Iran credibility in cyber space and stimulate USA strategy
to have second thought before attacking Iran.

At this point, I assume that USA and President Obama believe that pursuing confronting
Iran will not maximize its payoff and it will cause more of escalation status within the conflict.
It is clear that USA are more dependent on cyber space in operating its infrastructure and
this will confirm its vulnerability within the cyber. So, in a rational comparison when USA
confronting credible state like Iran it should be more logical to select the chicken position in
attempt to maximize its payoff within the cyber space. Developing some sort of cooperation
with Iran (As cyber threat) might wind down the cyber and stimulate Iran to change its
strategy from EB = (n)> (c) to the strategy that have more of cooperation EB = (n)< (c).
The challenge is what state will do in case of red lines are crossed by its cyber opponent.
Repeated outcomes are shown in Table 4.1.

Outcome Description Iran Ordinal Payoff USA Ordinal Payoff
S Status Quo in Cyber Space b3 a3
T US Attack Iran(Stuxnet) b1 a4
U Iran developed nd Retaliate b4 a2
V US - Response b4 a2
W US Continue (Sanctions, etc) b2 a4
X US - Response b2 a4
Y Iran keep Attacking b4 a2
Z Iran Credible/Containment b3 a3

Table 4.1 Conflict Outcomes and Threat Credibility in Multi stages
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Collective review about Iranian payoff with the above table will assist confirming Iran
capacity in maximizing its payoff in different cyber interaction and strengthening its cyber
credibility. From strategic point of view, the capacity in succeeding cyber threat in a
repetitive approach. This will confirm Iran as a credible cyber state despite all kinds of
general economical and political sanctions and specific sanction to prevent Iranian hands
from western advance cyber security technologies.

4.3.5 Credibility of Cyber Threat and Communication

In any given situation related to the cyber conflicts and for the benefit of strengthening state
cyber threat credibility, politicians or state decision maker should clearly communicate about
what are they willing or not willing to do regarding cyber threats sources. This declaration
will signal state opponent about its strategic intention and this signal should be strong enough.

Even in the case state still not having complete information about the attacker, it can
pretend that it is having information but it is not the time to disclosure it completely. This
tactics will aid in strengthening its strategic position and should keep signaling that it is
going to punish to a level to assure losing more than any expected gain. At this stage, state
(deterrent) strategy of retaliation State EB = (n)⩾ (c) are dominant. Dominant strategy of
threat by retaliation is correlated directly in strengthening state credibility and strategically
reflecting:

Maximize.Prob(Retaliation) = GoodT hreatCredibility = GoodCyberDeterrence (4.10)

Clear communication will assure state commitment to its adversary and at the same time
state must avoid signaling adversaries with any weak or empty threat. This mean, State need
to benefit from developing cyber vulnerabilities DBs that can be called upon need for the
purpose of assuring success of threat credibility.

State reputation get developed over history as well as sustainable time-line within interna-
tional arena. It could be one case that help developing the credibility like what has happened
with our case study Iran vis-to-vis USA. After stuxnet Iran were capability to develop its
cyber capacity for the purpose to retaliate against USA as well as its regional alliances.

Referring to Table 4.1, Observing the outcomes of Iran after sequential cyber retaliation
which is considered as retaliation reflecting stuxnet attack. At the same time, these sequential
cyber retaliatory attacks develop Iran cyber threat credibility and it has stimulated Iran
adversaries to calculate the next attack carefully due to fear from its retaliation. It does
not mean Iran adversaries do not have cyber capacity but it means that Iran retaliation is
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unpredictable and the consequence of continuously challenging Iran will lead to escalate the
confrontation rather than wind it down.

State alliances as well as state adversaries observe state commitment to what has been
announced and then the believe on state credibility is believed or not. Iran vis to vis USA
case, Iran has confirmed its commitment of retaliation and effecting USA or its regional
alliance with loses either financial or operational in different cases listed in Fig. 4.1. Iran has
confirmed its strategy of retaliation within cyber space via maximizing attacking more that
any possibility of cooperation in the case get attacked. Iran practise was via the approach of
Maximizing EB = (n)⩾ (c).

For that, state communication should get the best possible level of commitment with
practice for the purpose of optimizing state credibility within cyber space. Iran has surely
gained the credibility.

In opposite, any state signaling its adversaries with weak or non credible communication
will not add any value to its credibility. Weak communication will demolish state credibility
more than any expected construction. State should assure its capacity and credibility aligned
with communication reflecting its cyber threat credibility. For that, weak communication
reflecting low profile of retaliation against cyber attacks will encourage state adversaries to
keep Maximizing the strategy of attacking EA = (n)⩾ (c) state. In this case, if Iran did not
retaliate and not respond against USA and its regional alliances with strength, the adversaries
will keep attacking and causing different level of possible damage.

Credible communication could strength and weakening cyber deterrence strategy and
then it is to the State adversary to decide next step either to pursue the Attacking strategy or
drive to Cooperation due to EA = Lose ⩾ Gain. Correlation between weak communication
and bade non credible threat of retaliation can be summarized in:

Minimize.Prob(Retaliation) = BadCyberCredibility = BadCyberDeterrence (4.11)

Minimizing the probability can be due to the lack of resources but there are other strategies
that can be utilized like strategy of bluffing and its should be strong enough to get believed
by state Adversary. Otherwise, state will fall in the same trap of weak communication and
lose its credibility.

Iran in the outcomes T and X has maximized its payoff and the same time has maximized
its probability of retaliation to the most possible value. For state (B) as deterrent this
maximization will feed credibility record among other states. In both T and X, Iran outcome
was (b4). This list of payoff in Table 4.1 clarify how Iran has successfully develop its cyber
threat credibility over sequential cyber retaliation targeting USA strategical business and its
alliances.
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In addition, at the Z outcome within Fig. 4.10 and after different rounds of cyber
challenges between USA and Iran, attempt here was to find out a better outcome from the
growing cyber confrontation between these two states. Iran has committed to its threat
of retaliation and at the same time USA has not stopped challenging Iranian system with
different economical sanctions. Then, 2015 nuclear agreement has created some sort of
raised expectation about probability of cooperation or reduction in this particular conflict.

Nuclear agreement was signed by USA and other western countries and the signal beyond
this agreement is that "If you are willing to cooperate -In the geopolitical conflicts + cyber
conflict-, I will certainty cooperate, But if you don’t respond with Cooperation I will retaliate
without hesitant but it will be effective will assure to reduce or Minimize any expected gain
EA = Gain ⩽ Lose.

4.4 Strategies and Lessons for Credibility

Primary objective of this research is to help states in developing cyber deterrence policy to
preventively protect state from unpredictable cyber attacks. For a successful cyber deterrence,
it is important for a state to develop its credibility in cyber space. Credibility of cyber threat
as punishment need to be understood and then to be enhanced for the purpose of succession
of cyber deterrence strategy. The strategic approach to achieve national cyber deterrence
strategy is possible via two directions: (1) Strengthening the cyber defense (denial) to assure
failure of any attempts of cyber-attack or to make it highly costly compared to the gain
expected. (2) Strengthening the cyber offensive which will give state superiority over other
state in term of threat of retaliation within the cyber space.

But, there are more details between the lines requiring deeper understanding especially
the approach for the state to develop its credibility. It needs to have credible threat that is
effective, achievable and it is believed by state opponent. Despite this assumptions, in real
world nobody really knows exactly how advanced is the state in the cyber space as the cyber
domain is a complex domain with multi layer of connectivity. Superiority in cyber could be
measured form different perspectives and from different triangles. State can be superior in
term of its cyber offensive capacity but not in defensive field and this could be because of the
various reasons for technologies failure or lack of resources.

Credibility (believability) of Iranian Cyber Threat was enough to encourage USA to
look at a new approach to for deterring Iranian cyber threat or at least to practice semi-
containment. In other hand, USA cyber threat credibility was believed enough by Iran from
experience and it was the reason to motivate or drive to get closer to cooperate with US
during president Obama administration. It was like a containment strategy by USA as a
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failure of US deterrence stopping Iranian nuclear program. So, it looks like both actors
(US-Iran) believe that each other is credible enough to effect its opponent cybrally and at the
same time both are weak in matter of cyber vulnerabilities.

Referring to the model analysis and literature, the research within this chapter ended up
with number of conclusions that state should consider developing cyber credibility. Within
model discussion and the analysis conducted it has shed the lights over essential strategies
that state should be in practice for developing its credibility in the cyber space and without
these strategies the assumption of developing cyber deterrence strategy will stand over a weak
position. This section attempt to totalize the lessons learned from the analysis and prescribe
different lessons for the state national strategist for the purpose of supporting national cyber
deterrence strategy. Credibility of cyber threat is the corner stone for the sate cyber deterrence
policy and for achieving the deterrence in the cyber space, strategist need to know what is
the fundamental requirements for developing credibility from top to bottom.

4.4.1 Credibility of Cyber Threat Model General Lessons:

• Credibility of cyber threat is incomparable with nuclear threat, because cyber threat is
more provocative when utilizing it against another state. It will stimulate cyber arm
race to develop cyber credibility for the purpose of retaliation. In addition, developing
cyber credibility is possible and more flexible compared to nuclear which required
plenty of logistics.

• Credibility in cyber space can be mutually developed among states due to availability
of resources for helping developing cyber threats.

• States need to consider repeated cyber threat model against its adversaries as in cyber
states credibility is established by repeated rounds of threatening

• Detection of state cyber space known and unknown and maintain observability over
the cyber space up to highest level for measuring source of threat and categorizing
sources of threats. Then state need to communicate to the highest expected sources
about the its findings. This practice will add to the record of state interest to deal with
these threats seriously.

• Communication and Signaling and Sometime bluffing: State in deterring cyber ad-
versaries should threat to retaliate in a sequential approach to assure its credibility
expected from its cyber threat of retaliation
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• State need to consider or implement strategies like Defense-in-depth for optimizing
capacity of cyber threat detection as the Cyber Security Technologies rely on limited
information about the known threat and the unknown threat also can be tracked via its
behave within the networks and infrastructure. Despite these advances, still there is a
wide range of threats can succeed in attacking different state critical infrastructure.

• Coupling cyber defense strategies and cyber readiness for retaliation (Cyber offense)
and declare these readiness to assure credibility for cyber opponent.

• State need to develop a national strategy for Integrating threat management systems
together and to benefit from new approaches like Machines learning and its applications
in analyzing sources of threats. This will assist states in prioritizing cyber threats for
the purpose of deterring these threats.

• Cyber Offense and Retaliation: State need to develop its capacity of initiating imme-
diate cyber offensive attack especially in the case the attribution of threat source was
clear and a need to initiate such like hack-back procedure against threat source

• Cyber Defense and Protection: State should evaluate its cyber defense capacity in de-
fending against different type of cyber threats and to conduct ongoing cyber assessment
to assure up to date defensive capacity.

• Detection and Attribution: Within cyber defense State need to evaluate its capacity in
detecting cyber threat targeting its critical infrastructure and develop its capacity in
attributing the source of cyber threat to the level of knowing who is standing behind
the attack either State or non-state actors. This capacity will drive State decision to
threat credibly the exact or at least semi-exact source of threat.

• Vulnerability DB’s: Cyber attacks is based on vulnerabilities that are exist within state
opponent and it can be utilized by the State to threat its adversaries. For that, state
recommended to develop its vulnerabilities database that can be utilized for threatening
cyber opponents. Without having these vulnerabilities State will not be able to success
any Cyber threat. There is a different type of cyber threat that can be utilize either to
get it from reconnaissance operations that state can conduct it.

• Repeated cyber threat: State need to consider its capability to threat its cyber opponent
with a repeated cyber threat and it should be credible enough. The repeated threat
can be via targeting different targets or same targets with different types of cyber
attacks/threats.
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• Different types of target: For strengthening credibility of cyber threat state needs
to know its opponent cyber infrastructure. The clear understanding of adversary
infrastructure will help to signal clear message that the state know where to hurt
its opponent either to select soft targets like civil infrastructure which is known as
(counter value). It is linked to civil services or to select the hard target that is known as
critical infrastructure to the state especially those linked to the national security. These
targets are called (counter force) which cause a real force to the opponents to stimulate
cooperation.

• Commitment and Willingness to use the cyber threat: State need to practise its com-
mitment via practical exercises for signaling its adversaries about its readiness in
retaliation or any confrontation.

4.4.2 Credibility and States Strategies:

• Strategically, credibility of cyber threat for the purpose of deterring state cyber adver-
saries can function under the strategies that IRAN should act upon. For the state (B)
Iran stand point to deter State (B) -USA- from conducting any further cyber attacks
against Iranian cyber infrastructures it should act:

1. Minimize (p) : Convince (A) USA that attacking Iran will end up with EA =

Lose > Gain and cost of attack is more than expected gain. So, minimize any
success of USA cyber attack will deter USA attacking Iran.

2. Maximize (r) : State (B) Iran should Keep threatening USA by retaliation for the
aim of not to give USA chance to preempt within cyber space.

3. Maximize (s) : Iran to increase the cost of success any cyber attack from (A)
-USA- stand point which will increase EA = Lose > Gain.

At the same time, USA (A) position to assure its credibility in the cyber space, it
should assure its strategies going under strict conditions. For a strategic and credible
responses, USA should keep Iranian cyber threat down via:

1. Minimize (r) : USA to minimize the probability of cooperation with Iran (B) and
to assure EB = Lose > Gain

2. Maximize (p) : State (A) Keep maximizing the probability of non cooperation
despite the attribution of cyber attacks sources from USA.
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3. Maximize (s) : It is the worst strategic situation between (A) and (B) where USA
keep challenging Iran within cyber space expecting the assurance of EB = Lose >
Gain strategy will enforce Iran to wind down and give up.

A deep understanding of the strategies that each state need to have for developing
credibility of its cyber threats will clearly assist in gaining the respect from state
adversaries.



Chapter 5

Escalation for Cyber Deterrence

This chapter discusses the nature of escalation in cyber space in case credible cyber threat
-as a threat of punishment- fail in deterring state cyber adversaries. It analyses the relevance
of cyber escalation to deterrence assumptions and strategies. The chapter further investigates
what is expected to occur in case deterrence failed to prevent state from unwanted cyber
confrontations. The chapter begins by discussing escalation concepts and its definitions in
the conventional strategic studies and more specifically its relation to the deterrence.

A selected case study will be presented as motivational case study that stimulates the
argument of the chapter. Selected case will help to generate a deep understanding about the
nature of escalation in cyber space and what state can expect regarding cyber conflicts in
real life context. The observations generated from different resources will help examining
assumptions raised positively or even negatively.

Analytically model has been developed to analyze the nature of escalation within cyber
space between two adversaries. The model has considered different factors stimulating
escalation in cyber space. The analysis within the model will help to explore critical
situations. One of these situations is state approach regarding escalation with credible or
incredible cyber adversaries. In addition, the model aims to explore limitation of escalation
in cyber and state policy for conflicts reductions. Moreover, model will shed the lights over
state consideration before furthering any escalation. Chapter has concluded with a section
that discuss strategies and different learned lessons that state can follow before selecting any
cyber escalation. These strategies and lessons will assist states to understand the fundamental
requirements for escalation in cyber space and draw the lines for states to develop or optimize
its cyber deterrence policy withing escalation ladder to develop cyber de-escalation.
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5.1 Escalation Concept

Escalation as a concept has several meanings within the context of international conflicts
[176]. Theorist like to define it as a process by which conflicts growing in severity over the
time [177]. This definition reflect the conflict between individuals, groups or even between
state-state conflicts. Deterrence strategies could not sustain longer and for many reasons
deterrence could not work for the governments that are not investing enough to maintain
effective deterrence.

The conventional conflicts and the escalation occur between state-state, strategist in both
sides of confrontation has different tactics to utilize and sometimes they call it under the
rules of engagement as they expect to attain the conflict by escalating the confrontation with
the adversary [178]. This can work in case the first state succeed in controlling its opponent
reaction for a period of time that allow the state strategist for developing new trap or pursue
the opponent. Interaction between conflict actors need careful observation for justifying
direction of conflict and understanding differences between deterrence and escalation. State
strategist need to understand stages of conflict and at what stage the conflict is current [179].

Deterrence strategy is responsible in preventing confrontation and maintain peace between
actors but when conflict conditions are changed and further intensity observed growing up
between adversaries, at the point when conflict move from the deterrence (Status Quo) to an
escalation (Intensity increased), this movement can be claimed as a failure in deterrence and
each actor is not willing to act cooperatively with the opponent. During the deterrence there
are mini-interactions between adversaries but they are limited and might be only bluffing.
The challenge is when tangible escalation begins it is a painful decision for both state to
decide either to escalate and fight or to cooperate and surrender. State decision reflects the
power of state and how long is the crises is expected to sustain [180].

This research is about deterring cyber threats and in the case of two credible states are
confronting each other and non of each state is willing to cooperate, escalation is highly
nominated to begin withing the cyber conflict. The differences in cyber compared to other
conventional conflicts is that cyber attack does not target human life directly. First, state needs
to decide either to go for full scale of cyber confrontation or just limit cyber conflict escalation
to limited cyber attacks. Second in cyber, State in cyber need to set clear objectives for
the decision of cyber escalation and de-escalation rather randomize the responses. Another
important issue in cyber is that state need to consider that cyber space is a shared space
before burning the bridges [181].

In this chapter, the aim is to analyze escalation process in cyber space in case of cyber
deterrence strategy has not successfully worked. Plus, credible cyber threat has not clearly
succeeded in deterring cyber threatener. Before moving to the next discussion, I should
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specify the concept of cyber escalation process and from the earlier mentioned definitions
and from my point of view, the simplest and easiest definition to describe cyber conflict
escalation is when the intensity of cyber attacks increase. This increase reflects frequency of
attacks, consequence resulted, value of the attacked targets. Cyber conflicts between states
have grown and are going to be more in term of frequency, intense and severity. Escalation
in the conventional conflicts has been given a plenty of thinking while in this chapter the
attempt is to understand the nature of cyber conflict escalation and to give inside thoughts
that help optimizing cyber deterrence as well as managing cyber crises.

Nevertheless, the reasons behind selecting escalation strategy is that the repetition of cyber
attacks can be arguably considered as a process of escalation. It is because both opponents
in the same conflict are investing to add more threat expecting to deter the opponent while
attacked state consider it as retaliatory and respond with another retaliatory attack. Yes, first
cyber attack can be a DDoS attack targeting view and limited institute, but the retaliatory
attack maybe more sever and its mission as a threat for a purpose of deterring threatener. At
this point, no one would believe that first attacker would accept to hold its cyber threat and it
is highly expected to pursue threatening. Cyber conflict escalation is a gradual regression
from an acceptable level of confrontation to an unacceptable stages. Each stage of cyber
escalation has its own characteristics in term of lose and damage.

Escalation and International Relations

State – state cyber conflicts are part of the international relations and this domain of studies is
very deep complex field of studies. A wider view about challenges reflecting cyber conflicts
added to the complexity of international relation will give hints how critical is the cyber
conflicts as well as giving the solutions. Moreover, integration between states-states cyber
space adding another dimension to the cyber conflicts escalation as both states need to
exchange business rather than exchange cyber bombs. Cyber space integration is different
compared to traditional conflict domains (land, sea, air) and this differences reflect the nature
of confrontation [182].

Traditional confrontation in conventional conflicts occurs via limited weapons that gives
deterrent limited scope to develop threat that denial these (Conventional) threats and if
defender succeed in developing these defensive threats, attacker will get deterred due to
unavoidable loses aligned with losing any expected opportunity of partial winning within
the same conflict [183]. So, understanding the usefulness of escalation or de-escalation in
deterring cyber conflict compared to another conventional conflicts is one of the research
objectives. This investigation will help figuring criteria that shape selection of both escalation
or de-escalation strategy and it dependencies for the benefit of cyber deterrence strategy.
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However, sometimes incorrectly cyber threats are described as a threat that doesn’t cause
any sort of escalation between state-state cyber conflicts and it is only limited incidents. But,
we need a holistic view about the context of cyber-attacks and the motivators for state to
initiate attacks against its opponents. Cyber attack happens with motives an state-state cyber
attacks under political motivations. For that, it could be part of a total conflict and cyber
attacks utilized for an escalator mission.

Cyber threats are not limited to attacking, hacking systems but it can be utilized for plenty
of operations that affect state national security and this threat has appear in US election and
how cyber space is utilized for effecting the national security of USA democracy. Cyber
space gives threatener flexibility to shape the threat for serving nature of conflicts between
both states. Conventional conflicts use traditional weapons for affecting opponent in a way
of causing damage that force to cooperate with threatener while cyber give each adversary to
play the same game for causing same damage for many times. For that, a historical review
over different cyber-attacks can confirm that the assumption of cyber escalation is possible to
occur and it is in practice within state-state conflicts. Yes, it is different in term of cost of
loses and consequence but it is the same in term of loses and damage.

Additionally, cyber incidents attributed source from another state no matter whether
this state is credible or not but there is no law enforcement from one state against another
state except the international law enforcement and it is very long journey till issues gets
solved. Moreover, cyber space is a border less domain as well as the nature of complexity in
connectivity add a highly probably to stimulating cyber escalation between adversaries. The
resources that states can allocate for the purpose of escalating cyber conflict are more than
what non-state actor can offer. Aligned with the cost of developing cyber threats and utilizing
it for escalating cyber confrontation is cheaper than other conventional weapons. So, states
involvement in cyber confrontation add an extra strength to the strength of escalation strategy
aligned with cyber uniqueness that allow this escalation to occur on a high frequency.

Developing norms or what some theorist call it as “accepted standards of behavior” in the
international arena (State-State) and call all states to join and agree with, will help to avert
cyber crises from mis-perception in cyber conflict, missing the attribution or any unwanted
mistakes. Moreover, it will help to develop mutual cooperation in term of investigation and
build up the confidence. In avoiding any sort of escalation all states should sign for these
norms and on top of them USA, for assuring mutual trust no exception from joining this
norms. Usually, norms help to shape state behavior in the domain and it will function as
governor for state not to exceed the acceptable level of cyber practice and what has been
agreed with [184]. Norms can be helpful even during the conflicts escalation by adding more
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enforcement over states to limit the conflicts within certain targets like military infrastructure
and not to target the civilian’s cyber infrastructures.

Escalation Management and Cyber Deterrence

Deterrence by threat of retaliation in cyber space is very critical as it could stimulate cyber
escalation spectrum easily. So, in case of cyber escalation starts both adversaries would
prefer to get low level of cyber disruptions and destruction within actor infrastructure. This
preferences are shared between both opponents and then it will depend on each state and its
preferences to pursue the escalation or hold. Escalation is not one step conflict and state need
to justify its objectives rather than keep escalating with no valid and rational reasons.

Deterrence strategy in cyber space need credible threat and the credible threat need to
confirm its capability to affect its opponent severely (believability) but the risk here when
threat of retaliation get change its status from – threatening to retaliation - to – Attacking and
Escalation. At this point, state need a careful calculation to limit escalation within the cyber
conflict for the benefit of cyber deterrence rather than pursuing uncalculating escalation.

In this situation, strategy of “tit-for-tat” can add explain explain the managing of escala-
tion between cyber adversaries [185]. Logically, the idea here for State (B) to deter State (A)
give a clear commitment that “if you attack my (Cyber) critical infrastructure, then you will
be regretful for exceeding the lines”. These lines can be defined from state perspective as
critical infrastructure and if cyber adversary exceed the red lines (B’s Critical Infrastructure)
and attacked any of these infrastructure it will not be fit the conditions that state (B) declare
and the ball will be under (B) hand to act upon. Cyber red lines (B’s critical Infrastructure)
must be mutually understood to prevent each state not to exceed acceptable level of risk. Tit
for tat approach need a careful responses and believe of immediate response at the speed
of the light is not easy to work in cyber due to cyber complexity and challenges related to
attribution and technologies.

By the same logic, when escalation exceed the cyber deterrence strategy to join another
conflicts. States willingness to escalate from cyber-cyber to cyber-conventional or rational
calculation should reinforce to limit cyber conflicts within cyber rather than involve other
threats. Analyzing conflict escalation ladder (wining or losing) with cyber context is a bit
complex as the cyber can be utilized for different political conflicts. States in deterring its
opponents need to consider the scenario of managing the escalation ladder and what steps
can fit in managing the escalation. Steps like reducing the ambiguity about state intentions
and raise the practice of cooperation with other states [186].
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5.2 Motivational Case Study

The historical conflict between USA and Russia is not limited to cyber space but the challenge
here is the road-map of the conflict weather it is going for further escalation or it is limited to
what we have witnessed within cyber. As known, these two states are both cyber as well as
nuclear credible states and they are willing to cooperate as well as confront due to capability
and capacity they hold.

The case of cyber escalation between USA and Russia is very complex situation due to
credibility of both states own and the behavior of challenging each other which does not
result any signal that could help to build up any step of cooperation. Cyber arm race is
ongoing and there is no clear expectation between both Cyber superpowers whether to limit
confrontation within cyber space and utilize cyber for sparkling other geopolitical issues or
escalate to a different approaches.

In this section, I will try to explore the nature of escalation ladder within Cyber-Cyber
and Cyber- Other conventional/ Nuclear military confrontation. The attempt here to explain
different approaches may help understanding the nature of cyber escalation. The confronta-
tion between USA and Russian is one of the best case studies that reflects the attitude of
escalation. The history of this confrontation is not newly discovered but it is historically
there But, what is added to this is the utilization of cyber space for confronting as another
dimension. Another dimension of cyber escalation added to the USA-Russia cyber conflict
the claim of Russian interference in USA election and its willingness to retaliate and cause
damage.

Fig. 5.1 Russia vs US and allies Escalation Time line [187]
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This time line mainly present ten years of Russians cyber threats against other nations
and it is confirming Russian credibility and readiness and willingness to utilize cyber space
for any minor rather than major political conflict [187].

• April-May 2007: Estonia, annoyed Moscow and planning to move a Russian World
War II memorial and Russia retaliate by shutting down and result out of action Es-
tonia’s internet via massive distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack targeting on
government offices and financial institutions, focusing on disrupting communications.

• 2008:

– June 2008: Russian utilize similar cyber-attack to punish Lithuanian government
because the Lithuanian government forbidding any display of soviet symbols and
Russians red teams response with cyber retaliatory targeting governmental web
pages and deface it with hummer and sickles with five stars.

– August, 2008: When Georgia pro-western government and then sent troops into
breakaway republic backed by Moscow. Russia initiate new scenario of attacking
by gather together land, Sea, and Air units for the mission of invading the Georgia.
This was aligned with Cyber operation by Russian hackers and consequence of
internal communication shutdown.

• 2009:

– January 2009: Russia trying to encourage Kyrgyzstan president to recover Amer-
ican military base, Russian hackers shut down two out of four Internet service
providers with a DDOS attack. This has worked and Kyrgyzstan removed US
military base. Thereafter, Kyrgyzstan received two billion as aid and loans from
the Moscow.

– April 2009: Kazakhstan media published a statement by Kazakhstan president
criticized Russia regarding political situation, an immediate DDoS attack was
attributed to Russian teams shut down the media outlet.

– August 2009: Russian hackers has shutdown Facebook and twitter within Georgia
as memorialize the first year anniversary for Russian invasion the Georgia.

• 2014:

– May 2014: 3 days before Ukraine’s presidential election, a Russia-based hacking
group, shutdown country’s election systems in an overnight attack and back-up
system was also shutdown, but Ukrainian computer experts were able to recover
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the system before Election Day. This attack was aimed to create chaos and hurt
national candidates for helping the pro-Russian candidate. In think this case was
stimulating Russian to play the same game with USA elections.

– March 2014: For the second time, Russian government harmonised military and
cyber action. Another DDOS attack 32 times larger than the largest known attack
previously used during Russians invasion of Georgia disrupted internet in Ukraine
while Russian -armed pro-Russian rebels were seizing control of the Crimea.

• 2015:

– May 2015: German digital forensics found hackers had penetrate the networks
of German Bundestag and it was the most significant hack in German history.
The BFV German domestic Intelligence Service claim that Russia was behind
this attack and the target is information about Bundestag, German leaders the
chancellor Angela Markel’s and the NATO.

– December 2015: Russian hacker’s shutdown the central Ukrainian power station
utilizing malware called black energy malware. This attack has consequenced
235,000 homes without power.

– June 2015 - November 2016: Russians hackers penetrate Democratic Party
networks and got to access to the personal emails of democratic officials and then
it was leaked into global media like WikiLeaks. CIA and FBI now believe the
intrusion was intended to undermine the election, the deep mission is to effect
Hillary Clinton and support Donald Trump.

– October 2015: Cyber security professionals claim that Russian attempting to
hack Dutch Government networks for pulling reports related to the shoot down of
flight MH17 over Ukraine. Because Dutch safety Board conclude that plan was
attacked by Russian made missile and it was fired from area held by pro-Russian
rebels [188] .

• 2016

– January 2016 : Cyber Security Company announced that they believe Russian
hackers were standing behind multi cyber-attacks on Finland’s foreign ministry
for a several years ago.

– December 2016: BfV head warned “ There is growing evidence of attempts to
influence the federal election next year” he is referring to the German election
and he critics Russia cyber threat and their attempts to effect Chancellor Merkel
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because of her support to the sanctions against Putin personnel association after
Russia annexed Crimea.

The U.S. has been targeted by repeated cyber attacks by foreign cyber powers and US
seems to have limited power to stop this attacks. This confirm the assumption that even if the
state is categorized as superpower but it is still vulnerable to the cyber-attacks.

During the 2016 presidential campaign Russian hackers has play a vital role in manipulat-
ing with the America democratic election. Claim was they have hacked national committee
email server and made plenty of efforts to influence the elections outcome. As the special
counsel Robert Muller specify 13 Russians and another 3 Russian entities. Then in February
US intelligence with law enforcement officials warned that the government of Russia will
try again to use the cyber space for conducting another operations for interfering with the
midterm elections during November 2018. During the same month, white house publicly
has blamed the government of Russia for the most destructive and costly cyber-attack in the
history and the claim was about the 2017 NotPetya malware. This malware has disabled
the government of Ukraine before spreading to a different multinational corporations like
Maersk, FedEx and many others consequence billions of dollars as a damage.

Clearly, it is not limited to the Russians only who is hacking the United States cyber
infrastructure. Chinese hacking groups are there and they have stolen plenty of US intellectual
property related to the industrial sectors and to the critical military sectors as well.

China has weaponised what is known as “Great Firewall” and has conducted a massive
DDoS attack against different US websites like GitHub, as a punishment for hosting content
that the leadership of china found it as undesirable. In 2014, North Korean hackers has
initiate a cyber-attack against Sony Company as a reflection of the “The Interview” movie
which also represent the attempt of assassination of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. Sony
attack has erased content of thousands of computers and released internal emails. Also, has
frightening Sony into canceling the movie from being released. Also, Iran has also attacked
US financial institutes and cause immeasurable damage to the banks and other financial
institute in New York.

So, cyber threats are capable to cause damage for the Superpower despite the superiority
in defenses and offense capacity each state own. The nature of cyber escalation between
superpowers can renewed calls for nuclear deterrence cooperation and particularly in cyber
confrontation between USA and Russia. This case has not witnessed any signal of collabora-
tion and this is due to different reasons reflecting the status of both actors behavior in cyber
space:

• First, both Russia and USA are credible states and both actor act rationally attempting to
maximize their payoff for causing some sort of loses over each other. This expectation
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because cyber space is not effecting human life directly and for that no worries to
pursue challenging without considering cost of loses consequence ongoing cyber
challenging.

• Second, USA as actor in the same game not clear about Moscow intentions and they
still have a deep doubtful either Moscow willing to cooperate or not yet. Russia
still acting offensively against USA especially after US sanctions. Russia conducting
serious cyber operations against US and these operation exceeding normal operation
like what is normally conducted during peace time.

• Third, Russia not willing to cooperate due to different perceptions about the nature of
winning and losing within cyber space. This misperception lead to misunderstanding
and accuracy upon what to agree and what to keep as floating between both states.

Escalation process of cyber confrontation is not limited to above reasons but I think
in (Russia-USA) context deterrence can work under the context of mutual deterrence and
mutual fear of loses. These two states are both credible states and enforcement approach
cannot bring them to the table of cooperation. In this situation, need another approach relying
on advancing mutual benefit and enhance the promise to go for mutual trust.

In summary, the nature of Russian cyber threat confronting USA and many other western
countries having nature of cyber escalation. Different questions here, will escalation ladder
be limited to confrontation within the cyber or it is possibly to exceed cyber to another
domains of conflicts (Nuclear)?

5.3 Escalation Model for Cyber Deterrence

The previous chapter analysed the possible role of cyber threat credibility in deterring state
cyber adversaries similarly to nuclear deterrence. One of the chapter findings was that
credibility is not sufficient in deterring state opponent fully from pursuing any cyber attacks.
So, the next expected situation of the cyber conflict is to move to more escalator stage
between both opponents. In this case, this chapter analysis scope around escalation and
expected gain from the decision of escalation and consistently attacking.

Cyber escalation model is based on deterrence game model where players are able to
choose either to Cooperate (Not Escalate) or Not to Cooperate (Escalate). The problem
with escalation is when the more cooperative player (If there is one) decide to retaliate at a
certain degree will end up both states are prioritized to attack as dominant strategy. In cyber
space, we assume states are going for escalation (Increase the intense of cyber attack) but at
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certain degree both states may recalculate the situation and agree to cooperate and deescalate
the cyber conflict before it gets out of control. In the process of conflict deescalation, state
can work to develop new (Status Quo) by threatening its opponent with more (ongoing)
escalation cyber threat expecting opponent with more positive response reflecting willingness
to cooperate.

The problem with escalation is that both states cannot avoid it when the crises begin
and state will not progress unless it maintains growth in threatening more than the threat
at the beginning of conflict. It is closer to increase the intensity of cyber conflict and it is
unavoidable between both states to go for several repeated cyber interaction until realizing
the need to reducing the intense via moving to more cooperative position.

Referring to the nuclear deterrence and escalation strategies, the expected advantage
of state preemptively attack its nuclear opponent is not working at all because of earlier
commitments to retaliate (Escalation) with any nuclear attack and there is no trust between
both players. This will reflect no advantage from preemptive strike. But, who is to say
preemptive cyber strike is not possible in cyber space? States can initiate cyber attack and
challenge here is that immediate cyber retaliation is not expected to happen (Even if it is
Pre-committed) due to different technical issues reflecting the nature of cyber space like
attribution and states perceptions about that particular target.

In this model, the assumption will consider threat of retaliation against first cyber strike
is not enough to prevent state from a preemptive cyber attack. With the same logic, State
can threat its opponent with a massive cyber retaliation and it may prevent first strike but
it is with low level of probabilities. Escalation in cyber occurs after first strike and second
actor is retaliating and then still both states have the motives to pursued attacking. Therefore,
de-escalation in cyber space can be assumed to begin when both states escalate and challenge
each other till mutual belief that the conflict will reach uncontrolled point and it could get
exploded. At this point, both states will reduce the incentives of any further preempt in cyber
opponent.

Cyber deterrence between two credible states like Russia and United States -with assur-
ance of second cyber strike capability- would seem to give the necessary level of threatening
and assurance that is needed within cyber space. But the challenge, will cyber threat help to
create motives for cyber de-escalation and prepare the ground for cooperation between these
two superpowers or does it needs more intense in escalation to develop the fear from losing
the control of conflict and then each actor will prefer to signal the opponent about possibility
to cooperate.

Analyzing conflict escalation and attempting to model escalation in cyber space is the
goal of this section and within the escalation situation I assume there is a preference within
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both states decision makers to damp down the conflict and if not working then try the next
possible strategy that is to contain it rather than shift to a full scale war which will lead to
a mutual suffering and lose. Assume this cyber escalation occurring between two credible
superpowers (Cyber Credibility) causing serious damage and even between superpowers and
other non superpowers is causing an effective damage.

Scope of Escalation Model: scope of this model is to analyze the consequence cyber
threat credibility failure and the expected outcome from escalating cyber confrontation and
its role in deterring state cyber adversaries.

Our case in this chapter reflects two superpowers in a historical confrontation and they
have recently added to the conflict utilization of cyber space in confrontation via different
approaches. Russia and America have been in different escalation cases and one of the top
cases was Cuban Missiles. This case was a real example how nuclear escalation could begin
and how escalation is later get stabilized. The cyber confrontation between Russia, United
State and many other western States as explained in previous section and time-line in Fig. 5.1
reflect on going escalation and Russian cyber threat growth. Not all interaction was directly
between Russia and US but some have involved allies. Escalation between superpowers is
either direct confrontation or via allies, will be considered as a direct confrontation and need
collision for deterring these threats.

The decision tree presented in Fig. 5.6 has attempted to establish the logic of Russian
willingness to escalate utilizing cyber space against its adversaries and this was clear in
different cases listed in Section 5.2. Russia has consistently demonstrated cyber threat as a
tool for military operation like what has occurred in Ukraine. Sequential cases attributed to
Russian government support the assumption of escalation between these two superpowers.

Russia has mixed the utilization for the cyber threat, in some cases it was part of military
confrontation like Ukraine case and in some other cases like Estonia it was only limited
to a cyber attack. Logically, Russia as actor in cyber space was on going (Maximizing the
Probability) of attacking in cyber as well as retaliating. This observation is essential for
its opponent to consider. However, stabilizing scale of escalation should offer both actors
freedom to move or act upon availability of non-provocation from each other.

5.3.1 Cyber Escalation and Deterrence

Accordingly, analysis begin by setting up escalation game and just to remind our self
escalation game is based on deterrence model as mentioned earlier. In addition, in real
life cyber confrontation is ongoing between states but the difference is the heat level of the
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confrontation. Nuclear confrontation has not occurred compared to cyber and this make
difference in the game model by assuming that the conflict is on going and the deterrence is
deterrence within the conflict. This means cyber deterrence is mainly to stop ongoing attacks
and at the same time deterring the future expected (state-state) cyber confrontation.

Within cyber escalation model, payoffs for state (A) and state (B), respectively are noted
as (Ai,B j) and this payoff assumed in order:

• State (Ai) = Russia = a1 < a2 < a3 < a4

• State (B j) =USA = b1 < b2 < b3 < b4

Both actors (players) within the model can change between two strategies either to
attack or not to attack and within the analysis going to give notation look like:

• Strategies (c) = Cooperate/No attack or (n) = No cooperation/Attacking

By selecting each of these two strategies the expected payoff for each state will be
listed within the model figure 5.3 as:

• EA= Reflecting the Expected Payoff to State (A) for choosing (c) or (n)

• EB= Reflecting the Expected Payoff to State (B) for choosing (c) or (n)

Escalation model aim to analyze probability of each state strategic situation and the decision
of escalation within cyber space. Cyber conflict outcome expected to be one of the four
outcome listed below. While the scope of this model is to analyze escalation, model will
focus on one notation which is s :

- s = Probability that, State B choose (n), given State A prior choice of (n)

In accordance with the rules of the escalation game model, players should act strictly to
the model general rules:

+ Each player, either (A) or (B) do have the flexibility to choose and change between
(attack) and (not to attack) strategies,

+ It is 2*2 game which consequence four strategic payoff for both states within the game
either for USA and at the same time for Russia,

+ Both states can prefer not to escalate and priority (c, c) which reflect best outcome for
both states (a3,b3),
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+ One state either (A) or (B) might not to escalate and both the EA and EB can be (c,
n) or (n, c). This outcome might reflect best outcome for state that are not willing to
cooperate (a2,b4) and (a4,b2),

+ Both State are not willing to cooperate (n, n) and this outcome might be the worst
outcome for both states (a4,b4) as it is reflecting mutual conflict, and need further
analysis.

Fig. 5.2 Cyber Threat Escalation Model Definitions

The interest here, is to model (State-vs-State) cyber escalation situation reflecting failure
of cyber threat credibility in deterring state cyber adversaries. Usually, escalation begin when
both players move up into escalation ladder. Scope of cyber escalation model reflecting
situation where confrontation begun by the high probability of one state preempt another
state and the attacked state retaliate and move to other action that may provoke opposition to
escalate for further involvement like conventional military. A single retaliation is allowed
at the beginning of the model that could establish for "Right the balance" for initially more
cooperative player "Expected".

So, the model begin by State (A) preemptively attack (B) and State (A) expected outcome
reflecting EA =n > c and initiate the cyber attacks against carefully selected targets. State
decision from maximizing attacking strategy reflecting different geopolitical/economical
conflicts. By executing cyber attack, first state expect to gain certain objectives. One of
expected objectives that attacked state will not be able to defend the cyber attack.

By attributing first (Considered) cyber attack it is most likely that State (A) is the attacker
and the ball will be in State (B) side since (B) is going to decide the next step within the
model. Cyber space compared to other conflict domains give states high probability for
succeeding second strike which mean attacked state can retaliate within cyber space. At this
point, State (B) assume maximizing Cooperation strategy will not cause the exact response
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Fig. 5.3 Cyber Threat Escalation Model

for State (A) and selecting the strategy of cooperation will not aid State cyber deterrence as
it will give signal of weakness from (B) to respond against (A). Moreover, it will help State
(A) to continuously select n as dominant strategy.

In case (B) decided to respond with retaliation then the EA= n > c and for pursuing this
strategy a state need to consider target that is valuable to the (A) for assuring this retaliation
with cyber attack may give a concrete response and may deter opponent not to repeat any
similar cyber attack. It worth noting that the advantage of state holding cyber threats and
readiness to response is to signal its adversaries regarding its interest in defending against its
cyber space. Moreover, it will signal about state capability for assuring observability over its
cyber infrastructure and willingness to act against predictable threats.

Escalation model in cyber space reflecting failure of first round of deterrence game
happen and when there is no preemption occurred EA= c and both players are assured to stick
with it. But, escalation start when one state change the strategy to take preemptive cyber
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attack and when attack certainly happen and get attributed then EA= n and at this point it will
establish the ground for a new model that will lead for cyber escalation model.

In this case, first equilibrium is certainly started by State (A) resulting preemption where
State (A) attacking (B):

EA(n) = a4 p+a1(1− p) (5.1)

Escalation payoff for mutual cyber attacks situation reflect the intention of both states
to maximize strategy of attacking. It is the situation where Mutual non cooperation and it
appears when:

• State (A) Assured Payoff EA= n > c, and at the same time

• State (B) Assured Payoff EB= n > c

Fig. 5.4 is a game model attempt to explore the nature of growth in cyber confrontation
in correlation with the value of loses consequence each cyber attack. State(A) vis-to-vis
State(B) are in a cyber escalation and both state strategic situation is highly probably expect
to occur and sustain due to different reasons. This scenario is reflecting reasons like:

a. Failure of cyber threat credibility in deterring state cyber adversaries

b. Cyber space have no borders and it is an open space for all to confront,

c. Signaling adversaries about state cyber capability, capacity and its willingness,

d. Different perception regarding cyber attacks (destructive or not),

e. Possibility in removing attacker foot print and digital evidences,

Stage 2, in cyber escalation game tree is more of clear provocation between both states.
It reflects the commitment of opponent in pursuing conflict via attacking state (B) expect to
achieve the objective of attacking strategy. Main objective from attacking (B) is to gain more
of lose. But, the point here is to justify level of gain expected by state (A) as attacker. State
(B) outcome from this particular attack could be reflecting EB(c) = b1 or it could reflect
the value of EB(c) = b3. Cyber attack have a value from state point of view and it would
reflect to stimulate state next step in retaliation or ignore the attack and not to retaliate. It is
mentioned within game model that the value of b1 < b4 and for that not all successful cyber
attacks would deserve the state intention to retaliate.

Moving to stage 3, escalation is the general character at this stage of the game model
where both players are working to prove their abilities to respond and make progress as
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Fig. 5.4 Escalation in Cyber Space Model

well as achieving the possible losses in the cyber space. During this stage it is clear that
both players attempting to utilize cyber targets and attacks to achieve the maximum possible
losses within adversary cyber space.

State (A) will attempt to keep its loses close to EA(n) = a1 and at the same time its
adversary loses are more close to EB(c) = b4 which reflect more valuable loses aligned
with low cost of loses for excuting cyber attack from (A) prospective. It could practised
via targeting adversary most critical infrastructure. Both players attempting to utilize cyber
targets and attacks to achieve the maximum possible losses in the adversary cyber space.

Presumable, the decision maker in both states (A) and (B) would rationally limit the
escalation within the cyber space for the purpose of let other strategies to get involved in
supporting cyber deterrence policy. This does not mean to involve other conflict domain
and at the same time not to exclude it. Of course, the adoption of a cyber-scale escalation
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strategy is possible in terms of the variety and intensity of cyber attacks, as well as in the
diversification of targets to be a real pressure on deterring attacking state.

5.3.2 From Cyber to Nuclear Escalation

The argument here is that cyber escalation may go beyond cyber domain. The assumption of
the state-state conflict scenario begin via utilizing cyber and then will not stop within cyber
and will extent to the full escalation ladder till reach utilization of nuclear threat as a threat
of retaliation.

Up to today, the assumption that cyber escalation between both (A) and (B) to exceed
and to involve nuclear domain for confronting opponent is not working. It is because nuclear
threat by itself has succeeded in stabilizing international system. Over five decades since
exploration of nuclear weapons and the world has not witnessed any nuclear confrontation
due to success of deterrence within nuclear domain. That’s was because most superpowers
perceptions about the consequence of any nuclear confrontation was clear. For that, they
would prefer sustainability of nuclear deterrence (Status Quo) rather than breaking it and
confronting each other.

Referring to the nuclear deterrence model and its assumption, it is clear that first state
know that the certainty of nuclear retaliation from first state is assured. For that, probability
of winning is lowering expected outcome EA = (Lose > Gain). Then, there is no guarantee
from adversaries not to retaliate and the probability to retaliate will confirm Lose > Gain and
at the same time not have any second nuclear retaliatory. For that, superpowers know the
consequence of nuclear confrontation and at the same time know the consequence of cyber
confrontation but it seems cyber threat by it self is not enough to deter state cyber adversaries.
It could be working in repeated interaction due accumulative confrontation and accumulative
cost of loses but with single round of interaction model is not going to raise the fear within
adversaries.

It known that attacked state want to threat the attacker via send a strong signal about its
certainty of retaliation. The challenge here is to answer the question will the cyber retaliation
send the expected message to the first cyber attacker? If not, will high probability of frequent
- massive - cyber retaliation against first attacker will make difference in deterring cyber
adversaries or need to involve another kind of threat?

Assume, it rational from both states not to concentrate on utilizing the cyber offensive
strategy as it could lead to cyber escalation. Sparkling cyber escalation will consequence to un
measurable loses and disruption between both players. State (A) will EA(n) = (Gain < Lose)
and at the same time for the state (B) while approaching the problem with careful diplomatic
dialogue or following many other tools might assist in avoiding any sort of cyber escalation.
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For that, the assumption to involve nuclear as a reflection of cyber threat is not accepted
logically due to success of deterrence in preventing nuclear confrontation rather than cyber.

Fig. 5.5 Simple Deterrence Game with a Credible Threat [68]

Nuclear states are looking for sustainability in nuclear domain and not willing to go for
any nuclear escalation and the respond to this argument is the success of nuclear deterrence
in preventing any nuclear confrontation to occur over different cases over the history during
and after the cold war. as example, Cuban missiles, India vis to vis Pakistan, Israel vs Arab
states, North Korea, etc.

Simply, assumed the nuclear deterrence model worked in preventing nuclear confronta-
tion via credibility of nuclear threat. It is known that the expected outcomes of the nu-
clear deterrence model are four strategic payoffs between both players, [EA] and [EB]=
(c,c)(n,c)(c,n)(n,n). Sustainability in nuclear deterrence efficiency since cold war has
prevented the world plenty of nuclear confrontations. Sustainability in avoiding sparkling
any nuclear confrontation are assured by all superpower around the world. For that, it is not
possible to expect any escalation from cyber to nuclear confrontation due to credibility of
nuclear threat and its deterrence to maintain (StatusQuo) within superpower conflicts.

Therefore, the hypothesis that nuclear confrontation as a result of cyber threats is incorrect.
It is because nuclear states did not face in the face of the destructive nuclear threat, which is
more dangerous than cyber threats. Therefore, we do not expect any nuclear confrontation
due to cyber risks from a nuclear or non-nuclear state. For example, Israel faces cyber-
attacks from neighboring countries in the region but has not used or threatened to use nuclear
weapons against these countries.
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5.3.3 Escalation and Mutual Assured Disruption (MAD)

Ability to stabilize cyber confrontation (escalation) or at least to contain it is a mixed blessing
as it helps to stop the growth of mutual damage on both sides of conflict (cyber space) and
progress to deterrence objectives (stability in cyber confrontation). However, crises stability
could lead to another step of provocation behavior by state adversary which will return to the
escalation scale. Provocation can happen via direct cyber attack between state (A) and (B) or
attacking the allies reflecting main conflict. This provocation will cause another round of
cyber confrontation and result mutual cyber disruption.

The nature of cyber escalation is closer to consequence of mutual disruptions. Mutual
assured disruption mainly reflect cyber attacks that cause shutdown infrastructures, wipe
databases, power shortage, networks damages and many other technical consequences. In
this situation, states can recover despite the high cost of this recovery. Of course, state
doesn’t like to get this high bill but this is the end of cyber attacks compared to traditional
approaches of fighting where it kills human and wipe the infrastructure like nuclear attack. It
is incomparable with cyber attack.

USA vis to vis Russia in cyber space are growing and it will not stop to the level of
presidential election manipulation. It is cheap fighting domain and could cause a lot of
chaos for state opponent via utilizing different kind of cyber interference. Repeated cyber
interaction between adversaries will accumulative consequence high loses. Resistance of
cooperation will reflect loses for both opponent due to high probability of cyber attacks
success.

EA(n) = a4 p+a1(1− p)

EB(n) = b4 p+b1(1− p)
(5.2)

Expected outcome for each state following strategy of attacking -n- is to accomplish
but at the same time possibility of getting lose via opponent retaliation is high due to cyber
vulnerabilities availability within state cyber space. Between these two equations (5.2), both
states will suffer from the mutual disruption where both state can keep repeatedly attacking
its opponents causing some sort of loses within cyber space.

Comparing cyberspace to other conflicts domain, cyber attack is not affecting human life
directly compared to conventional conflict where human is the target. For that, states are
highly interest to manipulate with its opponent via cyber space for cause maximum possible
loses. Russia persistently challenging USA and attempting repeatedly to cause different
kind of loses whatever possible to achieve. Continuously attempting to cause different kind
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Fig. 5.6 USA vs Russia Cyber Escalation

of loses into USA cyber infrastructure. For that, USA and for maximizing benefit of its
cyber deterrence strategy and rather than maintaining cyber escalation, might attempt to
concentrate more on how de-escalate cyber confrontation. De-escalation is reduction in the
cyber mutual disruption situation and it is meeting with deterrence objectives. Reducing
threat intense is deterrence and deterrence might not stop threat fully but it can be considered
as a success of deterrence while reduction in threat level. This reduction is reflection when
state adversary decided not keep attacking and move to a decision of reducing the attack.

De-escalation is reduction in cyber attacks. It could happen under the commitment
and acceptance of state adversary to reduce or hold the Maximization o f attacking strategy
(EA = c > n) and keep signaling about its strategical changes. Deescalation could be due fear
from threat of retaliation, believe on mutual repeated loses between adversaries, shortage
of resources or attempt to guess adversary willingness to cooperate and growth in adver-
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sary threat credibility. In practising deescalation, state (A) strategy should reflect more of
cooperation (EA = c > n) and should be full of commitment.

De-escalation is more of cooperation than confrontation within the model and within the
real life practise of each state strategies. For that, assuming cooperation started it needs from
both actors to terminate their payoffs reflecting their intention and it can occur under the
mutual condition:

• Predictable payoff for EA= c > n, concurrently and similarly,

• Predictable payoff for EB= c > n

Fig. 5.7 State vs State Cyber Conflict Escalation and De-escalation Mode

Cyber escalation model is based on a deterrence game has been developed in (chapter.4).
Both adversaries are assumed to be able to choose any level of initial cooperation or non-
cooperation; the more cooperative player (if there is one) maybe then choose to retaliate. In
cyber conflict, states are assumed to have escalated their cyber conflict. After realizing the
growth in loss (Accumulative Loses) and reach the time to stabilize the escalation before it
explodes.

State (B) can, by threatening it adversaries by repeated cyber attacks (Within the sequen-
tial game) against its cyber opponent, supposed to stimulate adversary behaviour to stabilize
and establish new (StatusQuo). The new (StatusQuo) is a consequence of maximizing the
probability of s strategy for both player point of view within the game model.
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In addition, points of threat escalation are identified in early sections which neither state
can prevent the adversary within cyber space from escalating further without threatening the
opponent more severely (Repeated Games) than before the crisis explode, thereby heating up
and already the tense situation between State EA= n > c and EB= n > c.

Crisis in cyber space stabilization is aided by being driven close to the situation of full
cooperation between both adversaries. Paradoxically, both players may benefit from having
created a crisis for only escalating threats may resolve. The benefits are more supporting
other strategic factors like reputations and credibility. In this case state might benefit from
limited escalation. Controlled and limited escalation will assist state credibility in threatening
adversaries. In this model, the attempt is to discuss ways of avoiding threat escalation and
decrease risk of ongoing (state-state) cyber confrontation, especially cyber conflicts between
superpowers that have the most advanced cyber technologies.

The report produced by National Intelligence in 2017 has assessed Russia cyber activities
and its intentions in recent US elections. This report and many other reports reflect the nature
of cyber escalation between Russia and USA [189] as a case reflecting our model. In term
of modelling escalation and deescalation, such situation can be understood via tracing the
repeated interaction between both players (USA and Russia). Each state seems pursuing
situation of challenging.

Strategy of minimizing cooperation with state cyber adversary is exactly reflecting the
growth in cyber threat and it is where cyber escalation.

Minimizing Prob o f (Cooperation) ∦ Deescalation

Minimizing Prob o f (c) = Bad Deescalation
(5.3)

Russia has tried repeatedly to effect USA cyber infrastructure utilizing different kinds
of cyber threats on top of these threat was the suspicious of targeting US voting cyber
infrastructure. As well as the Americans in the ongoing attempts to track and monitor
weaknesses in Russia cyber domain, either for direct use or for future employment as a
retaliation from the Russians cyber threats. Increasing the probability of cooperation within
state vs to vs its cyber adversaries is where cyber deescalation beginning. It can be initiated
by one state for the purpose of signaling its adversaries about its intention to change its
strategy within the same conflict. Correlation between maximizing probability of cooperation
and deescalation in cyber confrontation functioning in a parallel in reducing cyber threat
heat.
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Maximizing Prob o f Cooperation ∥ Deescalation

Maximizing Prob o f (c) = Good Deescalation = Good Cyber Deterrence
(5.4)

So, it is state to decide rationally between escalate and deescalate cyber threat for the purpose
of deterring its cyber adversaries. Different criteria state need to consider especially if it is
confronted with a real sophisticated cyber state like Russia and China. Moreover, what is
working between China and USA might not fit to establish any deterrence between Russia
and USA.

5.4 Strategies and Lessons for Escalation

In summarizing the chapter and what has been observed from the cyber escalation model
analysis as well as the case study, certain lessons has been concluded. These lessons can be
transformed as a strategy that state would benefit in strengthening its cyber deterrence policy.

Escalation in cyber deterrence is a situation that comes after threat of retaliation as a
punishment failure in deterring state cyber adversaries. Credibility of cyber threat can work
in stimulating cooperation behaviour between adversaries while in many cases it does not.
When credibility of cyber threat does not work, the intense of cyber confrontation is the next
stage of the conflict where each adversary attempt to challenge and this will increase the
probability of mutual loses (mutual assured disruption) which will basically cause damage
for both state cyber domain.

Specifically, when a state get into escalation situation within cyber space it needs a careful
analysis about the next step in escalation due to the complexity and unpredictability reflecting
the ambiguity of cyber space threats. Escalation in cyber space can benefit from escalations
of other conflict domains but it is does not mean it will give the same results. For that, the
lessons from this chapter analysis can be briefly summarized:

5.4.1 Escalation of Cyber Threat Model General Lessons:

• State need to calculate carefully the decision of escalation when confronted with known
credible state. This is because it is very fragile strategy as the retaliation from credible
state might be heavily costly and will minimize any expected gain.

• Escalation in cyber space can assist state in Minimizing its cyber adversaries certainty
about high benefits. This can be practise via signaling or practical exercise.
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• Fluctuate between light escalation and non escalation as the retaliation from the credible
state probable consequence with high impact of damage.

• It is known that credible state in the cyber space can go for escalation due the resources
and capacity. But in opposite, it is also known that other state can keep the cyber
escalation

• Escalation in the first cyber case will give state immunization and experience for
maximizing strategic reputation within cyber space.

5.4.2 Escalation and States Strategies:

• Escalation in cyber space between two states (A) and (B) occur when credibility of
cyber threat as a retaliation punishment fail in reducing the heat of ongoing cyber
confrontation. Then, both states get involved in cyber attacks and the main conditions
for cyber escalation is when both states USA and Russia pursue their intention to
challenge its opponents and this is what is happening in real life. So, strategic situation
for each state will be reflecting each state calculation.

USA (B) escalation strategies will consistently follow strategies under the condition
EB = n > c:

1. Minimize (p) : Keep attacking Russia via utilizing cyber threat either as a
punishment or as a retaliation for the previous cyber attack. In addition, it does
not give Russia chance to preempt within cyber space,

4. Minimize (q) : Continuously assure to minimize any probability of cooperation
with Russia,

2. Maximize (r) : Keep maximizing the strategy of attacking Russia aiming to keep
enforcing Russia to maximize probability of cooperation,

3. Maximize (s) : Retaliate in ways to keep effecting Russian cyber infrastructures
and strengthening USA cyber credibility,

In opposite, Russia (A) to escalate need to follow a strategy that assures EA = n > c
and under conditions of:

1. Maximize (p) : Keep Retaliate against USA via repeated cyber attacks either as a
punishment reflecting cyber attack. In addition, not to give USA chance for any
second preemption,
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4. Minimize (q) : Continuously assure to minimize any probability of cooperation
with USA,

2. Minimize (r) : Keep maximizing the strategy of attacking USA aiming to keep
enforcing USA to maximize probability of cooperation,

3. Maximize (s) : Retaliate in ways to keep effecting USA cyber infrastructures and
strengthening Russia cyber credibility,

• Deescalation within cyber space can be achieved in case of both Russia (A) and USA
(B) parallel and at the same time prioritize the following strategies:

1. Minimize (s) : USA convince Russia to reduce the probability of attacking and,

2. Maximize (q) : Then prioritizing the cooperation due to probability of maximizing
cooperation will assure outcome of EAMax(q) = (Gain ≥ lose)



Chapter 6

Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement

In this chapter, the target is to explain a new deterrence approach that might be more efficient
in optimizing cyber deterrence compared to previous traditional deterrence approaches
(Denial and Punishment). This approach is based on entanglement. The chapter will introduce
the concept of entanglement and the incentives for prioritizing entanglement approach. It will
investigate the practical steps for approaching the deterrence by entanglement for deterring
cyber threats. Practices that motivate states to develop mutual trust as a ground for the
strategy of cooperation and at the same time show even credible state was lack to deter non
credible state using credible cyber threat.

The next section of this chapter attempt to analyze the strategy that could replace the
weakness of credible threats in deterring cyber threats which is escalation. Escalating cyber
confrontation has different nature compared to other type of escalation of conventional
conflicts and Each state can deliberately pursue cyber confrontation.

For that, this chapter tries to explore the deterrence by entanglement as a best optimistic
strategy for the state-state cyber conflicts. It will analyze the relevance of entanglement to cy-
ber deterrence and assumptions for developing strategies that develop concrete entanglement
for the benefit of both adversaries. On further thought, the role of entanglement in cyber
domain in supporting cyber deterrence will be explained.

Then, the chapter will present a case study as motivational case study that support
the assumptions of success of the entanglement approach as a better strategical option for
two credible cyber state. The case study reflect the situation of two states having close
interest to cooperates showing mutual fear followed by mathematical model for analyzing
the entanglement approach and how the model can work reflecting the situation of mutual
cooperation. Chapter conclude with a section presenting strategies that help optimizing state
entanglement and helping states with ultimate approach that consequence cyber deterrence
working successfully.
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6.1 Entanglement Concept

States developing their cyber power (Defense, Offense and Deterrence) for assuring their
capacity to defend or respond against international cyber threats. This development will give
states ability to show its credibility and readiness to approve its capability. Over history,
states was trying to hide its military capacity and consider this capacity as a key success
or advances for the states in challenging its opponents and surprises. But, this assumption
changed during the recent history especially during the cold war between USA and Soviet
Union. During cold war and with a little of transparency between both adversary. The
transparency gives a transparent information or indicators about mutual nuclear capacity
and this draw a clear expectation about the consequence in case of miscalculation happen
between both nuclear superpowers.

In cyber space, states are developing its capacity similar to other states around the world
even those states under international sanction can develop its cyber capacity and we have
witnessed this with Iran as case discussed within credibility chapter. Despite western sanction
to prevent Iran from getting any cyber security technology but after specific cyber attacks,
the Iran cyber race has quickly started and it has became a credible cyber state similar to
many other international credible states within a very short period of time. For sure, state
can be credible in cyber but at the same time it is vulnerable to wide range of cyber threats.
By the same logic, when state (A) develops its cyber offensive capacity its adversary can
develop the same offensive capacity or other advanced once.

Developing cyber threats and replicating it is more simple compared to other conventional
conflict domains. Moreover, the delivery of the cyber threat is simple and have different
tactics within a well connected networked world. This uniqueness raise the level of possibility
of suffering repeatably and unpredictably. In opposite, state opponent can do the same of
getting cyber threats and utilize it for effecting state (Deterrent) repeatedly and this will not
aid the deterrent state or main state on escalating process of cyber attacks and growing scale
of cyber threats. Thats why no states can claim that its is secured from any type of cyber
attacks as the decision maker know how fragile is the cyber space and it should be treated
carefully.

The core goal of cyber deterrence strategy is to prevent cyber adversaries from taking the
decision of attack. In addition, the general understanding of the deterrence practice was via
two major sub strategies. First, deterrence by denial and the second is by punishment and
both were practiced enough during the cold war.

Within previous two chapters, we have seen how credible state in the cyber domain (USA)
was not capable to stop its opponent (Iran) from developing its cyber credibility and despite
its credibility it has not succeeded in deterring Iran from threatening US within cyber space
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and this approach has resulted into another credible state that can utilize the cyber threat as
retaliatory against its adversaries.

The analysis within previous two chapters have shed the lights over the lack of success in
the deterrence approach by strategy of punishment by retaliation via credible cyber threat and
it could lead to an escalator interaction between two credible states. The nature of escalation
in cyber is not going to limit to certain expected targets but it is more of unpredictable
and unknown. Also, this approach will not function as it is expected to deter cyber threats
especially in case of cyber conflict between credible cyber actors. So, both cyber deterrence
by denial which is reflecting hardening cyberspace vulnerability will reduce any probability
of getting attacked neither cyber deterrence by punishment utilizing credible cyber threat
aligned with other sanctioning will deter states from getting cyber technologies that help
develop cyber threats.

These two approaches for deterrence were not successfully working in cyber due to
the uniqueness of cyber space reflecting the misperceptions, misattribution and changes
in the international system in term of conflict and cooperation. Comparing cyber to the
nuclear, in nuclear the parameters for the deterrence was clear between USA and Russia
and it was known that no nuclear attack is accepted and if attack occurs the retaliation in
kind is confirmed. This happens when there is no misperception between both actors and
both states know what is the consequence. While in cyber, strategies are still having a lot of
ambiguity between states and need more work to get narrowed down and develop another
approach. Different questions within the cyber deterrence strategy need clear answers: (1).
Should cyber deterrence strategy deter one particular cyber attack? (2). Should strategy
target deterring any cyber attack that may target any critical infrastructure disruption or
destruction? (3). Should it deter malicious activities like political propaganda? (4). Should it
deter newly complex cyber-attacks like ransomware or crypt jacking attacks? More deeper
work is needed to be done in this field and with more precise approaches to achieve more
measurable deterrence in cyber space.

Deterrence in cyber compared to the nuclear need more transparency similar to what has
occurred during Cold War between the Soviet Union and USA. The transparency is reflecting
the real intention of how state strategically is willing to utilize the cyber space and up to what
extend it is willing to keep cyber a peaceful space. Another similar question with another
dimension, will superpowers accept to be more transparent about its cyber capability with its
adversaries especially if these states consider as a mini state in the international system.

We suggest that the best belief about state and its strategic situation in cyber space is that
every state know that it is secure but at the same time it is vulnerable. It is secure, in the sense
that states are investing to secure what is possible to secure in the cyber space specially the
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known cyber threats. But, vulnerable to plenty of unknown and unpredictable cyber threats
as states are more opened and networked than ever before. USA is on top of these states who
knows this mutual situation of cyber strength and vulnerability [190]. This mutual belief
(state-state) should enforce the need for maintaining cyber as space for exchanging business
and stimulate states for entanglement approach for the benefit of deterrence in cyber space.

Cyber threats is not limited to the malware, APT, but it is broader. A broader classification
includes cyber espionage, cyber sabotage, and many others of disruptive cyber threats [191].
Furthermore, states are suffering from vulnerability where cyber defense technologies are
not capable to protect state infrastructure from these wide range of cyber threats despite
the development with the cyber defense aligned with the capacity of all states to develop
and replicate cyber threats. This complex mixture enforce states to belief in the strength
important and weakness at the same time. The cyber space is needed to be more peaceful
space and at the same time individual states want to utilize it for more enforcement against
its opponents.

The entanglement approach presumes each state are welcoming the cooperation more
than confrontation due to the achievement to the believe about strength and vulnerability.
For that, state welcoming the cooperation in cyber. This assumption need to be followed by
practical steps in the real practice [192].

Trust Building for the (State to State) Entanglement

Transforming deterrence by entanglement to practical steps between states need tangible
actions. The mutual interest is not enough to assure progress between states, for that, there
is a need for developing mutual trust aligned with the mutual interest of making peace and
cooperation in the cyber space.

some of the practical actions that can be initiated between (state-state) cyber deterrence
by entanglement approach is like:

• An official high level members from both states to be nominated for responsibility of
any critical cyber incidents and working more closer.

• Sharing information about cyber threats and threatener, via agreed mechanisms and
trusted communications channels. It could be via intelligence community channels or
other trusted governmental institutes.

• Forming a technical teams for closer technical work in the case of challenges in issues
like digital forensics, reverse engineering or any other technical related issues.
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Deterrence by entanglement as per Joseph Nye [193] is more of “Self deterrence” and it
could be as a result of mis-perception between both actors within the conflict. The problem
of mis-perception between both actors in cyber conflict is a complex issue and to raise the
level of perception need an inside information about each state intention. Each state need
more complete and accurate information about its opponent to reduce the level of uncertainty.
Raising the transparency and exchange of information was there within nuclear deterrence
during cold war between both US and soviet. Both states has exchanged information about
each other nuclear intention more closely. This is not just exchange information but more
related to the issue of transparency between two states. This exchange was the key to know
about each other threat as well as a more deep signal about intention to cooperate rather than
confront.

In cyber, the ambiguity about threats as well as vulnerability is high and at the same time
each state attempt to hide any information about its cyber program and treat it under the
classified information. This lead to a situation where states doesn’t know what opponent is
carrying as a threat and intention of utilizing the threat or not and this is where mis-perception
play the role in deterrence. Essential issue like mis-perception between both actors in cyber
conflict will not help to achieve any sort of deterrence and understanding of each other
intention aligned with feel of mutual debilitation [194].

Assuming high probable success for the deterrence by entanglement strategy does not
mean that other deterrence approaches are not essential for the state aiming to develop its
cyber deterrence policy. This high probability is reflecting the nature of cyber space and
challenges surrounding conflicts in cyber. Issues like (attribution, lack on norms„,etc) give the
entanglement approach more acceptance between two states aiming to cooperate compared
to other deterrence approaches. Moreover, it will test how serious both states (A) and (B) to
cooperate closely in preventing furthering any escalator cyber confrontations. The scenario
is like state (B) is more advanced in cyber security technologies compared to the State (A)
and in this case and by working more closely between (A+B), it could make a better progress
in tracking red teams.

In summary, entanglement approach is closer to the cooperation between both states
due to lack of credibility efficiency, fear from escalation and for mutual benefits. Another
advantage, it could help to identify if state (A) stand behind the malicious activities or it is
not the state. Entanglement approach will reduce the uncertainty between both adversaries
and will examine seriousness of cooperation between both states in reducing the cyber
threats. Next section objective to present a case study that explain the nature of deterrence
entanglement and the motivators for both adversaries and the expected gains.
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6.2 Motivational Case Study

China became known as the second largest world economy and at the same time it is a nuclear
state. Moreover, China is the second largest defense budget in term of spending and this
strategic and international position give China another strength in the deterrence calculation.
Deterrence rely on threat and promises and not limited to these two factors when deterrence
strategy between superpower like China and USA. China with its economical and military
position in the international arena have the capacity to play with the factors of threat and
promise similar to USA.

Another dimension in the China cyber power is the capacity of its cyber army. China has
developed its cyber hacking army and recently has admits that it has developed this army and
there are many units working on the same mission despite denying this claim for a long time.
However, it is for the first time China admitted and then it was in the PLA publication called
“The Science of Military Strategy.” [200]

So, cyber confrontation between two states China and USA is another scenario compared
between USA and Russia. For that, what could suite china decision maker could not suite
Russia and similarly what could encourage USA for cooperation could not encourage Russia.

Dependency, Cyber Defense, China and United States:

Cyber space has become more critical for all states sectors of government, commerce,
intelligence, military, academic, and not limited to many other public services. Unites states
compared to many other states is highly depending on cyber space and it is the preferable
medium for communications and many aspects of social life.

The more critical part in the US case is that the American military is also highly dependent
and relying on plenty of global cyber networks consisting of 15,000 local area networks and
more than 7 million computers connected to each other over more than 100,000 telecommu-
nication circuits. These systems and networks are spread all over US bases around the world.
The scary point, these cyber infrastructure process and transmit classified and unclassified,
secret and the top secret information reflecting daily ongoing administrative tasks and not
limited to the fighting operations [201]. Just to imagine that hackers successfully reach the
information related to the military plans, capability, and different intelligent operations. This
is information and just need to think about consequences if Chinese hackers get to such
information.

The figures about US and its military usage of cyber technology is published on 2009 and
we can estimate the growth in utilization new technologies. Yes, adopting new technologies
give US and its military a step ahead in superiority compared to other adversaries but at
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the same time this reliance cause to increase exploitable vulnerability which aids cyber
adversaries another superiority against US.

Deterrence by Entanglement, Why?

The aim of cyber deterrence policy is to discourage state opponent from starting or pursuing
ongoing conflict and this can be via convincing that if state (A) continue on threatening state
(B) there will be more to lose than to gain. This can be practiced by different deterrence
approaches. First, deterrence by denial where state strengthening its cyber defensive capabil-
ity, and this will prevent any success of the attack or get frustrated. Second, deterrence by
punishment where state (B) threat its opponent with a massive cyber retaliation benefiting
from its cyber offensive capabilities. Both deterrence by denial and deterrence by punishment
need further credibility both in offensive as well as defensive. On top of these two approaches,
state need to communicate clearly about its intent and demonstrate its ability to use this
capacity.

Cyber deterrence by denial can work in reducing the threat from known cyber vulnerabil-
ity via hardening cyber defense controls. This will keep deterrence by denial (Maximizing)
the cost of attack from attacker prospective and (Minimize) the possibility of success. But
still this approach is not capable to deal with unknown cyber threats. Advance Persistence
Threats (APT) or Zero-day attacks where states challenging each other. So, this approach is
not sufficient enough to deal with state cyber adversaries [195].

Cyber deterrence by Punishment also can work but with a lot of challenges. State can
threat to retaliate in kind by reverse cyber-attacks to the suspected state with massive and
replicated cyber attacks. In case of China and US, approach like deterrence by punishment is
not highly expected to work due the power of both state plus capacity and capability aligned
with the willingness. But, another way around the ongoing cyber confrontation will affect
both of these two superpower states. For that, pursuing with not approach to deter cyber
threat between both states is more of escalation and ongoing cyber escalation between two
credible states consequence ongoing mutual loses reflecting mutual debilitation in cyber
defense.

The problem with both approaches that State (A) can continuously maintain that cyber
attack came from non-state actors or other red teams and they are acting upon their own
sense of corrupt understanding about protecting nation or country. So, these cyber attacks is
not on the any official orders by the state or the governmental agents. In addition, there is
no clear or solid cyber evidences confirm that attack coming from State (A) and this is what
is happening with our case in this chapter. China keep claiming that cyber attacks are not
sources by its official agents and there is no evidence for this. From real world practise it is
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not easy to identify DDoS attack from source having IP address coming from china domain
and this IP address under the responsibility of any Chinese agents. This technical complexity
need a closer approach that help exchanging information between both States (A) and (B).

Credibility of USA as well as China is there [196] and fragility in cyber space also there
aligned with willingness between both states for challenging each other[198]. The most
important issue need to have more attention is the mutual benefit and the calculation of
gaining and loses between both states. Aligned with the credibility of both states is the
complexity of each other geopolitical situation that both superpowers have sort of interest to
benefit each other and balance between cooperation and confrontation. Some can argue that
China cyber threat is more of stealing information not destructive compared to Russian cyber
threat. Answering this argument is possible: Stolen information is valuable and it has helped
china to enhance its economy and political situation and at the same time reflect damage to
USA business as well as strategic operations.

It is indispensable to understand motivators for selecting cyber deterrence by entangle-
ment as another approach without replacing other deterrence approaches (denial, punishment
and norms). For that, in this chapter the attempt is to explore entanglement as an effective
deterrence strategy in deterring cyber threat especially between superpower.

Fig. 6.1 China vs USA Cyber Espionage Timeline [197]

It is known that USA and China are on the top of list as first and second largest world
economic as well as military budget. International strategic position for both states as
superpower is an exceptional context compared to the relation between USA and Russia. For
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that, relying on both approaches (Denial-Punishment) of traditional deterrence is difficult to
work efficiently in deterring cyber threats.

Balancing the belief about strength and weakness (vulnerability) within cyber space is
a core factor that can stimulate rational calculations of both actors to bring them together
with new approach for a first step of cooperation. The nature of cooperation is based on self
deterrence as China and USA confirm they will not get involved or by knowingly support
any cyber attack against its opponent. So, this self deterrence to assure no cyber espionage or
any semi cyber crimes will be sponsored by the state against another state and the same with
adversary. This is where self deterrence or deterrence by entanglement can begin.

The selected case study is the best case that reflect the situation where both states are
having the intention to cooperate and at the same time have the fear from its opponent.
Entanglement approach bring both states to first step of guessing the depth of water between
actors and then build upon this approach another closer agreements or another norms to
assure demilitarization in cyber space.

Plenty of strategist claim that the mission of cyber-attacks sourced from China is to steal
secrets from foreign companies and government. Reasons beyond this attack is differ from
political espionage to corporate espionage and everybody does the same thing with slight
differences. The argument here, it is difficult to limit Chinese cyber capacity is for only
political or economic espionage as it can be utilized for different destructive mission while
the capacity are there and ongoing get developed [199].

China and USA Cyber Agreement

During the state visit of China President Xi Jinping on 24-25 September 2015, Chinese
president and USA president stood together and declared that both state USA and China will
not conduct or support any cyber enabled theft of intellectual property and it is including
trade secrets or any other confidential business information.

President Obama said, “I raised, once again, our serious concerns about growing cyber
threats to American companies and American citizens. I indicated that it has to stop.”
Moreover he said “The United States government does not engage in cyber economic
espionage for commercial gain, and today I can announce that our two countries have reached
a common understanding on a way forward” [203].

Chinese president has confirmed that the two countries would not knowingly support any
such practices and both states will remain strict to the norms of behavior within the cyber
space. President Xi Jinping said on his speech September 2015, “The Cold War has long
ended. [China and the U.S] should make joint efforts to build a new model of major-country
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relations between two countries, and realize non-conflict, non-confrontation, mutual respect
and cooperation” [204].

Despite a high level of uncertainty surrounding this agreement and many could argue
about the mutual commitment but this deal has reduced the risk heat of cyber threat between
both states and establish sort of bilateral trust. What is confirming remaining uncertainty is
president Obama announcement and his warning “We will be watching carefully to make an
assessment as to whether progress has been in this area” [205] and White House has released
in general what has been agreed between China and United State regarding this particular
issue. Below the list a briefed of what has been published in White house official website
[202]:

• Both agreed on timely responses should be provided and agreed to cooperate in a
manner reflect to national laws and other relevant international obligation, investigation
and collecting cyber evidences and mitigate suspicious malicious cyber activity and
both agreed to update each other regarding investigation as appropriate.

• Both sides agreed to that neither country will conduct nor knowingly support cyber
enabled theft of intellectual property including trade secrets or any other confidential
information.

• Both sides are committed to making common effort to further identify and promote
appropriate norms of state behavior in cyber space.

• The United States and China agree to establish high level joint dialogue mechanism on
fighting cyber crimes and other related issues.

One year after the agreement, FireEye published a technical report in July 2016 claiming
that the number of cyber attacks compromising US networks by Chinese attackers has
dramatically dropped from 60 in February 2013 to less than 10 in May 2016 [206] and this
give a positive progress in Chinese cyber threat reduction.

Absence of evidence is not the same thing as evidence of absence and when a technical
report from a specialized company like FireEye [206] confirmed reduction in cyber attacks as
well as a strategic research corporation like RAND confirm that this agreement is a good first
step in reporting the advantage to achieve this agreement. Scott Harold on his report mention
that after many years of suffering of losses costing US billions of dollar as a consequence of
economically motivated cyber espionage [207] sourced from China.

As discussed above, the general economical and military situation of both states (China
- USA) and complexity of geopolitical situation between both states. The need for new
approach of deterrence became necessary.
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From China perspective, this agreement may reflect what is president Obama confess that
USA are not involve in any cyber espionage and it is willing to go for further cooperation
and at this point China leadership thinks optimistically to welcome and response positively.

From USA perspective, this agreement is a vital opportunity to test the Chinese govern-
ment intension in cooperation and willingness. Usually Chinese denying the cyber espionage
or any other attacks. But, this agreement will help to test compliance with the agreement
and possibly to deter cyber espionage. Moreover, it will help for furthering the cooperation
especially in developing another norms for shaping State Cyber behavior between State to
State.

A high level of agreement between USA president and Chinese President reflect mutual
believes of both leadership regarding seriousness of Cyber Threats and at the same time
importance for both states to keep cyber space functioning despite different assumption
regarding commitments for transferring agreement to a practical actions. So, this agreement
should be considered as first good step in the right direction, Yes it is not the final step for
solving wide problem like cyber confrontation.

This agreement has been developed between optimism and at the same time skepticism
despite a different claims that 2015 cyber agreement between Beijing and Washington is
difficult to achieve its objectives but our point here is to response to a very deep question
which is, What has stimulate USA and China to sit and agree to sign this particular agreement?
It is because of mutual believe of debilitation and the best optimistic and strategic option
is to go with an approach of entangle. This approach may will reduce the intention of
confrontation and it does [206].

The agreement is a result of mutual assured debilitation and reflecting the practice of
the deterrence by entanglement approach. It aids in maximizing rather than minimizing the
cooperation and a good example for other states within international arena to work closer to
achieving the objectives of demilitarizing cyber space.

6.3 Entanglement Model for Cyber Deterrence

Cyber deterrence main objective is to discourage state cyber adversaries from starting or
pursuing ongoing cyber threat. As discussed earlier there are plenty of challenges weakening
success of deterrence in cyber space like lack of attribution, deniability, misperception,
uncertainty about adversary intention, and many other challenges discussed within literature
review Section 3.8. For that, we assume deterrence by entanglement will assist in resolving
these challenges. Then by resolving these challenges, the hope of achieving successful cyber
deterrence probably will increase.
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Deterrence by entanglement approach can be more of self-deterrence where each state at
certain degree should accept to reduce the intense of cyber-attacks at the beginning for its
benefit and then for its opponent to develop mutual trust and to accept to change the strategy
of attacking by cooperation. On top of this, state need to communicate clearly about its
intention not to use its cyber threats capacity as a first step for developing a trust ground for
next step of cooperation.

Scope of Entanglement Model: scope of this model is to analyze the deterrence by
entanglement approach and the expected outcome from this approach in deterring state cyber
adversaries.

Cyber deterrence by entanglement model analysis begin by setting up the cyber deterrence
model and just to remind our self about the credibility of cyber threat model as well as cyber
escalation model analyzed in previous chapters. Within previous two model of analysis
there is no clear willingness for cooperation between states due to complexity and different
perceptions between cyber adversaries. Not withing the model between two credible states
and its cyber threat nor with escalation approach as well.

The payoffs for State (A) and State (B), respectively, are noted as (Ai,B j) and this payoff
assumed in order:

• State (Ai) =China = a1 < a2 < a3 < a4

• State (B j) =USA = b1 < b2 < b3 < b4

Both actors within the model in figure 6.3 keep changing between two strategies either
to attack or not to attack and going to give notation like:

• Strategies (c) = Cooperate/No Attack or (n) = No cooperation/Attacking

In addition, the expected payoff for both sates within deterrence by entanglement
model will take symbol:

• EA= Expected payoff to State A for choosing (c) or (n)

• EB= Expected payoff to State B for choosing (c) or (n)

Then, the analysis between state (A+B) within the model will be following mixed

• p = Probability that, State B choose (c), given State A prior choice of (n)

• q = Probability that, State B choose (c), or given State A prior choice of (c)
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• r = Probability that, State B choose (n), given State A prior choice of (c)

• s = Probability that, State B choose (n), or given State A prior choice of (n)

In accordance with the rules of the entanglement model, player should restrict to the
model general rules:

- Each player (State), either (A) or (B) do choose between (n = Attack) and (c =

NottoAttack),

- It is 2 player model which consequence four strategic payoff within the game for both
states either for US or China.

- Both states (China or USA) at a certain degree would prefer to entangle (cooperate)
and priority (c, c) which reflect best outcome for both states: (a3,b3)

- One state may not cooperate (c, n) and (n, c) and it is reflect best outcome for the
state that are not willing to cooperate (a2,b4) and (a4,b2) but will not sustain as best
outcome.

- Both States are not willing to cooperate (n, n) and this situation will be the worst
outcome for both states (a1,b1) which will reflect Mutual Cyber Con f rontation (es-
calation).

Cyber deterrence by entanglement model is also based on cyber deterrence game model
consisting of two states as players and involved within a cyber conflict. Both states can
select between two strategies either to not to attack (Cooperate) or attack which reflect
situation of (Not to Cooperate). Deterrence model are mainly relying on analyzing Gain and
Lose as a reflection of Cost shaping gain and lose from each actor prospective. Deterrence
by entanglement approach mainly working on explaining situation that assumed to help in
bringing both opponents to the table. Entanglement model manipulating with the calculating
cost and benefit between these two strategies (n) or (c).

With the same logic of cyber deterrence model where probability of preemption from both
actors point of view are with high probability due to different reasons reflecting the nature of
cyber space and many other (State-State) domains conflicts. Both States are rationally trying
to maximize their payoffs within cyber conflict and when conflict begin there will be lack
of information about attacker. After period of time some information is gathered as a result
of digital forensic technologies and many other related analysis. During attack, state (B)
start pointing over the attacker state (A) and opposing with deniability from state (A). In this
case, we assume attribution is there and reflecting frequent cyber attacks that has occurred
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between both states. In this situation, deterrent (B) aiming to bring the attacker (A) to the
table for furthering the behaviour of cooperation rather than sustaining on confrontation
mode. Cooperation is a self deterrence where adversary believe that cooperation will give
more of Gaining > Lose.

Fig. 6.2 Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement Model Definitions

In modelling cyber deterrence by entanglement approach we will consider two states
with opposed interests within cyber space. Each state is maximize attacking (cyber attack)
expecting gaining and in some attacks it is gaining from attacker prospective but cyber
retaliation is not predictable which could be more sever to the attacker from the first attack
due to consequence of the retaliation attack. When calculating gain achieved via first attack
and the lose consequence from retaliation, a rational decision are needed. Rational decision
is expected to be Minimize attacking strategy and preventing pursuing attacking adversary.
This decision is a consequence of fear in continuing Losing more than any gaining from
confrontation with current adversary. This rational calculation is the ground for stimulating
self deterrence.

Cyber confrontation at this stage between both superpowers (China and USA) reflect the
intention of confrontation rather than cooperation. It is because each state believe separately
can manipulate with its adversary and cause more lose than gain within cyber space. The
strategic situation between both states reflect Mutual Non−Cooperation and each state
strategy:

• State (A) Assured Payoff EA= n > c, and at the same time USA intention,

• State (B) Assured Payoff EB= n > c

If theses strategies are continued, it will clearly not lead to any cooperation between
USA as well as China and no deterrence will be expected to get establish. For that, one
of both states need to spark the initiative to lead the entanglement process for establishing
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Fig. 6.3 Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement Model

sort of cooperation and it could be considered as a (Self Deterrence). The idea here, that
the deterrent state approach its opponent via adding the cyber threat as one of negotiations
agenda for testing the depth of the water of its opponent. Close negotiations about cyber
threats and the need for further interaction between both States will help both player to
justify the intention of opponent either to cooperate or not and pursuing the negotiation just a
cheap talk. The negotiation should provide solid ground for mutual intention to allow the
equilibrium to provide better profit for each player (A)+(B).

Challenge with Entanglement model is the degree (the point), where both actors need
to get convinced about his adversary intention to cooperate. Repeated cyber interaction via
on going attacking and retaliation between both states might not be enough to stimulate the
willingness for furthering cooperation decision due to lack of information about opponent
willingness to cooperate and reduce the intense of cyber attacks.

In this case, the incentives between USA and China as both states are on top of list
as economical power where each state need to keep exchange of business via cyber space
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running smoothly. As example, USA has amazon and china has Alibaba where millions of
goods get imported and exported between these two states plus the global market.

Recall nuclear deterrence model, the certainty about threat of retaliation EB = (n)> (c)
which high certainly will consequence mutual nuclear attack and mutual loses EA = (n)>
(c) = LOSE > GAIN. Pursuing strategy of nuclear attacking with high certainty of nuclear
retaliation is not a rational strategy and will not lead to any optimization either to EA or EB.

But in cyber, certainty of retaliation and its success is possible due to vulnerability within
cyber space. More specifically, when state know certainly that its opponent willing to change
the curve of non attacking strategy to retaliate and cause more harm, it should calculate its
next strategy. From both states point view, this situation is possible to occur. Yes, not all
cyber attacks are equal in term of value and its relation to state national security. In this case,
the general assumption here that China as State (A) with the model continuously committed
to Maximize strategy of Attacking (n > c) and in cyber space it is expected to reflect situation
of winning the attack and achieve expected Gain within accepted cost of attacking aligned
with gain.

EA(n) = a4 p+a1(1− p) (6.1)

It is more of Gain > Loses cyber attack and that is why State (A) strategically prioritize
to keep Maximizing the strategy of cyber attack against its adversary assumed USA. In
opposite, USA is a credible state in the cyber space and similarly have the interest to threat
and cause Lose over its adversary presumed in this case as China. So, USA by repeatedly
attacking Chinese cyber space will Gain via success these cyber attack but it seems China
are not suffering as USA from cyber threat and this is because USA are more relying of
cyber space in operating State infrastructure as well as its economy. USA by pursuing
maximizing strategy of attacking expecting to deter China via threat of cyber retaliation
would be successfully achieved by:

Maximize EA(n) = a4 > a1, (6.2)

China payoff by Maximizing strategy of cyber attack within cyber conflict with USA will be
more of:

EA(n) = a4 p+a1(1− p) (6.3)

Both States (A) and (B) can maintain strategy of Maximize cyber attack strategy and
moreover maintain success of this particular strategy within the model (6.3). Success of
attacking via cyber space are highly expected as mentioned earlier and it is one of the cyber
deterrence challenges. China expected payoff from attacking USA expected to be EA(n) = a4
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and at the same time USA payoff expected by attacking China EB(n) = b4. So, correlation
between possibility to success cyber attack and cause mutual ongoing loses between both
states are the main point for stimulating entanglement and self deterrence. In caparison with
nuclear deterrence this situation is not much likely to success due to logistic difficulties in
proceeding second nuclear strike while in cyber is highly possible to success. That is why
we assume in this model that both players at a certain degree should choose not to retaliate
and begin a new approach can be titled as “Suspected Cooperation” which is more of mutual
situation balance between optimism and at the same time skepticism. This situation is a
result of different cyber confrontation between both actors (USA - China).

Maximize (EB)Via = b4 > b1, (6.4)

For that, USA payoff by Maximizing strategy of cyber retaliation within the conflict with
China will end up look like more of:

EB(n) = b4r+a1(1− r) (6.5)

Degree that has sparked entanglement approach is the expectation of getting more Gain ≥
Loses from this particular strategic exchanges. It could be argued that this approach via fol-
lowing Minimizing(attacking) strategy and at the same time Maximizing(Non−Attacking)
within cyber space will work against the calculation of optimizing cyber threat credibility but
in reality not. It is because following this strategic approach means to keep cyber defense as
well as cyber offense functioning in place. Maximizing not to attack in cyber does not mean
to remove state cyber defense and offense technologies but it means to keep it running for
executing other missions like defense against other known cyber threats and observing cyber
space threat for furthering threat analysis. Cyber defense as well threat of cyber offense
will keep serving and there is no correlation between the decision of cooperation and these
two strategies. Cyber defense are assumed to function against known cyber threat and cyber
offense as well should be in place not for usage as it is risky to use it. Both, cyber defense
and offense are supportive for state cyber deterrence.

Entanglement scenario between China and USA was during both players China and USA
calculate the profit (Gain) from Maximizing strategy of Not Attacking that will consequence
expected outcome for China EA = (c)> (n) and at the same time USA calculating the profit
from pursuing Maximization the strategy of Not Attacking strategy EB = (c)> (n). It should
be equivalent, parallel and at the same time between both players. At this period of mutual
maximization of (Cooperation) via Not Attacking strategy, the degree that sparkling the
entanglement scenario is located and it will replace confrontation to a cooperation between
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China and USA. It is a reflection of China Maximizing EA = (c) > (n) and at the same
time and equally USA Maximize EB = (c) > (n). Here is where situation of optimism
and skepticism begin, the expectation between both states will probable progress more of
cooperation. The first step of cooperation can be via political negotiations and then to get
followed by technological and practical negotiation to implement what has been agreed upon.

Entanglement model is looking to the probability of mutual cooperation between two
states and it reflect the probability of [q] and what is driving two player to maximize the
probability of [q]. At the beginning of node three within the game tree Fig. 6.3, behavior
of United States as State (B) has moved from pursuing challenging China as a State (A) to
attempt to approach via another approach that may return to maximize the gain outcomes for
the benefit of United states itself. Practical consequence of USA changing its strategy and
behavior begin by initiating a negotiation process before Chinese president state visit to add
Chinese cyber threat to the presidential visit agenda.

At this particular point within entanglement model, game has changed from ongoing
cyber confrontation to attempt initiating negotiation between USA and China during China
presidential visit. At this point, USA has taken the initiative with China and scenario is to
test Chinese willingness to cooperate with USA regarding cyber threats. The expectation
from USA that China expected to Maximize strategy of cooperation and Not to Attack and
USA by taking the initiative can be assumed is willing to cooperate with Chinese and coming
closer to negotiate the possible solutions for the cyber threat challenge.

USA by following this approach will get more closer involvement with Chinese gov-
ernment about solving the cyber threat dilemma. Chinese usually deny any claim against
Chinese government and sponsoring the cyber threats. In the case of Chinese resist any closer
negotiation will give a clear signal that China is still denying any sort of cooperation. But,
what has happened is the opposite and China has Maximize the Cooperation and agreed to
involve cyber threat within presidential visit agenda.

In addition, one of cyber deterrence by entanglement practice can be via agreeing
to exchange information between USA and china about cyber threat sources and its full
attribution. This will reduce the deception practise between both adversaries and raise
the level of trust between (A) and (B) within cyber space. USA can involve China with
technologies and experts that help in digital forensic or many other kind of technologies
supporting attributing cyber attacker

Just for comparison, mutual maximization of Attacking strategy to a mutual maximization
of Not to Attacking strategy within cyber space between two credible state (USA and China);

Maximize EA(c) = a4q+a1(1−q), (6.6)
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Maximize EB(c) = b4q+a1(1−q) (6.7)

China strategy at the beginning of entanglement point within the deterrence model (game
tree) are reflecting;

EA(c) = a3 (6.8)

USA payoff by Maximizing strategy of cooperation within entanglement model with China
will look like more of:

EB(c) = b3 (6.9)

It is because a3 and b3 reflecting more of wining but it is not the ultimate winning due to
slight amount of lose within defense and the investment in strengthening cyber defense and
offensive capabilities.

Entanglement approach has resulted high level of agreement between USA president and
Chinese President. At this point and when both presidents agree to go for more cooperation
and reduce the deception surrounding cyber threats via raising the certainty of cooperation.
The agreement has reflect mutual believes between both leaders regarding -possibility- to go
one step closer and attempt with caution to cooperate as it is for both states benefit to keep
cyber space functioning. Despite assumptions about China commitments for transferring
agreement into practical steps. This agreement should considered as first good step in the
right direction, Yes it was not a final solution for a wide problem like deterring cyber threats
but it is a good step and might work in other cases as well.

6.3.1 Entanglement and Cyber Deterrence

It is because of the cyber space uniqueness and the challenges of cyber deterrence been
discussed in section 3.8 the assumption of entanglement approach for deterring state cyber
adversaries been raised. The reasons behind this nomination is that the entanglement approach
will help in mitigating these challenges. As example, one of the biggest challenges in cyber
space is that state can deny any claim against and its response can be like these cyber attacks
are sourced by individual attacker. These attackers are influenced by other political conflicts
but not hired by state government.

In cyber space, state can hire any red team to initiate different cyber attacks for the
purpose of causing damages to its adversaries expecting this approach might deter its cyber
adversary while its adversaries can do the same scenario without any worries. Practice
like this will keep state in a serious challenge to attribute the attacker as well as defend
against its unpredictable cyber attack. More changeable to deter these attackers. This
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complex situation seem influence USA to think little ahead via approaching Chinese cyber
threats via entanglement. What have been observed in USA approach with China is the
a semi-cooperation between two well known superpower. These two States have enough
cyber capacity as well as threat credibility. If both, credible states (China and USA) sustain
confronting each other state, the consequence is mutual damage Lose > Gain due to mutual
debilitation within cyber space. The scenario of continuous confrontation between China
and USA will be like China Maximizing attacking EA = (n) > (c) and at the same time
USA pursuing Maximization attacking EB = (n)> (c). Consistently pursuing this strategy
from both actors will clearly result to cyber confrontation which will consequence to mutual
continuous loses. So, rather than pursuing on persistent loses state will optimize deterrence
via furthering cooperation rather than confrontation. Entanglement model as an approach
working parallel with more cooperation with state adversaries.

Maximize Prob o f Cooperation ∥ Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement (6.10)

Which mean:

Maximizing Prob o f (c) = Good Deterrence by Entanglement (6.11)

Deterrence by entanglement model has explained the situation when the two actors go for
conflict cyber conflict while both actors are benefiting from each other and need to exchange
plenty of operations within cyber space. Within the model, each state attempt to drive its
opponent to more cooperation rather than confrontation. The model has produce sort of
optimization in reducing heat of exchanging cyber attacks begin when both adversaries
believe rationally it is Gain when state (B) take the initiative and signal its adversaries
about its willingness to cooperate. Rational calculation should look at the cooperation as
gaining not losing because pursuing attacking strategy will consequence Lose > Gain despite
assumption of attacking (threat of retaliation) strategy as dominant in Nuclear deterrence but
in cyber the concept might not work similarly.

Cyber deterrence by entanglement model has assumed two rational state as a actor and
calculating threat of credible cyber threat that affecting state cyber space and both player
reach to a believe of guessing each other intention to cooperate in the cyber arena for the
benefit of each state itself via reducing cyber threat from its credible opponent and commit
not to involve government with any support or involvement with any cyber operation that
might cause any damage to adversary [208]. This belief has been achieved after repeated
cyber confrontation.
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Fig. 6.4 Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement Mode

Figure 6.4 show how each states (A + B) has initiate the model with EA = n > c and
EB = n > c. At the beginning, both players commitment to confront adversary in cyber
domain that the state by itself suffering from weakness has result lose. On the other hand
and after signing the agreement, both states has changes to EA = n < c and EB = n < c
and this simultaneous strategic commitment helped both player to achieve self deterrence
and cooperate and gain sort of reduction in cyber confrontation heat. Yes, it can be argued
that this situation might not sustain but the respond to this argument is that the approach
can be repeated again expecting to optimize first deal. While the opposite of deterrence by
entanglement is to minimize any intention of cooperation between adversaries and this is not
in the benefit of each state. Minimizing probability of cooperation within the model is not
parallel with cyber deterrence.

Minimizing Prob o f Cooperation ∦ Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement (6.12)

Which mean:

Minimizing Prob o f (c) = Bad Deterrence by Entanglement (6.13)

By reach the believe about the need for self deterrence and entangle with state adversary,
each state will minimizing probability of cooperation in cyber space between states correlate
directly to develop uncertainty between adversaries. This uncertainty will consequence to
demolish any deterrence attempts because cyber deterrence to begin need slight margin of
cooperation for the purpose of sparking the deterrence by entanglement model.
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6.3.2 Cyber Mutual Assured Debilitation

One of the cyber uniqueness is the spread of vulnerabilities all over state critical infrastructure
and systems operating these infrastructure. This factor with ongoing optimization will help
state -Maximizing- the cost of success cyber attack for the attacker. But, still in cyber there is
a chance to win via re-engineer the same cyber threat to bypass the defense solution develop
after the first wave of attacking. First attack from state (A) with high probability of (Success
> Failure) = State (A) Best strategy is to keep attacking (B). Then, State (B) has enhanced its
cyber infrastructure against known cyber threats. In this situation, the second attempt by state
(A) to attack (B) will not be the same as previous attempt due to enhancement conducted
by the (B). The next attempt will change the calculation between both adversaries and the
situation is mainly from State (B) as a deterrent state and continuously attempting to deter its
adversaries:

• Maximize the cost of cyber attack = (A j)

• Minimize cost of cyber defense against A= (Bi)

The gap between cyber vulnerability in state (B) and optimizing these weakness is
where state (A) can success its attack. This is where debilitation in state cyber space and
its strategic situation begin. State (A) vis-to-vis State (B) is superior in detecting cyber
vulnerability and utilize them and cause the lose within the equation of cyber conflict. In
opposite, State (B) superiority in make difference with cyber conflict calculation is via
detecting its vulnerability and enhance to a level that assure for the attacker EA(n) = Lose >
Expected Gain. Then when State (A) attempt to repeat the attack against (B) will discover
that EA = (Cost o f attacking) > (Expected Gain), and the rational assumption here is to
defeat (A) from pursue attacking (B) due to enhancement made by (B) in the cyber defense.
The challenge with (B) is to get complete and accurate information about the intention of (A)
about attack type and the target of the next attack.

Challenges that preventing development an effective and comprehensive cyber deterrence
strategy [138][139] are not limited to issues like attribution, Information sharing between
states, legal and international institutions, cyber threats and mutual perceptions. One of
the nearest approach to resolve some of these issues is to progress in term of cooperation
in exchanging information instantly between state-states about threats sources. Overall,
superpower states like China, United States, Russia and many other share the same situation
within the cyber. It is a big concern about the vulnerability of cyber space to the offensive
technologies and sadly to confirm weakness in cyber defense. Developing cyber defense
capacity and at the same time offensive for threat of retaliation might help state in reducing
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cyber threat heat but still not bring cooperation from adversaries. In the situation where
weakness are mutually and there are share interest in maintain cyber space for exchanging
benefits states could approach opponent with more of cooperation signaling [194].

In summary, states growth in relying on cyber space in operating plenty of critical sectors
and at the same time rely on a vulnerable cyber technologies should enforce the rational
calculation to pursue the cooperation strategy rather than challenging and confrontation.
States may not to confess easily about the vulnerability of its cyber space but the truth is
truth and in practise cyber space are vulnerable and in the case state willing to reduce the
heat in cyber space (state-state) conflicts.

6.3.3 Entanglement and Cyber Cooperation

Looking to both state -USA and China- presidents speeches and analyzing the signals within
the context. The impressions about willingness to cooperate despite the skepticism are there
and it was clear when:

President Obama said, “I raised, once again, our serious concerns about growing cyber
threats to American companies and American citizens. I indicated that it has to stop.”
Moreover he said “The United States government does not engage in cyber economic
espionage for commercial gain, and today I can announce that our two countries have reached
a common understanding on a way forward”. Particularly, at this point President Obama
trying to maximizing the strategy of cooperation via EB = Attacking < Not Attacking.

Simultaneously, when President Xi Jinping said on his speech in September 2015, “The
cold war has long ended [China and the U.S] should make joint efforts to build a new
model of major-country relations between two countries, and realize non-conflict, non-
confrontation, mutual respect and cooperation” [204] response and agree to what president
Obama clearly mentioned. This speech clearly reflecting the willingness of leadership to
cooperate EA = Attacking < Not Attacking.

So, these two speeches reflecting both state leadership intention for Maximizing Cooper-
ation more than confrontation. Yes, there are a Grey zone about the degree of cooperation
and how close involvement to achieve but the intention of cooperation has been agreed to
develop it. Moreover, what is interested in selecting China vis-to-vis USA case is that both
states are known as a superpower in the international system. Both states credibility in other
domain was not sufficient in developing any deterrence against cyber threat, which mean the
approach of cooperation was expected to maximize the expected outcome for both states
(EB) and (EA). In addition, the atmosphere surrounding the presidential declaration aligned
with approval for signing agreement was highly probably positive. Moreover, the road-map
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Fig. 6.5 Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement Case Study

of developing closer cooperation from the both states presidents and the expect benefits for
maximizing each other outcomes.

Cooperation payoff reflecting both states China (A) and USA (B) intention to come closer
for the aim of maximizing other mutual benefits as the figure 6.5. The situation of mutual
cooperation in State-State cyber conflict and possible to success when:

• State (A) = China Committed to EA= c > n, Equally and the same time USA,

• State (B) = USA Committed to EB= c > n

In concluding this section, entanglement approach has worked in bringing two superpower
(USA and China) into more of cooperation reflecting credible cyber threat. This approach
can be assumed as self deterrence before deterring the opponent. Each state looking for
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maximizing the benefit from cyber space and reducing the cost of loses. In addition, each
state relying on cyber space in exchanging different types of business.

6.4 Strategies and Lessons for Entanglement

In summarizing the lessons learned from the cyber deterrence by entanglement model, State
will need to know that having credible cyber threat will not be sufficient enough to threat
its opponent with massive retaliation and expect it to get deterred. In other hand, it does
not mean that state need to preempt its adversaries with offensive cyber attack to assure
preventing cyber attacks expected from its adversaries. Neither approaches not enough to
bring state cyber deterrence closer to achieve its objectives.

But, the idea beyond entanglement model is to bring both adversaries to another ap-
proaches of semi-cooperation. Entanglement are mainly for the credible state and need to
have certain criteria to assure achieving its mission.

Despite this assumption, in real world nobody really knows exactly how advanced is
the opponent and superiority in cyber could be measured form different perspectives and
from different triangle. State can be superior in term of its cyber offensive capacity but
not in defensive and this reflecting different reasons. The context of cyber deterrence by
entanglement can work in one case where it cannot work in other cases and the lessons that
can be summarized from entanglement model analysis is:

6.4.1 Cyber Deterrence by Entanglement Model General Lessons:

• Deterrence by entanglement assisting state in reducing uncertainty (trust) about its
cyber adversaries and raise the expectation about the intention for furthering the
cooperation.

• Entanglement approach help in reducing cyber deterrence challenges. As example,
attribution and when state cooperate technically and share accurate and complete
information means there is no trap and there is a willingness in cooperation.

• State need to look at share interest between state itself and the state opponent. This
mean when stat get attacked by its opponent is like the opponent attacking him self. It
is due to mutual loses between both states especially in cyber space.

• Deterrence by entanglement in cyber space can be approached when both adversaries
agree to formulate senior level from exchange its cyber capacity in term of technology
like cyber forensics and attributions tools. This top level cooperation will reflect
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to further the cooperation practises between mid level government like intelligence,
military and concern institute.

• State should approach its cyber adversary with issues that have mutual interested with
its opponent. The case between China and USA, both states are mutually interest in
exchange business and clearly cyber space is essential space for this exchange and it
should be sustain and more peaceful between both adversaries.

• Entanglement approach will help to investigate if there is any claim that State try
to escape from. China was claiming that cyber attacks threatening USA sourced by
Non-state actors but when both superpower approach cyber conflict with entanglement,
they can work closely and exchange information semi opened to resolve and trace red
teams (Non-state) and there will be no excuse for china as well as USA.

• Cyber deterrence by entanglement is more of self deterrence where state need to
strength and keep observing its cyber space. Observation mission to understand the
threats that might affecting state and at the same time estimate suspected threats
sources.

• Deterring cyber threat by entanglement work technically when both adversaries agree
to come closely to identify the threats expected to get resolved. Both states can
cooperate approximately ≈ when the degree of conflict between both reflecting "no
winning" and at the same time "no losing".

6.4.2 Entanglement and States Strategies:

Strategically, for developing threat credibility for the purpose of cyber deterrence state like
USA should be prepared with cyber threat that is sufficient enough to develop the fear within
adversary mind as well as China (B) should do. Readiness and preparedness strategies is
a good strategy but need careful calculation to avoid any miscalculation. For that, USA in
deterring China need commitment to strategies:

1. Minimize (p) : Maintain strategy of threatening China with cyber retaliation. At the
same time not to give China any chance to success in any preemptive cyber attack via
hardening USA cyber space security controls.

2. Maximize (r) : Keep maximizing the threat of attacking which expected to inject
the fear from USA cyber threat and assure that for china cooperation is better than
confrontation.
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3. Maximize (s) : Remain maximizing the threat of retaliation and willingness to go for
any further escalation aiming for enforce China into giving up within cyber conflict.

At the same time, from China (A) strategic position and for maintaining maximizing its
credibility of cyber threat. China toward maximizing its benefits from the cyber conflict with
USA it should sustain with strategies like:

1. Minimize (r) : China to keep attempting to minimize the probability of USA attack. It
should keep EB = Gain ≦ Lose for any expect cyber attack.

2. Maximize (p) : Maintain maximizing strategy of threatening USA (EA = Attack >

NonAttacking) and this strategy assumed to inject the fear from China cyber threat.

3. Maximize (s) : China to remain strengthening the strategy of challenging USA within
cyber space for assure credibility and to defend against USA cyber threat (EA = (n)>
(c)), despite (EB = (n)> (c)) expecting at particular point USA will give up.

In achieving entanglement objectives, both States should work toward maximizing the
cooperation from the strategic point of view of both adversaries. By maximizing cooperation
both state might reach to agreement under the strategies reflecting both USA and China. and
this what has happened in 2015 agreement. So, both state (A) and (A) should:

1. Minimize (q) : USA to maximize the strategy of cooperation (c) and expecting china
probability to maximize probability of cooperation (c), China leadership believe that
approximately EB ≈ Gain = Lose,

2. Maximize (q) : At the same time China to maximize the strategy of cooperation (c)
and expecting USA probability to maximize probability of cooperation (c), that mean
USA decision maker approximately to believe in EA ≈ Gain = Lose.

Cyber deterrence by entanglement approach has approved its capacity to bring two
superpower (USA and China) in the table and agree to reduce the heat of cyber confrontation.
After one year, the result has been confirmed by one of leader in the cyber security technology
company called Fire-Eye [206] and also has been confirmed by top strategist USA institute
RAND corporation [207] that the approach followed by USA has helped to progress in
reducing China Cyber Threats. But, the question is whether it will be sustainable.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

Conflicts in cyber space are not limited to cyber security technologies, systems vulnerabilities
or cyber offense solutions. It is a unique domain where there are different players (States-Non
State) having different interests to achieve and different agendas to accomplish.

The Motivations for conducting this research is due to the weakness of Cyber defense
as well as complexity of Cyber offense which is very difficult to utilize due to its difficulty
in identifying the source of attack. Logically, deterrence is assumed to fill the gap between
defense and offence. Keeping in mind, what is applicable in deterring first state can’t
be applicable to the second state and a careful analysis for cyber deterrence strategies in
deterring (state - state) cyber conflict was the broader scope of the research. Then, research
was narrowed to find out the best optimal strategy to help state develop its capabilities for the
mission of deterring cyber adversary.

The methodology for conducting the research was done by following game theory as a
tool for analyzing the applicability of cyber threat as a credible threat for punishing state
opponent with massive cyber retaliation. Then, to analyze the conflict in the case of cyber
threat as a credible punishment was not successfully efficient in deterring state adversary and
both opponents prioritize to escalate the cyber conflict intense and attempt to wind down the
conflict

After investigating cyber escalation, the attempt was to examine different approaches for
the benefit of cyber deterrence. The examined approach was deterrence by entanglement and
the analysis was trying to bring new concept into the deterrence strategies where both states
are sharing interest issues that can be utilized to cool down cyber conflict.
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7.1 Review the Contribution

Answering the core question about whether deterrence is going to work or not in the cyber
space, it is more related to whom to deter, how to deter him, and what approach will fit the
case? The context of deterrence in nuclear is different to deterrence in cyber space.

Challenges in cyber deterrence like uncertainty about attributing cyber-attack and diver-
sity of cyber adversaries due to wide connectivity within cyber space does not mean that
deterrence in cyber is not going to work or it is impossible. Cyber deterrence can possibly
work and there is a serious need to invest in the attribution solutions where organization can
efficiently attribute attacker.

Optimizing cyber deterrence following deterrence by denial strategy works partially and
plays larger role in deterring known cyber threats. States need to harden the cyber defense
where cyber adversaries can’t achieve any threat and at the same time fail its calculation
because it’s not worthy to attack while it is not going to succeed in the (Lose > Gain) equation.
Credible state in cyber defense is more difficult for the attacker due to the capacity and its
tolls to develop advance threats that cyber defense of the attacker will not be capable to deny
it in case of retaliation committed by the attacked state.

Deterrence by punishment as a second strategy can work in threatening state cyber
adversaries via repeated threat of retaliation that raise the value of (Lose> Gain). At this
point attacker rationally assumed to wind down cyber confrontation. State strategist need
to think about combining both cyber deterrence by denial with deterrence by punishment
because combination can impact to stimulate the opponent cooperation due to the calculation
of cost and benefit from pursuing cyber threats.

When both traditional deterrence strategies (Denial – Punishment) did not work, State
strategists are responsible to optimize cyber deterrence strategy and must not limit themselves
to the traditional approaches and try another approach like entanglement. Chapter six
examined deterrence by entanglement approach which benefited from different strategic
issues and the mutual interest in cooperation. Deterrence by entanglement approach is more
of mutual self-deterrence and it has worked in bringing two superpowers as an attempt for
more cooperation as because both actors keep escalating which ends up in hurting themselves.
Since they have mutual interest, it is better to entangle and work more cooperatively.

On further thought, the role of entanglement in supporting cyber deterrence through
convincing state opponent that cyber-attack is hurting the attacked state and at the same time,
it causes lose to the attacker (state) itself. This means the lose is mutual and it is better to
cooperate rather than maintain ongoing confrontation.
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Specifically, It has proposed different models that analyzing how state should manage the
cyber deterrence when it get confronted with credible state. The research has produced the
following research contribution within this thesis:

• A systematic literature review for the cyber deterrence and the literature produced in
the field. This work has helped to identify the knowledge gap and helped in setting up
the research road map. Refer to chapter (3.1).

• A model for analyzing credibility of cyber threat in deterring state cyber adversaries.
The approach was following different strategies which is expected to help in success
threat of retaliation as threat of punishment and expected to deter state adversaries.
Refer to section (4.3).

• A model for analyzing the nature of cyber escalation ladder between two cyber credible
states. This model assuming two credible states confronted when the credibility of
cyber threat was not sufficient enough in deterring opponents and this failure leads
to escalation in the intense of cyber attacks between these two states and prepare the
ground for the mutual assured destruction. Refer to section (5.3).

• A model for analyzing the assumption of deterrence by entanglement as a different
approach compared to traditional approaches and it could work between two credible
states. This model relying on shared interest of both actors within the same model.
The model has investigate the motivation for deterrence by entanglement as well as
what could enforce both adversaries for more of cooperation. Refer to section (6.3).

7.2 Identify and Address Limitations

Deterrence is well known concept in international security studies and usually strategist
see cyber deterrence from nuclear deterrence prospective and for that they think deterrence
would not work in the cyber era due to different players, full of uncertainty, high level of
anonymity with lack of attributions.

Yes, these issues reflect the uniqueness of cyber space but it does not mean deterrence is
not working completely. Limitation of credibility of cyber threat as punishment is correlated
to the misperception between both actors about intentions either to attack or not as well as
attack consequences. Then, maintaining ongoing cyber escalation is possible for stimulating
deterrence by entanglement approach for the purpose of reducing the heat of cyber escalation
reflecting mutual interest in maintaining cyber as a peaceful space between both states. Cyber
deterrence is like deterring social crimes more than deterring nuclear superpower where it
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can work in deterring particular actors and at the same time can’t work for other actors. What
has worked to bring China and USA and sign agreement promising mutual cooperation has
not worked between Russia and USA. Deterrence by entanglement was the approach and
might not work in other cyber conflicts. So, the limitation that may weaken cyber deterrence
functionality can be identified as:

• Cyber threats attribution need to be advanced and will assist identifying threats and
threatners. This advancement will consequence in identifying applicable deterrence
strategies. Identifying cyber adversaries will assist state in identifying the applicable
deterrence strategy that might work efficiently.

• Misperceptions about consequences of cyber threats and the value of the targets for
the attacked as well as attacker are a complex issue. Compared with the nuclear,
consequence of nuclear attack is clear for both adversaries but in cyber it is not known
what target is more to effective in threatening opponent. Reducing the perception
between both adversaries in cyber will stimulate the rational decision for furthering
cooperation rather than confrontation.

• Mutual assured debilitation situation in cyber space is there even with the superpower.
While all states vulnerable to cyber threats there is a need to a narrowed technical
approach. Tackling this vulnerabilities need a narrowed investigation about each partic-
ular cyber threat and this will be more measurable approach for deterring international
cyber threat.

• Variation in cyber conflicts in term of threats used reflecting the nature of cyber defense
and the value of wining and losing. Justifying wining and losing is a bit complex and
cause limitation in justifying success of cyber deterrence.

Deterring cyber threat is an international issue and there is a technical and experimental
efforts needed to be conducted around these challenges. Measuring attribution of different
cyber threats. Cyber Attack compared to nuclear attack is less harmful but for measuring
cyber deterrence and to justify success,

7.3 Directions for Future Work

Research and sciences cannot give a holistically answer for certain research problems
while sometime it helps to open the door for more questions rather than answering existed
questions. For that, in this research I assume a further research on cyber deterrence are
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highly needed for the benefit of deterring cyber threats and for making cyber space a peaceful
domain as possible. Regarding, cyber threats attribution, I think the growth in cyber security
technologies innovations will reflect in advance attributions and digital forensics. The
development will help attribution process in term of accuracy, timing and efficiency.

Cyber-attacks reflect the advances in cyber offensives capacity that state have it and
willing to utilize it. Advances in offensive cyber capacity will not sustain state in advances
position compared to other state. This capacity could change in the future and get replaced by
other cheapest cyber threats that give state cyber offense more efficiency. More understanding
of cyber threat limitation and the consequences to each other state will give state strategists
and decision maker a better robust standing. Future strategies should consider that one size
will not fit all cases:

• Technology and Attribution: Deep investigation of cyber defense technologies and its
capacity in attributing cyber attacks like SQL, DDoS, Malware, Botnets, (Each cyber
attack individually) with high accuracy and track back.

• International and National Organizations: Collaboration to work on missions for
stimulating new policies that encourage different states (Cyber Adversaries) following
deterrence by entanglement approach via bringing adversaries and states together.

• Rationality and Cyber Threat Credibility: Cyber deterrence is more than just threat
to retaliate state adversaries. States decisions maker rationality need to be convinced
deeply about the (value) reflecting ongoing loses consequence from cyber attacks via
modeling (Value + Cost).

• There are a similarity and slight differences between deescalation and deterrence by
entanglement approach. For that, there is a need for future work on modelling both
situations and analyzing each situation in a separate model for further understanding
both strategies.

7.4 Closing Remarks

In this research, I have worked to produce theoretical models that help in understanding and
trying to optimize cyber deterrence strategy and support state with new tactics that efficiently
can deter state cyber adversaries.

Research has approached problem analysis via three dimensions beginning by looking
at the Credibility of cyber threat in deterring cyber adversaries threats (Deterrence by pun-
ishment). Then, when credibility of cyber threat is not sufficiently working into deterring
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opponent the escalation of cyber confrontation is the next expected outcome between adver-
saries and its probability is highly expected to result. Finally, the best possible approach for
the state to deter its opponent is to consider the deterrence by entanglement as a different
approach that may work and lead for a good strategic deterrence.

Developed mathematical models contribute to analyze the problem and advance our un-
derstanding about cyber deterrence strategy. Contribution of this research is important in term
of understanding cyber deterrence problem and in particular supporting states advancement
in keeping cyber domain as peaceful domain. Cyber deterrence is closer to deter criminals
rather than nuclear deterrence. Because deterrence strategies help to reduce cyber-attack not
to stop it totally.
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Appendix A

Attributing Cyber Attacks

It is irrelevant to the research to explore the technical practices of how states practically
develop its cyber attacks attribution procedures. I have mentioned in Section 7.3 the future
work and the efforts needed to be allocated in supporting state cyber attribution more
technically. So, i would like in this appendix to elaborate about attribution from technical
perspectives and more closely from digital forensic point of view. Different cyber attacks
need different kind of technologies for achieving the attribution required. So, as example
state can select one particular cyber threat and the focus on deterring this one attack and
design the approach to attribute it. Each cyber attack is different in term of approach, tools,
targets, effectiveness and severity and need for intensive technical work to assure accuracy
within future work.

The technical aspect of attribution cyber attack reflecting the process of attack. Specifi-
cally, the systems and solutions used for initiating the cyber attack and the target for the same
attack.For more understanding about each cyber attack and the technological need in achiev-
ing attributions the road map for the system to be developed is to provide comprehensive
(Complete and Accurate) information about the attack and the attacker.

As example, attributing ransom ware attack can be as example how state should practise
the strategic operation in tracing cyber threats for the benefit of cyber deterrence. Ransom
ware attack usually beginning by standard methods of attacking like email attachment,
website and when infection arrives on user machine and start the process of communication
with the encryption servers is where state can detect this communication. Then, a process of
selecting files for the purpose of infection and then pursue for finalizing the encryption via
rename, encrypt then rename again. The last step in ransom ware infection is when it start
asking for the payment in case recovery are in demand.

State in achieving the mission of attributing this particular cyber threat need to approach
the threat technically and evaluate its capacity. Attribution is not impossible mission but
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Fig. A.1 Ransomeware Lifecycle

I think it is little complex reflecting the uniqueness of cyber space complexity in term of
multi-layers of communication.
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